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The Mutti-Fibre .Arrangrernent (MFA) is a nultilateral

framework agreenent for the establishment of trade

restrictions in textíles and apparel. It is associated with

the General Àgreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) " The MFA is

both a regime, Iiniting protectionism and promoting freer

trade to the benefit of aII textile trading nations, but

especially the industrialized countries, and an alIiance,

facilitating protectionism to the benefit of the

industrialized countries¡ textile industries and the detriment

of the industrializing and developing countries" This

analysis has theoretical inplications for the understanding of

both regimes and alliances.
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The Multi-Fíbre Arrangement (MFA) ís a multilateral

framework aEreement regarding ínternaÈional trade in textiles

and apparel" rt is associated with the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade (GATT). It specifies rules which its

signatories nust follow when restricting imports by means of

unilateral actions or bilateral agreements" These rules allow

many actions which are inconsistent with GATT"

But the MFA must not be seen as a mere derogation from

GATT" The main thesis of thís paper is that. a mixture of

goals and interests among the textile trading states,

especially the powerful industrialized importers, causes the

MFÀ to resemble both a reEine, liniting protectionism and

promoting freer trade to the benefit of al-1, and an alliance,

facilitating protectionism to the benefit of the DCs and the

detriment of the LDCs"

First, to the extent the MFA !¡as set up to manag:e,

coordinate and control protectionism in order to avoid its

worst effects, it acts as a regime" The benefits (or

avoidance of costs) it, creates in this way are a global

increase in utility, though disproportionateÌy more benefits

accrue to the industrialised countries than the

industrialising ones.

Second, to the extent that the MFA sirnply helps the

industrialized countries impose protectionism on the

developing countríes and their exports, it acts as an alliance

of industrialized countries" As with memþers of any allíance,
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the industrialized members of the MFA have their targets: the

Iow-cost clothing and textile ex¡rorters of the Third World"

They are aIlied, on behalf of their textile workers and firms,
against the competitive effects of low-cost imports fro¡n the

less developed countries (LDCs) entering into their markets.

They seek to stop the transfer of wealth that ís inplied by

free trade in textiles manifested in plant closures and

unemployment in developed countries (DCs) and investnent and

expansion of employment, in LDCs.l

To look at the MFA as sinply a derogation from cATf

forced by the ad hoc wills of states is t,o miss its economic,

political and theoretical significance in and of itself and in
terms of the overall trading system. It is equally misleading

to look upon it as a regime which facilitates fair and

efficient trade in textiles" The reality appears to fall-
somewhere in the niddle.

Textile and apparel trade has the same problems

associated r*ith trade in nost sectors, only their rnagnitude is
multiplied nany fold. The magnitude of price differentials in
textj-les is due mostly to differences in wage costs between

I Part of the effect of free trade in textiles wou1d, of
course, be a globa1 increase in utílity due to increased
efficiency through better resource arlocation inrptied by the
unfettered operation of comparative advantaEe" But, often
states will focus on the distributional effect alone because
of its political inpact.

These utility effects are to be treated as premises for
the purposes of the argument only" Later they v¡ilL be
explored further, The exact pararneters and functioning of
each are st.ilI subjects for debate by economists.
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exporters and importerso especially ín the more labour

intensive apparel secÈors" If it is assumed that. free

internationat trade promotes efficiency and generates wealth,

then it is desirable for there to be free trade in all
sectors, including text,iles and apparel" Indeed, the

importation of low-cost clothing and teNtiles by one country

from another leads to great savings for consumers in the

importing country" However, the competition from low-wage

exporters can lead t,o plant closures and unemployrnent in the

irnporting countryrs textile industry" This often leads to
pressure for governments to provide income support and

industrial adjustnent or to protect industries with trade

barriers" For a variety of reasons, governments often choose

more protection than adjustment"

Economically, protectionism in textiles is inefficient
overall, making jobs and firms in the DCs! textile industries
viabLe, but costing first world consumers and Third World

producers heavily. Protectionism, even if linited at first to
the textile sector of the international economy and

perpetrated against its weaker actors, can lead to more

protection in other sectors and even to trade hrars through

trade diversion and retaliation. unbridted protectionísm,

even against a limited number of weaker countries in a

specific industrial sector, can have other risks and costs in
the financial, economic and geo-political spheres. The

industrialízed countries have needed a way to manage trade and
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protectionism in t,extiles and the LDCs have generally

supported anyttring whicÌr wil-l limÍt trade barriers blocking

their exports to developed countries¡ markets. Thus the HFA

has become a facilitator, manaEer and liniter of

protectionism: both an alliance and a regime.

this paper will develop this thesis and explore its

imptications. In order to do this, Chapter I v,¡ill present

basic theoretical frameworks and definitions to guide

analysis. Chapter II will relate the history and development

of the textile regime and explore the basic contents of its

incarnations, focusing on the Multi-Fibre Arrangement"

Chapter III will discuss important IegaI aspects of the MFA as

well as exploring some of its domestic economic and political

causes and effects. Chapter IV will fu1Iy develop the central-

thesis of the paper regarding the MFA as a regime and an

alliance, âs well as the inplications this may have on the

understanding of both as distinct concepts, Finally, some

general theoretical conclusions and observations regarding

future directions in clothing and textiles and the

international trading system will be offered in Chapter V"



Chapter I
ñrr¡¡¡rç ¡6 ys&açqøÈìasø.l rrrae#.i'la snÆ ãnnsçoî rirt¡.sÆa.snÆ Þa'liëieq
À¿À6lErA.']r 1/å AUb6À&@bAV4@a &EõÞ¿ó@ @4þ âÈtË'@ÃÞe

Before the MFA can be properly explored, a theoretical

context must be developed. Basic international trade and

regime theoríes are central to establishíng the necessary

theoretical contexts for the political and economic analysis

of the MFA. In order for a judgenent to be made about the

principles and norms of the MFA, a basis for comparison must

be identified"
This chapter \-ti11 discuss the basic economic theory of

international trade and how it. applies to the clothing and

textile sectors" This s/ill be followed by a discussion of

international relations theory pertinent to the MFA,

particularly regime theory. Finally, there v¡iIt be a

discussion of the key norms and concepts of the GATÎ'

providing a basis for conparison with the MFA"

l-"1- 5'heory o€ lnÈørnatíonaå Sredes T@xt,i1es anð ÃEpereL

The first and central concept of the economics of

international trade, and the first, irnportant economic concept

regarding the MFA, is comparative advantage" The concept of

absolute advantage dictates that each country should

specialize in the production of goods which they can produce
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better and more cheaply than any other country" Comparative

advantage makes the further argument that even in an

international economy of two goods (one and two) and two

countries (À and B), where one country (A) ís better at

producing both goods, country A will and should tend t,o

concentrate production on that good which it is most efficient

at producingr2 l-eaving production of the other good to 8.3 A

2 Assume a competitive market. This is a price driven
effect" Country A will tend to shift toward the production of
the good (e"9, cars) which it can produce at the lowest cost
per unit of output, based on the valuations of consumers in
both countries" Thus, consumers in both countries will be
able to have more cars, at a lower price, with the expenditure
of fewer resources for the system than without specialization.

3 specialization is linited by a function of marginal
cost and marginal revenue/price" Producers in country A wiIl
shift resources avray from production of good 2 (e"9., wheat)
and into production of good 1 (e"9", cars) as long as the
marginal cost (MC) of each additional car is less than the
marginal revenue (¡{R) which Èhat car wÍII earn r,¡hen so1d" ¡{R
equals price (P), which is dictated by supply versus demand in
a conpetitive market. Demand will be determined by the
incomes of consumers in both countries (assuming fixed
consumer preferences over time) " If incomes are 1ow, demand
will be Iow, and so will the price of cars" Since P eguals
MR, the threshold above which MC will exceed tIR will be low"
This in turn rsill li¡rit the impetus for specializationr âs
incentives for producers in country A to switch resources into
cars will taper-off when MC exceeds l4R at an early stage"

Since a good portion of demand will be determined by the
incomes of consumers in country B, the terms of trade for
wheat versus cars rsill be import,ant in determining the level
of specíalization which occurs"

In reality, specialization is also linited from what is
suggested by two country, two good models in another s¡ay. fn
scenarios of many countries and tlpes of goods, specialization
does not lead to each country exclusively producing a small
range of goods in which it has com¡rarative advantage. What is
evident instead is broader categories of countries
specializing in broad categories of goods (e"9", LDCs
producing nostly ]abour intensive goods and DCs producing
mostly capital intensive goods).

7



and B will then siraply trade ç¡ith each other to satisfy their
needs for each good.a Theory argues that this is utility
maxirnizing for the two national and the international

economies, distributional considerations between sub-state

groups which benefit from freer trade versus groups which are

hurt notwithstandíng.

A country¡s resource endor¿ment will determine which goods

it will be best in producing"

particular resource or factor of production (e"9" labour) it
will be more efficient at producing labour intensive goods,

which it may then export in exchange

resources in which it is poor. This is
(H-O) theory of international trade. To guote from Ohlin:

Cornmodities requiring for their production much of
Iabundant factors of production] and little of
Iscarce factors] are exported in exchange for goods
that call for factors in the opposite proportions"

If a country has nuch of a

4 A caveat to this is that one good (1, cars) may be
relatively rfmore valuabler¡ than the other (2, wheat) . For
example, if A, produces cars, country B nay have to trade a 1ot
of wheat to satisfy its need for cars" In fact, it may have
trouble producing enough wheat to buy all the cars it needs
because of the value and, therefore, the price of cars,
relative to that of wheat based on the preferences of
consumers in both countries" This concept is referred to as¡rterms of trade¡!" In this case, country B has a disadvantage
in the terms of trade regarding wheat and cars.

Many LDCs face the same situation in the international
market. They sell relatively less valuable goods and
cornmodities such as rice or clothing, and must trade for high
value-added goods such as cars and factory machinery. Free
international trade, while efficient at generating a net
overall increase in r*ealth for the int,ernational economy, does
not necessarily lead to an equit,able distribution of -wealth
between countries.

I

for goods requiring
the Heckscher-Oh1in



Thus indirectly, factors ín abundant, supply
exported _ and factors in scanty supply
imported " 

5

Thus countries with abundant (tow-cost) Iabour resources, for
instance, will tend to eN¡rort labour intensive goods.

Countries which have relatively more capital will export

capital intensive goods.

Countries do not export the same goods throughout their
histories. Clothing manufacturing, for instance, !üas very

irnportant for Japan in the early post-war period" Today it
produces cars which rival Germany0s and computers which rival
those of the United States. Often countries or regions of

countries which are under-industrialized successfully

diversify and develop an industrial base. According to H-O

theory, if the types of goods produced in a country are to
change, the factors of production must change in their
relative abundance as weI1"

Technology is the key to understanding how the factor
endowments of a country may ¡echange¡¡. Technology can be

thought of in t.erms of method, altering the rday or the

proportions in which factors are used in the production of
goods. Technology can be thought of as another factor or

resource as well" A country couldr. therefore, change íts
factor endoqrments by developing or irnporting more (better)

are
are

5 Bertil Ohlin, guoted in
Economics, 8th ed. (Homewood,

Peter H. LinderÈo International
Illinois: Irwín, 1986) p" 3i-

9



technologry" As the quality of technology and íts availability

increases, ít, will be used more ín production. The kinds cf
goods ín the production of which the country has comparative

advantage r*ill change. Production and ex¡rort, will shift

toward those goods.ó

This process is called the product cycle, the second key

economic concept regarding the MFA"7 Most countries exhibit

at least some elements of it. Some, like Korea, are models of

advancenent along the industrialization stage of the product

cycle, âs technology for the production industrial- goods as

norú been fuI1 disseminated to such newly industrializing
countries and they now compete directly with the

industrialized nations. As industrialization in countries

such as Korea offers greater cornpetition to the industrialized

countries, the DCs must develop ner'ir industries in a post-

industrial, high-technology stage in order to maintain their
economic well-being" To the extent that they fail to do this,
the movement of Newly Industrializing Countries (NfCs) into
ever higher value-added industries wiII be a continuing source

of cornpetition for first world industries and a continuing

source of friction between NICs and DCs.

A third important concept for the international economic

6 Capital-, which can be t¡developedÉ¡ or imporÈed, can be
thought of in the same way as teehnology" In fact, in the
case of new factory machinery, for example, the capit,al may
embody the new technology"

7 Lindert, International Economics

l_o
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and politicat analysis of textile trade is Pareto optimality"
pareto optinality is a condiÈion of, resource al'locaiion under

which it ís not possible to reallocate the goods among actors

in order to make some (or at, least one) actor(s) better off

without making any other actor(s) Iforse off. A systen such as

the international economy reaches Pareto optinality when it

has completely fulfilted its potential for wealth generation,

reaching the highest possible level of utility, though the

distribution of this wealth may be

Theoretically free international- trade

optinality for the international economy" This víew is

generally accepted by economists, given certain conditions and

caveats, particularly with regard to the distribution of

wealth"

A fourth economic concept important to the analysis of

E Steven T. CaIl and WiIIiam L" Holahan, Microeconomics,
2nd. ed" (Be1nont, California: !{adsworth, l-983) p " 42O

Pareto-optinality does not require a price mechanism for
its attainment by an economy or market" In fact,
extrenalities and ínperfections in markets can lead to sub-
optinal outcornes, though the markets may appear to be in
equalibriun" This thesis assumes that a competitive free
market in t,extiles would be generally free of imperfections
and externalities and that its functioning under free trade
would be Pareto-optinal for the systen of textile trading
states "Pareto-optinality would not, neeessarily require total
speciaJ-ization, with each textile tradÍng nation functioning
eNclusively as either an importer or an exporter"
Specialization t¡ill be linited as a function of marginal cost
and marginal revenue/pricen âs described in fn" 3 above.
Thus, while there will be net exporters and importers, nearly
all- the textile trading nations will each export and import
textiles, even iøhile attaining Pareto-optinality under free
trade

11_
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the MFA is the concept of oligopoly, or more accurately'

oligopsony. O]ígopoly is an industry in whi-ch there are few

enough suppliers such that they are able to collude to linít

supply and rnaintain prices at a higher level than would occur

under competition. An oligopsony is a market which has many

suppliers who must sell competit.ively to few buyers" Because

of their few numbers, these buyers may collude, agreeing to

offer the many suppliers low prices and t,o not break ranks by

offering more than the agreed price.e To a grreat extent, the

large textile inporting countries operate this way" They

collude in coordinating the amount of market access and the

terrns of trade they will give the many textile exporters so as

to f avour thernselves.

An important concept for analysis of the MFA' related to

oligopsony, is that, of dominant-firm (or ín this case,

consumer) price leadership. In a narket with a relatively

small number of buyers operating under dominant-firm

leadership, there is one buyer who wiII so dominate - perhaps

buying 508 or more of the total narket - that it, will dictate

the price" The other buyers will act as price-takers,

adhering to the price set by the doninant consumer.lo This is

analogous to Americars position in the overall western

political economy, âs well as the rol,es filled by the US and

later the EC with regard to textiles"

e tbia", pp. 288-89

10 lbid" ¡ pp. 308-09
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The most widely used theoretical construction in the

political analysis of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement, as with

GATT and other economic framework arrangements, is the theory

of regines. In the literature, even when authors are not

specifically using regiure theory in their analysis, they will
often sirnply refer to the MFA as a regime. Herein lies part

of the problem. Exactly what various authors mean when they

talk about regimes in the literature ís unclear" Adrnittedly,

even the question as to whether regines exist as distincÈ
phenomena from other international theory concepts is stilI
controversi-a1"

This section will briefly survey the regime literature in
order to identify the generally accepted notions regarding the

nature of regimes. The related Theory of Hegemonic Stability
will also be explored" Final1y, the regime based tlpology
developed and specifically applied to the MFA by .A,ggarwal will
be introduced as a theoretical startinE point for this paper¡s

analysis of the MFA.

L"2.L Regime Theorv

Stephen Krasner has ¡lerhaps provided the most widely

recoginized definition of regimes. He defínes them as

i-3



sets of implicit or explicit princÍp1es, norms,
rules, and decision-nakíng procedures around which
actorst expectaiions converge ín a given area of
internatioñal- relations. 1l

He goes on define these four main elements of regimes"

Principles are beliefs of faet' causation, and
rectitude" Norms are standards of behaviour
defined in terms of rights and obligations. Rules
are specific prescriptions or proscriptions for
actíon. Decision-rnakincr procedures are prevailing
practices for rnaking and implement,ing collective
choice. 12

This definition may serve as the basis for arEument in several

directions" However, the most cornpelling and important would

seem to be that regimes are set up for the attainment or

preservation of certain principles" The selection of the

principles regimes wiIl pursue is largely based on the

interests of the states participating in the regime. If the

decision-makers of a group of states bel-ieve - based on their

knowledge of facts, causal línks and/or even their sense of

what is right - that free trade serves their interests, then

they may seek to set up a regime which will uphold the

principle of free trade.

Any regine will tend to pursue or uphold the principles

ll Stephen D" Krasner, ¡¡structural Causes and Regime
Conseguences: Regimes as Intervening Variablese0 o International
Organization, 36, 2 (Spring L982) p" L86"

12 lbid.
L4



which are in the interests of the most powerful nations" This

is the structural- basis for regimes" A regime wil] tend Èo

reflect the distribution of polder and constellation of

interests among the participating states. Factors such as

technology or knowledge of the consequences of interact,ion

among states will affect, states¡ understandings of their

interests and eventually change the principles which a regine

pursues or the way in which they are pursued. Structural

changes, changes in the distribution of pov¡er among the

states, wi-ll also affect the principal orientation of a regime

as it slowIy begins to reflect the interests of the ascending

states more and the descending states Iess.r3 rt is also

possible that changes in knowledge or technology will change

states¡ interests so as to compensate for changes in power

structure. la

Regimes serve in several respects as a brake on change in
the international system caused by changes in statest

interests or the distribution of power among states. First,

they set patterns of behaviour and interaction for states

which states may be slow to relinguish, even after the power

structure or constel-lation of interests has changed. Second,

there may be institutional or other costs which may tend to
delay changes in the prevailing regime or delay íts demise.

t3 Ãrthur.â," Stein, ¡rCoordination and Collaboration:
Regimes in an Anarchic World¡¡, fnternational Organi¿ation, 36,
2 ( spring 1,e82 ) pp " 3l,e-2 0 .

t4 tbid", p" 32L"
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Third, the way a regime organizes relations may have a

legitimacy in the nj-nds of decision-makers, Ieading them Èo

try to preserve the regime. Fourth, during its operation a

regime may change states¡ interests or they r*ay they perceive

those interests. As suggested above, this alteration of

interests may act, to reduce or negate the effects of changes,

such as power shifts, which would. tend to undermine the

regime. 15

There are many situations and issue areas in

international relations in which a state, regardless of its

capability, cannot achieve its objectives on its own" often

a group of states r*itl find that they cannot achieve their

qoals by independent action" In such cases states find it

useful to establish rules based on certain norms intended to

facilitate the coordinated or collaborative pursuit of a set

of principles which satisfy theír interests or values. The

decision-naking required for the formulatíon of rules to

prescribe or proscribe actions, for the implementation of

those rules, and even for the development or establishment of

norns is based on procedures which ensure decisions are made

collective1y" Decision-makers in the states.involved may act

consciously or unconsciously in this wây, forming a regime.

Arthur Stein identifies this unique characteristie of

regimes and the type of situations in which they are useful.

Using a game theoretic approach, he ident,ifies a type of

t5 tbid", pp" 322-32
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situat,ion in international relations in which regines obtain

and three in which they do not.t6

The first situation type is that of no conflict. No

regime obt,ains here because the actors involved have the same

interests, which they witl pursue independently, without the

need for a coordinating regirne" An eNample of this would be

the giving of some forms of foreign aid (e"9., disaster

relief) " The second situation ty¡pe is referred to by Stein as

the assurance game. An example of an assurance game would be

the establishment and the mutual adherence to extradition

treatíes betr¡¡een states " No regime is reguired under

assurance. In the extradition exarnple, both countries are

prepared to retaliate and nÍnimize their losses by inrnediately

refusing to extradite criminals the moment the other does not

do so. But both recognize the mutual advantage of cooperation

on the extradition issue and give and seek assurances to this

end. A regime is not required because the payoffs to an actor

who cheats are lower (not getting the criminals it wants

returned for prosecution) than the payoffs under cooperation"

The third situation type is probably the one most familiar to

observers of international relations: that in v¡hich the result

leaves one actor aggrieved. Here there is no regime because

one state, the more powerful one, is imposing a result on

16 Ïbid., pp. 301,-04" Stein actually ident,ifies three
separate situations in whích regimes do obtain, but only the
classic collaborative solutíon to the eePrísoner ! s Dilemma¡t is
of concern here"
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another state" This ís essentially a zero-sum situation in
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unilateral action of the more powerful state"

The fourth situation tfpe is that of collaboration in the

pursuit of conmon int,erests. In this situation, often

described by the analogy of the ¡¡Prisoners 0 DiJ-emna¡', the

actors have conmon interests, but can only achieve them

through collaboration. The difference between this and an

assurance scenario is that the initial payoffs to actors which

cheat and otgo it alone¡! are higher than payof f s under

cooperation" However, this soon l-eads to cheating by other

actors resulting in a sub-optimal result for the group.rT

Groups of states will often develop regines, consciously

or unconsciously, to facilitate collaboration in pursuit of

conmon interests. The successful operation of such a regime

can lead to the attainment of Pareto optinality, or at least

a net gain in utility for the system" This utility will
generally be distributed to all actors in the regime, but the

distribution nay not necessarily be even.lE

Situations in v¿hich states ean only achieve their goals

through the fornation and operation of a regime have the

theoretical potential of forming anywhere" Cooperation

between states has the potential to yield benefits in any

area, bê it arns control or civÍl aviation procedures.

Ibid., pp.

See pp. 6-818

3 04-08 .

and footnot,e 2 of, thís chapter.
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However, regimes tend to form in areas which arer or perhaps

more impcrtanttry, are perceived to be by decision-makers,

characterízed by non-zero-sum, as opposed to zero-sum'

dynamics. In a zero-sum situation, any gain of utility by one

actor is an equal loss for another" Security issues are often

like this. rn strategíc affairs, security can be seen as a

good which provides utility to states" Under certain

conditions, the addition ofn sây, 10r000 troops to the army of

one country will increase (or will be perceived to increase)

its security by the same amount as its neighbour¡s security is

reduced. This is a zero-sum situation or game" If the

neighbour raises an additional 10,000 in response, there will

be an equal (perceived) reallocation of utility back to the

neighbour as the original balance of power is re-established.

But other fields in international relations work

differently. A good example is trade" If one country (A)

blocks the irnports of another (B), it may gain utility in
prot,ecting its markets" Certainly Ars producers will gain due

to the reduction in competition" But, oil net, country A uray

actually experience a r*elfare loss, if the increased cost to

its consumers from the loss of cheap imports exceeds the gain

by its producers generated by increased domestic market share.

If B retaliates against A¡s actions by blocking Ars goods from

its markets, À will lose even more as íts fírns lose markets

in country B" The consumers in country B will now also have

to pay higher prices: more welfare loss.

L9



Assumíng certain conditÍoilsrle the theory of comparative

advantage rdouLd deÈernine the ori-gi-naL free trade situation Èo

be Pareto optinal Certainly movement away from free trade,

while possibly naking some prod.ucers in the two countries

better off, imposed great cost on consumers and likeIy created

a misallocation of resources as domestic industries moved to

produce goods once inported more cheaply from abroad"

Thus, it may be shown that countries often act in ways

that are not in their collective or individual interests and

are not Pareto optimal. The best example of this occurring in

the area of international trade tras during the 1930s, when

upward-spiralling rounds of tariff increases stifled trade and

exacerbated the Great Depression" In areas such as

international trade - which are non-zero-sum - cooperation may

more easily yield gains to some or all actors ¡¡ithout hurting

others, resulting in a net utility gain for the system"

States will seek to form regimes in such areas to gain these

benefits, moving the system toward Pareto optimality.

le Such assumptions would include that the costs of
industrializat,ion in the newly conpetit,ive exporting countries
will be low, as v¡iII be the costs of retraining of v¡orkers and
redeploynent of capital in the inporting country. It is also
assumed that the period reguired for these adjustments røill be
short"

If these assumptions do not hold true in reality, the
costs and time required for the adjustnents could be so great
as to effectively negate the benefits theoretically attainable
in the long run under Pareto optinality.
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L.2"2 The Theorv of Hegenonic Stabilitv

The preceding argumeni parily e:rpì-ains why states may

want regimes to coordinate relations in certain fieldst it

explains the demand for regimes" rt does not explain who will

set up or supply regimeso or the procedures and processes to

do so. Some theorists argue that inducements and side

paynents must be provided for countries to participate in

regimes. They further argue that the only entity with the

capability and the interest in creating and rnaintaining

regimes are hegemonic powers"20 the theory which articulates

this view is the Theory of Hegemonic Stability (THS).

The key subject of the THS is the hegemon" A hegemon in

this sense is a state in the international system which has

the rnajority or the preponderance of capabilities across the

definable range of international relaÈions, from diplornatic to

economic to militâFy, even cuItural. Not only does the theory

predict that hegemons are required for regimes to be created,

but that the more the hegenon dominates the system, the

20 Robert O. Keohane, ¡sThe Theory of Hegernonic Stability
and Change in International Regimes t L967-L977, ¡r in Ole R"
Hol-sti, êt âI. , eds. , Chancre in the Internati System
(Bou1der, CO: West,ern View Press, 1980), pP" 13J--62; Rober
Gilpin, The Political Economy of fnternational ReÌations
(Princeton, N.J": Pri
80; Charles P" Kindlebe
International Economy: EN¡lloitation, Public Goods, and Fr
Rides, t¡ f nternational S
254.

nceton University Press, L9871 , pp" 72
rger, ¡¡Doninance and Leadership in th

tudies Quarterly, 27 (1983), pp. 24
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stronger the regines will be.2r Through the post-v¡ar era, the
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within the r¡¡estern world economy" GATT, the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank are the examples nost often

cited" Since the United States is a liberal democracy and

identifies the maíntenance of a liberat international- economy

as being in its interest, the regimes it created sought

liberal goals or principles.z

But the Theory of Hegemonic Stability has several short

comings" First, while it shows, guite convincingly, that
hegemons are often required for the creation of regimes, the

theory tends to gut the essence of the concept" Rather than

regimes being created to provide Pareto efficiency to a group

of states through cooperation, they wind up serving the

interests of the hegemon.æ More inportantly, one of the key

requirements of a regime, collective decision-naking among the
participating states, is undernined by the cajoling and

coercion required of the hegemon in the creation of regimes.

21 Robert O. Keohaner.A,fter Hegemony: Coopesê:L:Lqn and
Discord in the World Political Econorny (princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, l-984) p " 34

2 Robert cilpin, The political Economv of Int,ernational
Relations (Prínceton, NJ: Princeton university press, L9g7)p" 72

23 Pareto optirnality may indeed be achieved for the
system, but most of the benefit will accrue to the hegemon,
In fact, in the extreme, system-r¿ide pareto optirnality and
utility maxímization for the hegemon may become one ana the
same "
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The THS also predícts that as the power of the hegemon

begíns tc Cecline j-n relation tc other actors in the system,

the regimes it created nill decLine ín effectiveness.

Certainly the relative decline of the United States can be

associated with the deteriorat,ion of disciptine in a number of

regimes" In terms of the GATT, since the 1970s the US itself
has often been the worst offender in its failures to support

the regine, acting in its more narrowly defined self-interest"
Through its relative decline, its interests have in reality
probably become narrower. But this can be linked as much to
int.ernal econonic developnents (or lack of development,

reinvestment and modernisation) which have altered its
interests and capabilities on particular issues, as linked to
its relative decline in power broadly defined.u

The theory does not explain why so many specific post-war

regímes, created under US hegenony, still survíve more or less

int.act in the face of its decline.ð It may seem that GATT

has fallen into irrelevance in the post-hegenonic era, yet

countries continue to justify their derogations from it in
terms of its provisions. they still seek to maintain some

semblance of its norns by instituting voluntary export

restraint.s (VERs) rather than violating it openly with

ø Stephen D. Krasner, t¡The Tokyo
Interests and Prospects for Stability
fnternational Studies Ouart,erlV , 23,
497 -500 "

ã Keohane, After Hegemony , Lg84,

23
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unílateral quotas and t,ariffs" The Theory of Hegemonic
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in particular fields of the international political economy

over the last 25 years, such as v¡hy there has been a rapid

breakdown in some G.â,TT disciplines \dhiIe others have remained

strong"

Some of the anslders come from what Keohane calls the

functional theory of international regimes, Focusing on the

demand for regimes, the theory argTues that given statest

continuing need for regimes, they will continue to create them

and, especially, to preserve ones created during a previous

hegemonic period. Combining the THS with the functional

approach, a pattern can be demonstrated in r¡rhich there is a

hegemonic period of regime creation followed by a period in

which most of the regimes are preserved, reformed and even

strengthened due to a contínuing demand for them by states,

despite hegemonic decline" Demand blould have been partly

developed during the learning which took place while the

regime rdas instituted and initially operated under hegemony"

This would be particularly true of more focused, t'echnical or

!'functionalr¡ regimes with a weaker political content.26

26 Donald Puchala and Ralnnond Hopkins, ¡¡International
Regimes: Lessons fron Inductive Analysist¡ , Internat j-ona1
Organization, 36, 2 (Spring L982) p " 27O" The noti.on of
statesr knowledge or cognition being so altered during their
participation in a regime that, it nay compensate for changes
in the international systern I s polder structure which night
otherv¡ise undermine the regime, is also put fort¡ard in Stein,
¡fCoordination and Collaboration¡8, L982, P" 32L.
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Part of the reason the THS ignores the role of demand in
the creation of regines is because it is a purei-y s}'stemic

paradÍgrn which fails to focus on specific issues otr fields
where actual problens create the demand for regimes. These

problems can be such that states¡ interests will lead to the

maintenance of a particular regime, once supplied, even in the

face of overall hegenonic decline" In some instances, usually
involving less political, more technical, non-zero-sum

situations, a regime may be created without the active

leadership of a hegemon. To understand the development of a

specific regime, one must look to the changing interests and.

capabilities of the state and non-state actors in the relevant
field. Broad statements about changes in the relative overall
power of the heEemon and the other actors in the system will
be of Iitt,le assistance"

The above suggests that systemic theories, such as the

Hegemonic Theory of Stability, fail to yield accurate insights
into the development of specific regimes because they do not

account for the demand for regimes in s¡lecific fields. Sub-

systemic tlpoloEies which can be applied t,o individual fields
and focus on denand for regimes are reguired.

Vinod Ã,ggarwaI has developed a tlpology f or the

examination of å¿he teNtile regime which categorizes phenomena

from the systeaic lever through to particular int.er-state
25
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actions within specific fields/regimes.u He outlines four
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concept of a neta-regime. A met,a-regime, for Aggarwal, is an

overarching theoretical and normative framework which gruides

the actions of states. It embodies the princíples and norms

which gruide states in the formation of regimes at the sub-

systemic, field-specífic level" one may speak of an

overarching western liberal economic meta-regime which

includes regimes in specific fields, such as GATT (trade) and

the IMF (currency exchange rates and short-term, international
public financing), to uphold liberalisn"

Regimes themselves, the second of the concepts he uses,

contain the rules and decision-naking procedures which

facilitate the pursuit of liberal principles in specific areas

of the international economy.2s For the analysis of

particular regimes at the field-specific level, Aggarvùa1 uses

the concept,s of scope, strength and nature" Strength refers

to how consistently the norms and rules of the regime are

adhered to by participating states. Scope refers to the issue

areas a regime covers. Over the years, the textile trade

'while Aggarwal is the only regime theorist to directly
rnodify and apply regimes to textiles, his is not the only work
which is applicable to the MFA, âs later analysis here will
show. Indeed, most of the constructs he employs are r"¡ell
within the nodalities of the general regime lj"Èerature as
outlined in sub-section L"2"L.

28 Vinod K. Aggarwal, 8¡The Unravelling of the Multi-fibre
Arrangement, 1981: An ENamination of International Regime
Changel', International Organization, 37, 4 (.A,utunn L983) pp,
6i_8-L9
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regime has gone from covering just cotton trade, to man-made
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(hence the name). The nature of a regime refers to the

principles it upholds" A regime upholding the principles of

free trade would be liberal in nature.2e

The third concept is that of controls" These are the

bilateral agreements or unilateral actions which states

undertake. They may be instituted as part of or in agreement

with a regime, oE they may be particular actions. Fina1ly,

there are transactions which the control-s, perhaps a regime

and, ultimately, even the prevailing meta-regime, rêy guide

and organize. Transactions include trade or other specific

interactions betrseen states or sub-state actors in different

states.30

Aggarwal identifies three reasons why states night seek

a regime" The fÍrst is based on the concept of ¡tnestingr¡"

Certain regimes and their issue areas are nested in larger

regimes or meta-regimes. States may seek goals within certain

regimes not only to attain specific objectives concerning that

regime or its issue area, but to attain goals r*ithin the

context of higher-order regimes or meta-regimes in which the

2e Ibid. It is this regime level tlpology which is
Aggarwal¡s most unigue contribution to the regime literature
generally and the analysis of the MFA specifically. This
typology will be used for initial analysis and descriptíon of
the MFA here, but will be reinterpreted lat,er, in light of
this paperrs theoretical conclusions.

30 rbid "
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first regime is nested. For example, the US has sought to

linit, protectionism in text-iLes not so mueh because it has

wanted free trade in the field, but because it' has v¡orried

about the effects of protectionism in textiles on the openness

of the entire internatíonal trade sysÈem and the impact

economic instability night have on the security of the West"

second, according to Aggarwal, countries seek regimes Lo

control the actions of other countries. One of the main

reasons the US wanted a textile regine was to control European

protectionism and the resulting diversion of cheap Third ldorld

exports to American shores. At various times, the EC sought

to do the same vis a vis the Americans.3l The pursuit by both

sides of their interests in this respect serves as the basis

for a regime to coordinate actions on trade and protection"

Third, Aggapral argues that states seek regimes because

they reduce information and organization costs" This is true

in the case of the MFA" Under the MFA the Textile

Surveillance Body (TSB) collects infor¡nation concerning the

conduct of textil-e trade under the MF.ê, for its members and for

the purposes of dispute settlenent. The MF.A provides a f orurn

for negotiation on textile trade issues.32

Aggarwal also recognizes the importance of international

structure, domestic Structure and perception and cognition in

determining the kind of regine røhich will form. fn terms of

31

32

_Ibid", p"620

rbid,
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international structure, he recognízes the importance of a

hegiemon for the format.ion and maíntenance cf negimes.

Hov¡ever, he fails to distinguish fuIly between overall

hegemony across the issues of international relations and a

preponderance of capability in one specific fietd"

The domest,ic economic structure of states is important in

the analysis of the textile trade regime since it determines

the competitíveness of countries¡ industries and may change

over tine" The domestic political structure is also an

important determinant of the policies a state will pursue in

the face of competition, and, therefore, whether it will seek

adjustrnent in the form of retraining and redeployment of

capital and workers from declining industries to other, more

profitable industries or try to protect existing declining

industries. This in turn r,¡iIl help determine the kind of

regime a particular state may favour.33 Aggarwal also

recognizes the impact of regimes on perception and cognition

of state decision-makers"

l-.3 Tbe Stsrms and Coneepts of Èhø GAT['

In order to appreciate the significance of the MFA, one

must compare it to the s¡normal¡o rules of ínternational trade,

abused as they may be. Most trade in the western economic

33 rbid", p" 6Lg
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system is organized under the rules of GATT, the General
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part of a larger trade regime, the Int,ernational Trade

organization (rro) " The focus of the agreenent rdas the

reduction of tariffs" Non-tariff barriers (NTBs) and other
trade issues were to be handled elsewhere in the rro. rn
fact, the basic treaty comprising the General- Agreement never

formally came into permanent force. rt has been applied since
1-947 through a ¡rProtocol of provisional Applicationlr"s

since then, the GATT system has realIy only expanded into
issues such as NTBs and other ¡¡grey-area* measures since the
Tokyo Round of Murtirateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) from 1-973

to 1-979" By this tine the contracting parties (cps) of GÄTT

had moved fulIy alday from the stock narket-like rrround.sr¡ of
bilateral negotiations for reductions in specific tariffs
which were then generarized to apply to alr parties under the
rrmost-favoured-nation¡¡ norm as was the order of the day

until the Kennedy Round of the early 1960s" By the Tokyo

Round, the Parties \dere engaging in nultilateral negotiations
on rinear cuts to t,arif f s, and these t,ook a back seat to
negotiations on NTBs and other issues.35

The rules and functioning of GATT are based. on several

York: Council on Foreign Relations press, 1990)
35 Jock A. Finlayson and Mark W. Zacher, ¡¡The

Regulation of Trade Barriers: Regíne Dynamics and
International Organization , 35, 4 (Autunn j_g8L)

30

Y John H. Jackson, Restructurinq the cATf Svst-em
p. l_.

GATT and the
Functíons¡¡,
p" 296 "
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norms, some of which are substantíve, others procedural"
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or interdependence.36 The first among the substantive norms

is non-discrinination: the so called rcmost-favoured-nation¡t

doctrine

liberalizaEion/int.erdependence principle. It stipulates that

every CP must afford every other CP the same tariff and other

trade concessions, without discrinination between Parties.

over the years there has been derogation from this norn,

especially with regard to safegiuards under Article XIX and

elsewhere, and preferential treatment for LDCs.37

of GATT.

36 fbid., p. 275" Finlayson and Zacher do not refer to
sovereignty and interdependence as principles, but, according
to the definition of principles, they can be thought of in
this way"

The principles of sovereignty and interdependence could
also be eguated with the principles of protectionism and
liberalization, respectively, sÍnce states acting in their own
narrot¡, sovereign interests often tend to be protect,ionist,
but states seek liberalization in trade in recognition of
their interdependence. Later, it will be shown that the
principle of sovereignty/ protectionism is associated with the
preservation of existing industries, white
interdependence/l-iberalizat,ion in associated with industrial
adjustment" T{hich nuance of either principle is most
applicable is determined by the specific norms or issues in
questJ-on in any particular analysis "

37 Ibid. o p. 278" Safegruards under Article XIX of G^A,TT

allowed CPs to introduce or raise tariffs against imports of
specific aoods if it could be shown that the relevant industry
in the irnporting country þras being ¡¡injured¡¡ or faced a real
possibility of injury due to the low cost or volume of the
imports" The tariff woul-d have to be raised against imports
of that good from all supplying countrj-es" But, many CPs have
used NTBs to protect against injurious inports. Often these
NTBs have not been applied to aLl suppliers" Examples of this
are the restraints under the MFA, by which the first i*orld
importers linit, textile inports from LDCs, but do not

3l-
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The second is the trade liberalization norm. This
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interdependence. The GATT has been hugely successful at

reducing t,ariffs on industrial goods. However, it has had

more difficulty deating with the nyriad of non-tariff barriers

which have sprung up as the post-war era has continued.3s

this is particularly true for agricultural and other

commodities" The best example of difficulties over NTBs

regarding manufactured goods is, of course, textiles and

apparel "

The reciprocity norm can be seen as a sovereignty or even

a protectionist norm (i.e", supports both elements of the

sovereignty/protectionist principle) " It demands that there

be balance in the liberalization of trade between CPs; that

the concessions given by one Party to another be reciprocated

with concessions of egual economic value, even if the

concessions have to involve different categoríes of goods in

order to do so. As countries have sought to justify

protectionism at various times, they have often cited a lack

of reciprocity from other countries, strengthening the

operation of this sovereignty norm l*ithin GATÎ and ernphasising

its protectionist nature.3e

The fourth norm is a sovereignty and, potentially, a

generally linit
38 rbid. ,

3e rbid. ,

textile trade between thenselves.

282-85

pp" 286-87
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protectionist norms safegiuards. The General Agreement
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increase competít.ive pressure on a countryrs industries so as

to cause etserious injurytt to those industries, and even the

economy as a whole" The main safegarards clause is Article
XIX" IÈ allor¡¡s concessions to be revoked in cases where

serious injury occurs or threatens to occur" According to the

Article, countries must only use tariffs to increase

protection under these conditions and there should be some

kind of compensation for the exporting Party. But both of
these provisions have been violated in some invocations of
Xrx" Other safeguards include provisions for increases in
protection in cases of balance of paynents difficulties.
These are in Articles XfI, which envisages short-term use of
safeguards, and XVIII:B, which provides for a longer term to
be used by LDCs only" OveraII, the way in røhich safeguards

have been used and the length of time for whj-ch many have been

maintained has tended to strengthen the sovereignty principle
in GATT and emphasise its protectionist aspects.

The fifth substantíve norn has been the development norm.

The developnent norm in GATT rras introduced with the addition
of Part IV to the General Agreement in 1965. It sras

reinforced by the introduction of the General system of
Preferences (GSP) in the 1970s. The GSp gave some

preferential treatment to Third worrd countries in t,rade.

However, because the development norsr¡ seeks to gíve better
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treatment to LDCs than other nations, it contradicts the most-

favoured-nation doctrine" This has been accepÈed by the

Contracting Parties as a trade-off for encouraging

development. But, development has often been used by

countries aS an excuse t,o get av;ay from strict non-

discrimination while concessions to developing countries have

often turned out to be rather hollow. Depending on the way it

has been used, the norm has upheld both the

sovereignty/protectionist and

liberalization principles . æ

GATT has two main procedural norms" The first is that of

rule rnaking and rule impleruentation" It upholds the principle

of liberalization and interdependence" Clearly the CPs of

GATT seek to nake decisions about rules and their

implementation collectively" Rules are amended and passed in

the GATT Council and during the ¡¡roundsrr. The GATT

Secretariat monitors trade practices; panels interpret rules

and settle disputes, although panel rulings may not always be

followed "

The second procedural norn is the major interest norn"

This is a sovereignty norm" This norm reflects the fact that

the decísions of GATT most often reflect the interests of

GATTts most powerful member nations or the int,erests of the

most powerful groups ín those nat.ions (e.9., farmers in France

and the US) " This can, but need not always be a protectionist

the interdependence/

æ lbid", pp " 293-94
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norn, depending on the interests of the most powerful

countries.al

Overa1l, the members of GATT recognize and value the
principle of liberalization and interdependence, more than

that of sovereígnty and protectionism. Within the

Iiberalization/ interdependence principle, GATT seems to
uphold the int,erdependence element more, seeking to manage

trade and linit protectionism rather than pursue free trade.
Despite the colnmon rhetoric at e-7 and sinilar gatherings,

there is no evidence of pursuit of free trade as an idear or

a long-term, beneficiar goal. The state actors seem onJ-y to
recognize that they are interdependently rinked and seek to
cooperaÈe at the minimum lever required by their economic

interdependence without seriously compromising
sovereignty/protectionist economic and political realítíes at
home" As long as the member nations¡ interests and the norms

of GATT seek to do this much, the GATT will survive and may

strengthen.

41 rbid.. ¡ PÞ " 297-3OO
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Th@ p6st-war &ís€ory of tnterna€ísnar TesÈil.ø and Ãpparel
Trade anð PoXíËåes

The history of t,extile and apparel trade over the last
forty-five years has been a compleN one. From the beginning
of the period the industrÍalized nations, save the united
states, erected protective barriers against textile imports.
This intensified, even within the us, as their textire and

clothing industries began to perceive conpetition from low-
cost, nostly Third tüorld suppliers. The threat from the Third
world was a rear one. For exampre, in 196L the us received
just over half of their apparel inports from non-oECD

countries: $rsa nillion out of s26g nillion. By 1984, just
over 85å of American apparel imports came from outside the
oEcD: $r2.0 bilrion out of $r¿.0 birtion.r rndustry and

labour pressures red first world governments to take
increasingly protective measures. These were characterized by

unilaterar actions, such as quotas, and bilaterar restraint
agreements.

such steps had perils of their ordn for the developed

countries, including export diversion and the potentiar spread

Chapter II

1 The change in textires has noÈ been as dramatic for theus. .rn 1961-, about three-quarters of their imports came fromwithin the oEcD. This fert to only half by ige¿, with harfthe imports coming from non-oECD couátries. These figur"= "renot corrected for infration. william R. crine, The future oftr{orld Trqde in Textilgs and å,¡¡narel (washington: rnstitute forInternational Economics, L9BT) pp" S4-S7o table Z.LO.
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of protectionism to other sectors of the international trading
system" The industrialized consumer countries soon moved to
establish nultilateral arrangements to tírait unilateral and

bilateral protectionisn. Naturally, actions to rimit
protectionism in textile trade have been generally supported

by the developing area exporters, but they have usually found

the extent of liberalísation in these arrangements

disappointing"

There have been three major periods in the history of
post-war textile trade: the pre-regime stage, the nultilateral
cotton arrangements, and the period of the Multi-Fibre
Arrangement (MFA). The MFA itself has had three protocols of
renewal, resulting in four different generations of the
arrangement" This paper will focus on the second major

incarnation of the textile trade regime, the MFA.

2 "1- Th@ Pr@-&{urt,ålat,erar Ãrrengement, períodc 19ds-1961

As early as 1953 Japan was seen as a threat by the us

cotton teNtile and apparel industries. At that t,ine, the
Japanese share of the American market was onry one percent,
making the industryBs calls for protection seem almost

xenophobic. By j-955 , hovrever, the Japanese share of the
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market more than doubted.2 It r*ras not long before the textile

indust,rlr began t,o be e'losel]l heeded by government, especially

the US Congiress

By 1956 the texÈile lobby in the US was uniting and

becoming more powerful" In March of that year three major

textile industry associations forned the National Council of

Textile Industries.3 This lobby carried much weight in

Congress, which has historically done the bidding for
protectionist American interests in the post-war period" The

Eisenhor*er adrninistration had other ideas, however" They saw

the textile issue as being nested in both the larger issues of

international trade and western security.a In particular,

they worried that Japan would become economically and

politically entangled with Communist China and even the Soviet

Union if not brought into GÃ,Tf and other organizations of the

western camp.5

Nevertheless, the US adninistration had to take some

2 Vinod K. Aggarwal, Liberal- Protectionism: The
International Politics of Orqanized TeNtile Trade (Berke1ey:
University of California Press, 1985) p" 44

3 H. Richard Friman, ¡rRocks, Hard Places, and the New
Protectionism: Textile Trade Policy Choices in the Unit,ed
States and Japano ut , 42, 2 (Autumn
L988) pp" 706-07.

4 see, Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism, L985, p. 27

5 Frinan, eeRocks, Hard Places, and the New
Protectionism¡¡, l-988, pp, 7OL-O2" Such concerns would later
apply to a range of Third World textile exporters, playing a
najor role ín gíving the Americans Ã)ause in consideration of
any protectionist measures against such suppliers.
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action to nollify the Congress and the textile industry" In

December 1,955 Ja¡ran agreed to institute a voluntary export

restraint (VER) on a number of its cotton-based exports to the

US after months of less than subtle pressure" The VER was to

last one year.6 Neither the range of goods covered nor the

length of the restraint r¡¡as sufficient for the US industry,

however. Thus, in L957 the US government extracted a five

year vER agreement from the Japanese which set levels of

cott.on-product inports in a broader range of categories than

the 1955 restraint.T

Reducing Japanese access to the American market had an

effect r,¡hich would be repeated throughout the post-htar history

of textile trade. other low cost, Third World suppliers began

to replace Japan in the US market" From L957 to L959, Hong

Kongrs share of cotton clothing and textile exports to the US

increased from 13å to 272, while the Japanese share declined

from 632 to 262 "8 The Us textile industry no\d f aced

increasing competition from Hong Kong and other low cost

suppliers which filled the gap left by Japan. Looking at

table 2"L, it is apparent that while Japanese exports to the

7 Stephen l{oolcock, 0¡Textiles and Clothing0¡, in Louis
Turner and Neil McMu]Ien, eds., The Newlv Industrializinq
Countries: Trade and Adiustment (London: George Ã,Ilen & Unwin,
te82) p" 31

E Donald B" Keesing and Martin Wolf, Textile Çuotas
against Developinçr Countries (London: Trade Policy and
Research Centre, L980) p. 15
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US were decliningo other low cost Asian suppliers, Hong Kong

in partieular, inereased their exports significantly in t-he

late 1950s"

The United Kingdoro began losing its conparative advantaEe

in clothing and text,ile production by the turn of the century.

By the l-ate l-950s its industry was subject to low cost

competition from its current and former colonies such as Hong

Kong and India under the Inperial Preference System, and from

other low cost, suppliers such as Japan" In 1959-50, Britain
arranged several VERs with low cost Commonwealth members such

as Hong Kong, rndia, and Pakistan under the Lancashire paet.e

However, non-cornmonwealth suppliers Brere stirl gaining access

to the British market"

lÃBr.E 2. L
us rt{PoRTs oF corroN MANUFACTIRES (current million dollare)

= == = = = = = == = = = = = = ====== = = = === === = == = === === = ======== = == = = === = == = = ==Countriee

Total from all count,riee 154.3 136.2 150.0 201.3 248.3 203.3
Japan
Hong Kong
Other Aeian countriee
Egvpt
Spain
Portugal

Sore: AgSAMl, Llbcmt P¡acaiæiæ 1985, p.53

The European economies ÞJere stíll recovering from the war

during the ]ate L950s. Most of them were restricting textile
and many other kinds of goods ¡*ith tariff and non-tariff

1956 1957 19s8 19s9 1960 1961

84.1 65.8 7L.7 76.7 74.t 69.4
o.7 5.8 t7.4 4s.8 63.6 47.O

15.3 13.O 14.3 24.O 34.0 25.0
0.4 0.5 0.3 0.3 s.9 1.0
o.3 0.3 0.4 1.6 7.2 3.2
0.0 0.1 0.3 1.0 s.2 2.3

e rbíd", p. 54
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barriers under the balance of palments safeguard in Article
XXTT of the GATT.

2"2 fh@ Mu¡.t,åIaÈera3. CoÈ,ton ArrangemenÈes åg6t-åg?g

By the late 1950s, the United States faced two problems

which would dog it and other industriarised importers

throughout the post-war history of internationar textires
trade" First, the strateg"y of seeking bilateral restrictions
against individual suppliers who had penetrated the US ¡narket

left the door open for other, unrestricted sup¡lliers to take

their pIace" An exam¡rle was Hong Kong¡s replacenent of Japan

in the us market. Because of its interests in keeping the

international trade system open and the western camp secure,

the us, especially its executive branch of government, \Àrere

reluctant to irnpose guotas unilaterally" This meant that the

us v¡ould have to negotiate bilateral agreements for
restrictions with suceessive suppliers: an onerous process,

costly and not always successful" rt yras felt by many that a

framework agreement or regÍme for textire trade r"¡ourd help
contror all suppliers r*hiIe avoiding undue protect,ionism.

The second problen with the bilateral approach was that
while the us alloio¡ed low cost suppliers such as Japan rimited,
but relatively generous access to its market,s, other iurporting

countries, most notably Britain and the Europeans, kept their
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tariff and non-tariff barriers aEainst textile imports hígh"

Errran a€#ar aanrrar#ilai I itrr in 1OÊa r^rhon f?ÀrFrF nt-r 'ìanrror
! Y ç¡¡ qÀ 9g& vv¿¿ v çÀ Þ¿Ð¿¿¿ eJ L¿ Jv

afforded them protection for balance of palnûents difficulties,

many European counÈries continued their tariffs and non-tariff

barriers (NTBs). This had the effect of diverting more

textile export,s to the US than Þtou1d other wise be the case'

since Europe was not taking t¡its share¡r of imports. A textÍle

regime would help insure that all developed countries shared

the burden of receiving Third Vüorld ex¡rorts and maintaining a

liberal world trade system.

In L96l-, âs part of a seven point plan to aid the US

cotton industry, President Kennedy calIed for the

establishment of a nultilateral f-ramework agreement for cotton

textiles and apparel.l0 Ground work for such a plan had been

l-aid since 1959. .A,t that tine, US Under-Secretary of State

Douglas Dillon got agreement from GATT menbers to develop a

program to deal with 0tmarket disruptiontu, the catch term used

to describe the effects of low-cost textile inports on

industrialized inporters¡ textile industries.lr A GATT

ldorking Party røas set up to study the problem"

The working party side-stepped the safegiuards for
avoiding teinjury¡c to domestic producers available to

Contracting Parties (CPs) of the GATT under Articles XfX and

10 Kenneth W" Dam, The GATT: Law and International
Economic orqanization (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
t97o) pp" 298-300

11 Aggiarwal, Liberal Protectionism, l-985, pp " 77-78
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XXVII .12 ft concluded that the ¡¡politicat and psychological

element.s in the problemtB of market, disruption i n textii-es
caused states to act outside the rules of GATT and that the

issue reguired a special solution"

They suggested a procedural approach in which (1)

eNplicit recognition would be given to the problem of market

disruption; (2) nultilateral consultations v¡ould be used to
arrive at ¡tconstructive solutionstf regarding market disruption
generally; (3) the procedures should lead to the orderly
expansi-on of internationat trade; and , (4) ¡lexisting rights
and obligations under the General Agreement should not be

prejudiced. ¡¡13 The Contracting Parties of GATT then adopted

a decision in November of 1960 regarding steps to be taken to
avoid market disruption" The decision started with a general

definition of market disruption:

These situations [narket disruption] generally
contain the following elements in conbination:

(i) a sharp and substantial increase or potential
increase of irnports of particular products
frorn part,icular sourcesi

(ii) these product.s are offered at priees which are
substantiai-ly belor* those prevailing for
similar goods of comparable quality in the
market of the iroporting country;

(iii) there is serious damage to domestic producers
or threat thereof ,'

12 For more discussion of¡¡market disruptionlt in the MFA,

13 Dam, The GATT, 1970 pp.
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(iv) the príce differentials referred to in
paragraph (iÍ) above do not arise from
ã^rrê?ñnôn{'=ì inÈar-r¡on#inn in *lra fir¡irtl^r .rr
ìrv v ç!

formation of priees or from dumping practíces'

In some situations other elements are also
present and the enumeration above is not,
therefore, intended as an eNhaustive definition of
market dísruption. 14

.å, major departure fron G^å,TT rules is contained in

paragraph (iv), This allotss a country to take medium to long-

term protectionist action in cases of low-cost, lrdisruptivett

inports, even if they are cheaper sinply because the

exporterrs producers have a comparative advantage" Under

cATl, such aetion could only be taken in cases of durnping by

exporters or their use of subsidies, in addition to a few,

mostly ternporary safeguards, invocable only under the injury

def inition.15

While the November 1960 decision was detailed with regard

to the definition of market disruption, it was vague on the

measures to deal with it" A more detailed outÌine of

aIlor¡able measures was developed in October L961-, when

negotiations for the Short-Term Arrangement on Cotton Textiles
(STA) rdere completed. The STA r+as t.o last for one year. It
provided a more detailed outline regardinE acceptable measures

t4 ENtract from the Contracting Parties¡ Decision of L9
November 1960. From stAppendix B: Def inition of Market
Disruption?¡ in Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism, 1-985, p" 27L

15 Thus, the o0market disruption¡¡ definition was used to
identify situations in which essentially non-temporary
measures could be instated under Èhe STA and LTA. See Chapter
rIr for more discussion of market disruption"
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to deal with market disruption and referred directly to the
ar^i-^-L^- i ô.^ l^-.: -.: ^- 6^- :e^ l^c.:-:¿-: ^- T& -1-^ ^1ì ^-.^ll,\L/vE.lltl-rEJ- I.7rJ\., t¿griIÈJ.Lrtt IrJI l-t-Þ 1¿g¿J.¡¡.ÀuIvt¡o Il- d,IÞLJ d,IJ-r..,wg\¿

for the establishment of bilateral restraint, agreements çrith

minj-mum growth rates in cases of market disruption, setting

the outline for the first long-term arrangement a year later.

Under the STA the Contracting Part.ies agreed to strike a

committee to formulate a long-term solution for 'cotton

textiles by 30 April L962" This lead to the establishment of

the Long-Term Arrangement on Cotton Textiles (LTÀ) in October

L962 "

Negotiating the short- and long-term arrangements was not

sinrply a natter of developing the correct legal wording and

definitions" In order to get agreement to the kind of textile
regime it wanted, the United States had to exercise its po$rer

in textile and apparel trade. This povrer was based on the

fact that it was the largesÈ irnporter of t,extiles. The Less

Developed Countries (LDCs) which exported low-cost cotÈon

textiles and clothing rdere against a regine r*hich would

legitimize and generalize a system of restraints on their
export,s by the developed countries (DCs). llowever, the US was

successful in using the threaÈ of cutting the LDCs out of its
market with unilateral guotas if they did not, support the STA

and LTA" Also, the prospect of gaining markets as the ne$/

regime forced the British and the Europeans to moderate their
barriers appealed to many LDC suppliers, leading most of the

major anes to support and sign bottr the short-, and then the
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long-term arrangements. t6
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of having to lourer their barriers under a textite regime.

However, the US was able to use the threat of diverting cot'ton

textile import,s t,o Europe.

joined the STA and, a year later, the LTA.r7

The Long-lerm Arrangenent on Cotton Textiles of october

1,962 was to tast for five years" Using Aggarwalls t1po1o9Y,

the LTA rras fairly weak in strength" rt laid down the rules

to guide the establishment of

bilateral agreements and unilaÈeraL

effective nonitoring or adjudicating body to ensure strict

compliance or settle disputes between parties. Also, the

flexibility of its Article 4 allowed parties to negotiate

long-tern bilateral agreements with only general reference to

LTA guidelines. This weakness tended t,o affect the nature of

the regime, naking it nore protectionist overall. Due to the

The Conmunity and Britain also

16 Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism, 1985, pp. 83-90

17 Ïbid" During the last half of the post-war period, the
EC has functioned as a single state-actor in MFA negotiations
and textile transactions. This is not to suggest that
agreement among the EC menbers on text,ile policy was easily
established¡ any move the Ec made in international textile
relations &ras the product of protracted and difficult
negotiation within the EC. This was to become the bane of
textile and other trade negotiations over the years" The EC
process also facilitated t,extile negot,iations in that once the
Ec agreed to anything, six, and eventually twelve countries
\Arere automatically ¡¡on board¡¡. The fact that over half of the
major industrialized importers negotÍated through their owrr
multi-national- (regime-1íke) structure is interestitg, but
beyond the scope of Èhis thesis 0 analysis per--se"
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weakness of the LTA, its nature in terms of liberarizat,ion or

protectionism was deternined nostly by bilateral agreements

concluded under it, and often these were guite protect.ionist.
Finally, the scope of the LT.å, is obvious: all international
cotton textile and apparel trade"

Between J-962 and 1965n thirty nations signed the LTA,

such that, it encompassed three quarters of the worrdfs cotton
clothing and teNt,ile trade" rn 1963 the united states
established 1-8 unilateral restraints against suppriers under

Article 3" using this for leverage, it was abre to convert

the najority of them into l-g long-tern bilateral agreements

for restraint under Article 4, whil-e maintaining 5 unirateral
restraints.ls

The LTÀ did force most European countries to riberarize.
The Benelux countries and rtary cut restraínts. The Federal

Republic of Germany (FRc) liberarized a fair biÈ, though their
levers of protection had been low in comparison with their
European neighbours" France continued to be protectionist,
now forced to resort more to administrative and regulatory
methods of restraint. The IrK brought its Lancashire pact

agreements under the LTA and reached ne}.r agireements with
IsraeL, Taiwan and Spain.le

The LTA had the desired effect. protect,ed market,s were

opened up significant,ly and new restraints were controrred.

Ibid" u pp" 90-91-

Ibid. , p" 91L9
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The US and other developed countrÍes could more easily respond

tn 1 ì rnì t ncneÈ-raÈ-i on of È-hei r markets bv neË¡ I ow cost
-J

suppliers. This, âs \delI as better sharing of Third World

cotton exports by the DCs, meant less risk of them getting

into an import diversion ldar and reduced the risk of a trade

srar for the system as a whole.

2"3 The Mult,í-fibre Ãrrengem@aÈs 1973-X991

The LTA was successful at stabilizing increases in cotton

clothing and textile imports into the developed countries¡

narkets from LDC suppliers. However, the fields of man-made

fibre (MÞfF) and wool products no$¡ became a. problen for

manufacturers in the developed countries as imports of these

from the LDCs increased" Table 2"2 shows that while imports of

cotton-based products into the US \dere st.able on average from

7967 to 1974, wool and MMF inport,s sky-rocketed until the

inception of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement and some of the

precursory bilateral restraints which preceded it, circa " 1973 "

Àccording to !{oolcock, in the period between 1-964 and

1-972 imports of cotton products to the US increased by a

moderate 252, whereas ínports of MMF products increased by
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SÃBX"E ? "2
US TMPORTS OF TEXTILES AND APPAREL (million SYE)

(Rates of Growth, S)

Year

1967-68
19 68-59
1969-70
1-97 0-71,
t97 t-72
r972-7 3
1-97 3-7 4

Sæ: A¡e¡rwl, Libcnl P¡otaiøiæ lS5, p. ll3

Cotton MllF+9lool

11.0
o.2

-7. 1
4.8

11. s
-14. 1
-8.2

Textilee

The situation in Europe was hardly better" Between l-967

and 1-970 total imports of MMF textíles and clothing into the

Ec increased from $1.4 billion to $2.8 billion" t4l.fF imports

frorn LDCs alone increased from $68.4 nillion to ç212"8

rniIlion" Over the same period, imports of MMF products into

Britain from LDC suppliers increased from $57 nillion to $ee

mi1lion.2r

The developed countries attempted various ways of dealing

with the situation. Commensurate with its hegemonic pos/ers

and interests, the United States tried to lead negotiations

for a wool products arrangement in L964 and 1965, ês opposed

to sirnply pursuing bilateral accords or imposing quotas, This

ended in failure" By the nid-tgøos the Europeans began to

s1.0
18.0
48. 3
48.2
5.7

-23. O

-16. s

Cotton MMF+Wool

a.4 58"7

Apparel

1.9
-8"9 22"r
4.2
9.4

-I7 "6
0.o

s6. 1

31" 6
5.1

-2 "4
-9.3

20 Woolcock, 0¡Textiles and Clothingoe, in Turner and
McMullen, L982, p"32

21 Aggarnal, Liberal Protectionism, l-9850 pp. 111-l-2
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institute unilateral quot,as and bilateral VERs against l-ow-

aact t.rna'l =n,{ nflf,rr ì nnnr#e nnes I r¡ i n rri nl ='*- ì an aÊ l2LT'rF 22 Tn

the faIl of L965 the United Kingdom imposed a global quota on

all textile and apparel imports.æ Not only did nany of these

measures violate GATT and increase the chances of

protectionism spreading to other parts of the international

trading system, they were not very effective at stopping Third

World market penetration, as the statistics above indicate.
The British and the EC did manage to divert some low-cost

exports to American shores with their actions" There, the

diversion from Europe and the general increase in competition

from the LDCs were taking their toIl. By the nid-1960s the US

clothing and textile industries srere calling for a global

import quota" However, the US adninistration worried about

maintaining a liberat international trading system, as well as

the security inplications of driving various Third Ï{orld

suppliers toward the eastern bloc with vexatious and

economically damaging protectionist trade policies" The

administration wanted to develop a regime for wool and MMF

trade or to expand the LTA to include these other products in
order to manage international trade in textiles"

There was not much movement on the parÈ of anyone to
est.ablish a new teNtile regime or expand the eNisÈing one

after the failed. Aråerican atternpts regarding wool ín 1-964-65.

))

23

rbid.,
rbid.,

p"

p"

116

L02
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In April L967 the LTA was renewed for three years beginning in

Octoberu after some requisite wranglinE between bhe USo the EC

and the najor exporters" By 1969, the US determined that a

broad textile and apparel regine was the only Þtay to deal

effectively with problems in the field"

The Europeans first rebuffed Us attempts in L97L at

broadening the textiles regime to wool and man-made fibres, as

did Japan and the Far Eastern exporters. !'{ith rising

protectionism in the US Congress, the Nixon aùninistration

used every reasonable leveru to force the Japanese into a

¡rvoluntary¡¡ ex¡rort restraint aEreement" The other Far Eastern

supplies soon followed" The resultíng diversion of exports

from US to European shores ldas enough to induce the EC to seek

a multi-fibre teNtile arrangement as well"

By \973, most countries seemed to feel that a broader

clothing and textile regime was in their best interests.

Under a broader regirne the American government felt it could

manage trade in wool and man-made fibres such that it, could

offer its industry some protection and ensure that other

inporting countries, particularly in Europe, took their fair

share of Third l{orld exports. This was identical to the main

2 "3.1 Multi-Fibre Ã.rrancrement f: a973-3.977

u vs inducements
textiles, threatened
with the Enemye¡ Act
island of Okinawa.

included a 1-0& surcharge on all Japanese
restraints under the American lsTrading
and a territ,orÍal settlement for the
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US objectives under the LTA. As for Europe, Table 2"3 shows

that the US share of t,otal EC and US clothing and textile
imports dropped by 16.88 between 1970 and 1973, the years just
before the inception of the MFA, when the US enjoyed the
protection of the VERs newly negotiated v¡ith the major Far

Eastern suppliers" Thus, the EC began to favour a regime as

a means of controrting us protectionism and the diversion of
MMF and wool imports from the us market" The Japanese s/ere

beginning to l-ose comparative advantage in the fie1d,
especially in clothing manufactures, and thus became more

interested in an expanded textile regirne. fn t973, the

Japanese do¡nestic clothing and textile market experienced an

import surge of 1218, increasing its irnport penetration ratio
frorn 62 to L6"22 of total donestic consumption.ã Fina11y,

developing and industrializing suppliers felt that under a
regime they wourd gain better and more stable access to
western markets"

In June L972, the GATT CouncíI voted to set up a Working

Party on Textiles to conduct a fact-finding study of

the economic, technical, social and commercial
elements which influence i*orld trade in textiles,
distinguishing the various textÍle sectors, both
according to the fibres used and according to the

zs Frimano
Protectionismo¡ ,

oeRocks, Hard
1988u p" 7Lz
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deqrees of processing.ã

This study Ttas complet,ed in Decenber of 1972 " fn April L973 '
on the basis of the study, the working party was directed by

the Council to identify and examine the problems that existed

in international trade in textiles and to develop possible

multilateral solut,ions to these problems" On the receipt of

a progress report from the working party, the Council decided

on 30 July L973

that the working party on textiles be reconstituted
into a negotiating group with the objective, taking
into accounÈ the working party¡s reports and its
mandate of 30 April L973n of reaching a mutually
satisfactory arrangement on textiles by the end of
Lg73 "n

Meetings of the negotiating group, chaired by Olivier Long,

then Director-General of GATT, were held from October through

December"

negotiations for the Arranqement Reqardinq International Trade

in Textiles, the Multi-Fibre Arrangenent (MFA) " The MFA was

opened for signing on that day and came into force on 1

January L974. It was to last for four years.28

The MFA est,ablished siN main rules for the management of

On 20 December L973, the group concluded

26 Arrangement Regardinct International Trade in TeNtiles
(Geneva: General- Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, L974)
[hereafter referred to as the MFA Text] p.3 (introduction)

7 lbid.
28 tbid"
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textile and apparel trade" First, sígnatories must notify the
mav# .i I ^- c."-r'ê i '! 
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export restraints on teNtile and apparel products, and must

bring them into confornity with the ¡{FA" Second, all

restrictions must be justified in t,erns of !¡market disruption¡¡

defined as unusually low pricesr âD increased flow of

irnports, and serious injury or the threat of serious injury to

a domestic industry in the inporting count,ry concerned.ze

Third, quotas, whether imposed unilaterally or through

bilateral agreement, nust normally be increased annually by at

least six percent, but lower growth rates are pernitted in

exceptional circumstances" Fourth, restraint agreements must

perrnit ¡¡s[d'ing¡¡ among categories'of productsr so that unused

quotas in one category may be shifted into another category"

Agreernents nust also allow some ¡tcarry-forwardr¡ and r¡carry-

backtr of imports in order to reduce íncidents of guotas going

unused " 
30

Fifth, the MFA stipulat,es in Article 6 that restraints

should be avoided on exports from small suppliers and netrt

entrants" More favourable treatment shoul-d be given to these

countries and to cotton-produeing developing countries in

2e Frank Stone, Canada" the GATT and the International
Tradincr Systern, (Montreal: Institute for Research on Public
Po1icy, L984) p. L05 The definition was modified from the one
developed in the GATT decision of 19 November 1960 and used in
the STA and LTÃ," The STA/LTA definition is quoted on p" 39 of
this paper. See discussion of market disruption with regard
to the MFA ín section 3 . l-.

30 tbid"
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terms of quota levelsr growth rates and flexibility, if
rac*r=in#e ara annì iarl =# =l I Etin=] ìrr =l1 mêâcrrrê€: inr.rn<orl

under the Arrangement were to be scrutinízed and kept under

revj,ew by the TSB for the purposes of deternining their

conformity with MFA rules.3r

fwo key clauses outline allowable restrictions under the

MFA. Article 3 outlines short-term measures available to

countries whose markets may be experiencing disrupt,ion due to

anotherts low-priced inports. The irnporting country nust seek

consultation with the exporting country in an effort to reach

an agreeable solution to the problem. Such a solution would

most like1y take the form of an agreenent by the exporting

country to restrain its exports in categories of goods which

are causing the disruption" If such agrreement was not

reached, the importing country cou1d, after a short period and

notífication to the Textile Surveillance Board, impose a

unilateral guota" This quota would be reviewed by the TSB,

which would make a reconmendation as t,o røhether it should be

kept as originally instituted, adjusted or discontinued.

These reconmendations are not binding" There are also

emergency provisions for the institution of unilateral or

bilateral restraints in a case of serious narket disruption"

Under these condítions the consultation processes are

radically shortened"

Nornally no actions, unilateral or bilateral, taken under

37 rbid.
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Article 3 may be continued wíthout review and mutual agreemewt
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parties must be referred to the TSB for recoamendation' AI*r,

restraints under this article are usually to apply to an

extremely lirnited number of categories of goods. Bilaterêl

agreements under Article 3 may be concluded for more than one

year by mutual agreenent of the part,ies on1y.32

Article 4 provides for the neEotiation of longer-terrn

bilateral agreements for restraint,. Measures under Article 4

are to be more liberal than those under Article 3" Emphasis

is placed on providing much ¡¡swing¡t between categories of

goods, âs well as tenporal shifting, to facilitaËe
¡rsubstantial flexibility for the conduct of tradett.33 trfost

bilateral VERs under the Multi-Fibre Arrangement have c@Ìe

under Article 4"

Article LL of the MFA created an administrative and

quasi-judicial body for textile trade, ttre Textitres

Surveillance Body" The TSB reports to the Textiles Committee

of GATT. It scrutinizes bilateral agreenents and other

actions under the MFA, supervises its general adninistration,

and settles disputes between signatories. It consists of an

independent chair with eight members" The United States, the

EC, and Japan are pernanent members. Other members are chosen

such that representation from inporting and e>rportång

MFA Text., pp" 9-11-

Ibid", p. Lz
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countries is balanced. Under this arrangement, for example,

Canada rotaÈes iÈs seat wiÈh Èhe Nordic eounÈries"s

Article 2 is also important to note" It stipulates that

all restrictive measures in exístence as the MFA comes into

force must be brought into line with its reguirements or be

rescinded.

Referring to Aggarwal!s tlrpology, the MFA could be

considered a strong regime" The existence and pov¡ers of the

TSB as an administrative and adjudicative body within the

framework of the trÍFA meant that, in the vast najority of

cases, disputes Þrere settled according to rules rather than

the wishes of the nost powerful actors. The signatories

agreed to collective decision-rnaking in deternining rules and

individual cases" they adhered to these collectively reached

decisions and rules under the MFA far more often than not,

fulfilling a key criterion for the existence of a reqime.35

Also, the definition of market disruption, contained in the

MFA¡s Annex A, was nuch tighter and ext,ensively delineated

than the one used under the LTÃ, and STA" ft included

references to the inportance of exports to the economy of the

supplier in deterninations of market disruption and the

34 Stoneo Canada. the G^4,1T and the International Trade
Svstem, 1-984, pp" 1-05-06

1s Ã,rthur A. SÈeino 00Coordination and Collaborat,ionlt,
1982, p,301-" St.ein argrues that joint or collective
decision-nakíng by actors is a key f,eature of regimes and
necessary for a regime to obtain.
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implementation of restraínts.s
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\'¡as quite liberal. AIt restraints, whether under articles 2'

3 or 4, were nomally subject to a minimum six percent

increase, âs outlined in Annex B" This was adhered to guite

weII.37 Annex B also requires substantial flexibility in the

structure of quotas, allowing swing between restrained

categories and temporal shifting within restrained categories.

The scope of the MFA rtras, of course, expanded to include man-

made fibre and wool, in addition to cotton textiles and

clothing.

Though the MFA could technically be used by any signatory

to control the inports of any country, the only industrialized

country to be controlled under the MFA has been Japan" Hence,

one of the main functions of the MFA is to provide a means for

high wage, industrialized or post-industrial countries to
protect their markets and industries against low-cost, inports

from lorøer-wage, developing and newly industrializing

countries (NrCs) "38

36 Aggarwal, Liberat Protect,ionism, L985, pp" L34-35

37 More díscussíon in Chapter III of how imports have been
measured and how this relates to evaluations of the level of
adherence to the 6Z annual mininum increase reguirement"

38 In this context, industrialized and post-industrial
countrÍes would include the United States, almost aIl European
Economic Community members, ando after the early 1970s, Japan.
Newly Industríalizing Countries (NICs) could include Mexico
and Brazil, but for textiles and clothing trade South Korea,
Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong Kong are most important. Some of
the more inportant. developíng or less developed countries
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After its successful negotíation ín 1-973, developed
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with suppliers under its auspices. The United States was

particularly successful in this regard, By October of L977,

it had concluded L8 bilateral agreements, including agreements

with Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong and Malaysia" The

Ec and other DCs had more difficulty in securing bilateral
agreements" For some countries, such as Canada and the

Scandinavian countries, this could be linked to a lack of

bargaining power due to their small markets and irnport

volumes " 
3e

In the case of the EC, the main problem was the amount of

time it took for the member states to agree on a mandate in
the Council of Ministers on which the Cornmission would then

base its negotiations with individual exporters" By the tine
the Europeans were ready to start, the US had concluded

restraint agreements with most of the major suppliers. Havíng

just agreed to restrain their exports to the US, the urajor

supplying countries had tittle appetite for restrict,ive
agreements with the EC"

(LDCs) in the area of text,iles and apparel include Thailand,
the Philippines, India, Pakistan, Indonesia, and Malaysia"
There have also been some comrnand economies which have been a
source of low-cost production, includj-ng Hungary"

3e Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism, L985r pp " L36-37
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success in this regard meant yet another diversion of exports

to Europe" Partly because of this, by the tine of the MFArs

first renewal, the EC¡s share of textile inports in comparison

to the US had increased even more (see table 2"3) " The

increased share of inports would not only give greater impetus

to European protectionism, but gave the EC more pohrer in

negotiations vis a vis the Us on the issue.4 This and the

length and difficultly of internal Community negotiations

would come to haunt textile trade diplonacy.

With regard to textiles, the members of the Conmunity

have often split into tt¡o basic qamps. The protectionist camp

includes France, Britain, and, sometimes, It.aly" They have

tended to try to preserve finns and jobs in clothing and

textiles with subsidies and tax concessions, not to mention

protection from foreign competition" The second group are

more liberal. These include the Netherlands, Denmark and the

FRG" They have focused on rationalization of their clothing

and textile industries through adjustment to higher velue-

added apparel and textiles (espeeiatly MMF textiles) or have

taken measures to help firns and røorkers get out of the

industry and diversify and retrain for other industries,4l

2"3"2 Mu'l ti -Fi bre Ã.rrancrernent IT : L977-L98L

4t Michael B" Dolan, 0¡European Restructuring and^ Import
Policies for a Textile Industry in Çrisis", J¡lexneliqnal
Organization, 37, 4 (Autumn 1983) p. 584

60
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EÃ8Í,8 2 " 3
IMPORTS OF TEXTILES AND CLOTHTNG

säÄRE OF COt"fBiNED US Àl{D EC I¡{PORTS, i96û-8û

From Japan and LDCs
Year

1960
1965
L97 0
L973
L975
L977
1980

Sorrcc: Aggarwal, I¡'bcral Prcnætioqi@, 1985, p.32

\dould be extended "

By L976 it became clear that the Multi-Fibre Arrangement

extension of the MFA for another four or five years without

significant changes" They had been pleased with the results

of the regime" Under it they had been able to Ìinit the flow

of low-cost inports to the US and control European

protectionism, ensuring an equitable sharing of Third World

exports by DCs and avoiding the possibility of protect.ionism

spreading from textiles to other sectors in the international

trade system"

US share - å

59 "7
58"5
59.6
42"8
37 "2
39"0
35"8

The Unit,ed States wanted a sirnple

TAaLE 2"1[
cot'fBINED NET TRADE rN TEXTTLES AND CLOTHING, j.973-76

's)
-------======L"=Y=t=tlt=i=t=t=t=":1:t==1-"=t=t=1:===============!

Country

United States
Fñ

Sweden
Canada

Sore: A¿gÂ¡øt l¡'tcml Þ¡øi,øiæ lB5, p, l4l

L97 3

-r,795
t,234
-s62
-846

7974

-1, 334
L,O25
-702

-1, 111

t975

-1,408
-29

-814
-1, 130
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1976

-2,322
-L,061

-968
-1, 5O9



The EC, led by France and Brítain, wanted a far more
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bilateral restraints with suppliers quickty, the resulting
diversion of imports from the US, and the reduct.ion in
domestic consumption due to the 1974-75 recession had taken

their toIls on the European industries through the duration of

the first MFA" Inport penetration of textiles and clothing
(irnports as a percentage of consumption) increased from L977

to 1-979 fron 362 to 40t. Overall penetration was very high

compared to other DCs such as the US, which had a rate of lz
percent in Lg7g"42 Tab1e 2"4 shorors that v¡hile the US trade

balance in textiles and clothing was in deficit from L973 to
1976, it was relatively stable" The EC, however, went from a

$1"23 billion surplus to a $1"06 billion deficit over the same

period" European industry and governnents did not, take kindly
to this reversal in the trade balance. In the end,

protectionist forces won out and in January L977 the initial
negotiating mandate sent to the European Commission by the

European Council of Ministers was extremely hard1ine.43

As negotiations for the renerøa1 of the MF.A, approached,

the Japanese grew concerned that the MF.ê, may not be renewed"

They based this assessment on the forcefur protectionism of

the Europeans" Japan wanted the MFÃ, to be renewed without

major changes" ?ûhii-e it was beginning to irnport more, it was

42

43

Ibid" , p" 588

rbid", p. 590
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stiIl a conpetitive exporter of textiles in particular. As

l=#o ãe 1Oa¿ wlrilo.Tanan haÄ a Èr=ria rlafìni'þ in n1n{-lrìna nf

$i-"1"7 billion, ín had a trade surplus of $3"41 billion in

textiles. In 1983 it, was still the largest supplier of

textiles to the US, with 1-8 . 68 of Amerícan imports.4

Japanese comparative advantage in textiles hras at least as

great in L976-L977 " Thus, the Japanese tranted the MFÃ, to

remain essentially the same. However, they $Jere willing to

see the introduction of more flexibility which would allow

them to introduce protection in the fields they wanted and

would placate the Europeans, making it more likely Èhat the EC

would renew the arrangement"

the LDCs hrere sptit in the usual manner" The most

competitive, such as the Far Eastern ¡rgang of four¡¡ras wanted

textiles to be brought firmty under the rules of GATT or for
the MFA to be made more liberal" The under developed

exporters did not, nind if the MFA became protectionist

overallr so long as it had a strong deveJ-opment norn with
generous exemptions for poorer LDCs and new market entrants"

Privately they took comfort in the fact that whenever the most

competitive exporters durinE any period of textile trade

history have been restrained, less industrialized supptiers

4 Cline, The Future of World Trade in Textiles and
Apparel , L987, table 2"9, p" 53 & table 2.11- p" 58

4s South Korea, Taiwan (not a member of the MFA, but
subject to similar bilateral agreements), Hong Kong and
Singapore.
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have always gained some of the 1arger supplíers¡ former narket
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cornpetitive as the s¡gang of four¡0 and often had large domestic

textile markets and industries of their own. Their position

was in some ways similar to that of Japan. They really wanted

the MFA to be as flexible as possible so they could protect

their texÈiIe industries in some sectors and have open export

markets for others,tr

As 1977 dragged oDr so did discussion in the Textile

Comrnittee of G.A,TT. The delay Þras caused nostly by the EC"

Having assumed the lion¡s share of world text,ile and apparel

exports due to the various mishaps under the first MFA, many

in the EC were determined to use the power that this import

share inplied to get the revisions to the MFA that they

wanted. On 2L June L977 the European Council finalized the

negotiating nandate for the Commission" The six main elements

of the nandate hrere (1) a demand for exceptions to the

procedures for selecting base years t,o allow the selection of

years with low import volumes where appropriate; (2) changes

to the functioning of the TSB to make it less an adjudicating

body for disputes and more of a political rnediation body; (3)

differentiation between MFA uremþers which were GATT parties

and those which rrere not; (4) linking growth rates for import

restraints with growth in ímporters! domestic demand; (5)

changes to the market disruption definition to include such

tr Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism, 1985, pp" 1-48-49
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elements as low priceso cunulative effects of inports and
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of base years before the beginning of bilateral negotiations

to stop forestalling by exporÈers.a7

Lest anyone think these proposals Trere just a tough

opener, the EC and its nore protectionist members backed it up

rsith threats and action" The day the Council set the

negotiating mandate, the French threatened guotas against

various clothing and textile imports under the Àrticle XIX

safequards of cÀTT" On 23 June L977 the EC said that while ít
would not allow the French to take Article XIX action

themseJ-ves, it, would take safeguard measures to protect Èhe

interests of all its menbers. It announced restrictions on 6

July" This so up set the already stalled talks in the GATT

Textile Conrmittee that Olivier Long suspended formal

negotiations to allov¡ a cooling-off períod and private,

informal consultations. The Commr¡¡i¡y held. off with the

announced restrictions while consultations continued"

The informal consultations came to frui.tion when the

Textile Cornmittee resumed formal meetings on JuIy 24"

Reacting to the EC¡s protectionist demands, the US put forward

a proposal based on what a Hong Kong delegate had put on the

record earlier. They suggested thaÈ the MF.â all.ow ¡¡reasonable

departures from particular elementsrr of the HFA, though the

Americans neglected to add the Hong Kong delegat.e¡s proviso

47 tbid. ¡ pp. 1-51--52
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that such departures should be at least more liberal than
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reassuring the 8c.48 Japan and some of the less competitive

LDCs liked the inplied flexibility as well"

For the EC however, there was still the matter of

negotiating bilateral agreements under the MFA, which the EC

insisted had to be concluded before they would renew the MFA"

By late sunmer, the EC was not, only threatening not to renew

the MFÀ, but Tran van Thinh, the Cornmissionls chief textile

negotiator, said that they would inplement the 6 July L977

quotas under Article XIX of GATT if they rrere unable to

conclude acceptable terms for the 22 agreements they hrere

about to begin negotiating with-exporters.4e

Before the Comrnission¡s negotiators could begin work with

individual exporting countries to negotiate bilateral

agreements, the Council had to develop a negotiating nandate

(for the bilateral agreements, as opposed to the MF.â, renewal) "

After tough wrangling among the nembers, the Council developed

a mandate which had two main points" First, the Commission

decided to use L97 6 as the base year from rshich the guot,as and

their increases would be calculated, forcing countries who had

been e:cporÈing large quantities of goods ín L977 to reduce

4E By proposing to make the MFA motre flexibte, the US
could placate the EC with a proposal which would allow them to
implement much of the protection they want.ed, vrithout changing
the nature of the MFA (i.e", naking it more protectionist) 

"

ae Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism, 1985, p. 155
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their total exports more under the new bilateral agreements

than would normall-y be the case using 1977 as the base year"

Second, to further ensure that inports would be controlled,

the Conmission Þras empowered to negotiate e¡basket extractorrl

agreements - that is, consultation agreements r*hich came into
effect r*hen imports frorn an export,ing country reach a certain
percentage of the EC¡s total imports.so

Major textile and apparel exporters held off in
negotiations with the EC, hoping to get more generous

concessions in their agreements" This further delayed

progress on MFA renersal" The final set of negotiations for
MFÀ renewal were to begin on 5 December L977, but by late
November, with few agreernent,s signed between the EC and its
major suppliers, it looked as if there would be no renewal,

At the last ninute the major suppliers buckled en masse,

realizing that the EC would not give in and was quite prepared

to see the MFA and the bilateral negotiations fail" Seeing

that restrictive bilateral agreements under the MFÀ would be

better than the EC inposing unilateral quotas ostensibly under

Article XfX of GA,TT, the rnajor suppliers accepted the former.

This opened the door for the final round on the MFA in
the Textiles Committ.ee. By nid-December, negotiations for the

renewal had been complet.ed, and on L4 December Lg77 the

Protocol of Extensíon was opened for signing" The extension

came into force on 1 January L978, beginning what is conmonly

50 rbid. , p" i-56
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referred to as MFA II" ft r.¡as to last for four years, until

31 December 1981. The Ee?s twentlr-two agreements eame into
force on the same day. In short order it røould conclude three

more, bring the total to twenty-five under MFA II.51

In the end the key change under MFA If was the clause

allowing ¡¡reasonable departures from partícular elements lof
the MFAI in particular cases¡¡ in the protocol.52 ft allowed

derogations fron the rules of the MFA ín bilateral
arrangements as long as both partíes agreed. Sub-paragraph

5"4 did call for any departures to be short tern and for
parties to return to the rules of the MFA as soon as possible

in all cases.53 But, in the f inal version there hras no

requirement that they be more liberal than agreements under

article 3 restraints, as in the Hong Kong delegate¡s original
proposal regarding departures" fnstead, there s¡as a

presumption that if they were not more liberal, exporters

would never agree to then" However, exporÈers could be and

v/ere eoerced into agreeing to more restrictive bilateral
arrangements than those allowed under the MFA by inporting
countries which threatened even more restrictive unilateral

51 Dolan, ¡rEuropean Restructuring and fmport Policies for
a lextile Industry in Crisis'¡, 1983, p. 591-

sz See sub-paragraph 5.3, o0Conclusions of the Textiles
Cornmittee Adopted on 74 December L97'7,w GA,TT document,
Com" Tex/W / 47, from ¡rProtocol Extending the Arrangement
Regarding International Trade Ín Text,iles, e¡ L/ 461,6, Basic
fnstruments and Seleeted Docurnents, 24En. Supp", Geneva:
General Agreement on lariffs and Trade, L978r pp " 6-7

53 rbid "
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measures out side the MFå, and/or the GATT.
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changed under MF.A II. Despite the fact that the only mention

of the TSB in the 1977 renerñial is a rdeak phrase advocating

that it 0¡contínue to function effectively in Iits] respective

areas of competencer¡rr its functioning had changed such as to
weaken the overall strength of the regíme" Its report in
1980, for ínstance, shows the continuation of derogations

which it ident,ifies, but was apparently unable to end,

indicating weakening of the regime under MFA II"55

In part because of its weakeninE, the nature of the

regime changed as r,¡e11. Under the doctrine of reasonabl-e

departures and a weaker TSB, the nature of the regime became

determined more by the bilateral agreements negotiated under

the MF.A," Since many of these, involving both the EC and the

US, became more protectionist, during this period, the nature

of the regiure became more protectioníst in the context of
Aggarwal ¡ s t1pology.

In terms of scope, the regime was expanded slightly to
include hand-loomed products¡ ês well as some tlpes of flax
and ramie products"

s Paragraph 7, s¡Conclusions of the Textiles CommiÈtee
Adopted on 14 December L977,as G.å,TT document, Com"TexlW/L7,
from ¡rProtocol Extending the Ârrangement Regarding
International Trade in Textílesr!! L/46L6, EÞ, 24th Supp",
4978, p. 7

s5 Aggarwalu Liberal Protectionism, l-9g5r pp. L6Z-64
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and teNtile industries in the United States and Europe

continued t.o be pressured by low-cost imports. Table 3.1

shows that by 1,980, most industrialized countries still had

trade deficits, particularly in apparel, and continued to
suffer market penetration"

For some, such as Brit,ain, the situation had deteriorated
seriously since I97O in both textiles and apparel, with net

import penetration in 1980 of -2"42 and -14"1å respectively"
The United States and Germany both had serious trade deficits
and net inport penetration in apparel by 1990, though the

German industry¡s use of outr¡ard processing probably made this
figure look worse than it was. only the Japanese and rtaLian
industries seemed to be doing weI1, with rtalyrs perfonnance

in textiles being quite an anonaly indeed for an

industrialized country "

The trade deficits and leveIs of irnport penetration which

the industrialized countríes faced by i-98o \{ere refrect,ed in
both output, and employment in textiles and apparel" Tables

2"5 and 2.6 show levels of emplolment and output, in text,iles
and apparel respectivery. Data for six of the largest
industrialized countries are shown: the united states,
Germany, France, Italy, Brit,ain, and Japan. In textíles, all
the countries experience a decline in output and enplolrnent

starting in L971, or 1974, except, for Ïtaly and the US. ftaly
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shows strong increases in output through 1980" The US shows

increases in employment until L974, after which there is a

sharp decline" output stabÍIizes after Lg77.s6

fn apparel, enplolment and ¡lroduction in the six

countries seemed to decline even more rapidly, especially

after L97a, but with several even more radical deviations in

some specific cases than in textiles. The number of apparel

workers in Italy continued to expand steadily over the period"

In Japan, the performance in apparel r*as even better than in

textiles, rather counter-intuítive1y, with both output and

employrnent ex¡landing through the ¡leriod: 1963-1983. Again,

output in the United States seems to expand through the

period, but this may be due to dif ferent, methodologry in
comparison with the data for the other countries, as with

textiles.

Competit,ive pressures on the industries resulted ín
political pressure on governments. In Europe, industry and

labour called for more restrictions generally and a more

protectionist MFA specifically" In October 1980, the European

Trade Union Cornrníttee on textiles and clothing walked out, of

a meeting with the European Cornmission because the Conmission

refused to gíve serious consideration to their proposals for
more protection" To back up their case, organized labour

56 The US data uses a different methodology than the rest,
however. The figures represent real production in nillíons of
dollars at constant 1-982 príces" This may have an effect on
the portrayal of US performance vis a vis the rest of the
nations in the table,
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caIIed a one-day strike in December. Labour claimed a high

participation rate across the EC; 908 in Germany, 752 in
Britain.5T

NABLE 2.5
TRENÐS rN EIÍPLOYMENT AND OUTPUT (Textilee): 1963-1983

1963 1968 t97t 1974 1977 1980 1983

United Statee
N

I'
F.R.G.

N

a

France
N

a

Italy
N

a

United Kingdom
N

I
Japan

N
a

862.9 958.8
30,823 36,880

573 489
78 91

906.4 931. s 87s.6 817. s 723.4
4L,O87 42,670 50,050 49t423 49,812

54s 463 732 697 333 297 258
n.a. n.a. n.a" n.a. n.a" n.a" n.a.

=================-==== ================================================N = thoueande of r,¡orkere

n. a.
100

481 394
10s 102

A-=
a=
¡l .4.

817 723
84 97

ALO 402 36s
93 gfi 113

L,392 1,361 I,293 It167 986 916 733

343 3t7 256
104 103 92

55

real production in mill-ione of dollare at conetant
1982 pricee (for US only)
index of production, 1970 = 1OO
not availaþIe

586 550 481 351 n.a.
100 97 94 7s 67

83

329 296
].20 136

104 100 100 toz 99

57 Do1an, !¡European Restructuring and Inport
a Text,ile Industry in Crisise¡, l-983, p. 604

72
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A.ABI"E 2.6
TRENDS IN EI{PLoYMENT AND OUTPUT (Apparel): 1963-1983

=== ==================*==================================================
1963 1968 197L 1974 1977 1980 1983

United states
N rr279 1,356 1,319 lr3t7 11334 1,307 L,L82
a" 33,389 38,478 36,510 40,595 46,485 45t742 48,932

F. R. G"
N 388 367 372 310 244 228 l7s
a 79 93 103 92 100 94 77

France
N 388 338 n.a. n"a. 292 272 238
A n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Italy
N n.a. 162 222 2L7 198 272 238
A n"a" n.a. n.a" n.a. n.a" n.a" n.a.

United Kingdom
N 458 42O 363 347 32L 277 n. a"
a 92 97 l.os l1s L2O 113 103

Japan
N 272 320 372 496 467 466 4s7

======3===========3=3=====!:=====l::====1::======1::======1:3======l::==
N = thoueande of workere
A- = real production in millions of dollarg at congtant

1982 pricee (for Us only)
A = index of production, 197O = 100
n.a. = not available

Sæ: Cliæ,

By 1-98J", the European Council of Ministers Trrere harnneríng

out a nerd mandate for the Commission to follow in the

negotiations for MFA renerral" The EC members were split in

the usual rray \dith reEard to how protectionist the European

position should be" The FRG, the Netherlands and other states

which had engaged in industrial adjustment and outiøard

processing wanted to moderate the EC¡s protectioníst stance;

Britain, France and others which were trying to preserve

domestic-focused textile industries wanted more protection,

This il-lustrates the difficulty the EC had in formulating
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a negotiating position" The mandate was not finalized until

late November of 1981. The delays had as poor an effect cn

the international negotiat,ions for a renewal as one night

expect, considering MFA II only lasted until the end of

December 1981" In the end the Commission brought a very

protectionist position to the Textile Comrnittee table

Meanwhile, the United Stat,es wanted to maintain the weak

international regirne of 1977 without major changes. The main

objective for the US was to have a renerøal of the MFA which

would allow the control of inports from the three largest

exporters into the Arnerican market: South Korea, Tait,ran and

Hong Kong" The US worked on its opening position on renewal

during the last few months of the Carter aùninistration and

the first few months of Reagan. No policy shift appeared to
occur regarding textiles between the two administrations, such

that in JuIy 1981-, Peter Murphy the chief US textiles
negotiator, later of Canada-US FTA fame - v¡as st.iIl taking the

line that the US wanted to

negotiate, as appropriate, a protocol that would
provide with some certainty for the negotiation of
bilateral agreements with minimal growth for the
major suppliers in large quot,as on import-sensitive
categories.5s

While the US st,iLl preferred to lírnit inports through a regime

58 Aggarwal, Liberal Protect.ionism, 1985 , p.
.According to Siuron Riessman, Mr. Murphy was even
articulate durinE the Canada-US free trade t,alks"
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which would keep other importers¡ markets open, ensure that
all developed importers took a fair share of exports from

developing countries, and generally preserve the overall
international trade system from protectionism in textiles,
these became less of a focus" With capabilities in textile
trade relations having shifted to Europe and after the general

hegernonic decline of the 1970s, the US $ras more focused on

dealing with the problems of its own industries.5e

The industries themselves responded to the pressure they

f aced by calling for a global quota. But, it $ras wid.ely

recognized that this was put forward as a bargaining chíp in
their consultations with the government and that the industry
was really seeking a protectionist, regime atlowing restrictive
bilateral agreements" There was arso pressure in conEress for
more protection. Representatives and senators from states

with substantial textile interests formed a t¡teNtile eaucus'

and began to push for tough action by the adninistration, ês

well- as tough legislation" ^Among these Þrere senators storm

Thurmond and Ernest Hollings, both of South Carolina, and

Congressman Ken Holland.

Despite pressure from their own industry and Congress,

the protectionist position of the EC, and us decision-makersl

recognítion of the EC¡s power in teNtile t,rade relations, the

US administration sought what Ã,ggarwal refers to as only a

5e See tables 2.5, 2.6 and 3. for
and apparel índustries in 1980 r*ith
output and i-mport penetration,
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weak protectioníst regíne for the MFA rener*al.@

laar.E 2.7
I}TPORTS OF MAJOR INDUSTRIAL COUNÎRIES FROM NON.OECD SOT'RCES,

1971-1985 (current million dollars)

Textilee
United Stateg
Europe"

Apparel
UniÈed Stateg
Europe"

t97r L974

428 787
808 r,994

946 I,775
92O 2,7L2

S*æ: Cliæ,
* OËCI)"Euoç.

The LDCs were more aligned on the issue of textíles for
this reneTdal of the MFA than at any previous tine during the

textile regime period. At a meeting in Bogota, Colombia in
November L980, trade ministers fron the textile and apparel

exporting countries issued a joint conmunique in which they

denounced the MFA as a derogation from the GATT, âs rdell as

abuses of the few MFA rules which liberalized trade and the

refusal of irnporters to abide by TSB findings in many cases.6r

A reference to table 2.7 would seem to indicate that
exporting LDCs continued to have good aecess to industrialized
markets under MFA II, relative to other periods" According to

1977 1980

808 t,342
2,796 4,94O

3,437 6,198
4,9O5 8,954

lS7, p. l (ubb 5.O

1983

1r691
3, 638

1985

2 t469
3r908

9,3L4 13,755
7 r496

m Aggarwal, Liberat Protectionism, 1985¡ p" 169

61 Ying-Pik choi et â1. , The Hulti-Fibre Ã,rranqement in
Theory and Practice (Dover, NH: Frances Finter, Publishers,
1-e85) p. Lg
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these figiures, exports from non-OECD suppliers62 to the US

inereased bv 66& from !977 to 1-980 for textiLes and bv 8o-3*
----- 

--J - ¿

for the same period in apparel. In Europe, the increase røas

76.72 for teNtiles and 82"5t for ctothing over the same

period. Yet many authors argue that Third ?üorld suppliers

lost significant access in the Late 1970s and early 1980s

under MFA II.63 fn any case, the LDCs certainly felt they had

lost much ground and called with a fairly united voice for a

return to the original, more liberal I{F'A, at least, and

preferably for a return to GATT.

Once the European Cornmission had its negotiating mandate

from the Council of Ministers in late November l_981, the
process of renewing the MFA was able to conclude quite
quickly" With the main difference in the US and EC positions
being merely whether the MFA should be a çreak (US) or strong

(EC) protect,ionist regirne under the renewal, exportersr wishes

for a return to greater liberalism were dashed.

Negotiations in the Textile Cornmi¡¿s" of GATT $/ere

62 Includes some socialist and other non-OECD countries,
as well as LDC suppliers"

63 see Keesing and wolf , TeNtíle euot,as Acrainst DeveloLing
Countries, 1980, pp" 87-88 and Choi et al., The Multi-Fibre
Arranqement in Theory and Practice, 1995, pp" g6-123. The
reasons for these differences are part,ly nethodological" But,
there are major theoretical differences ínvolved as werr.
Differences regardÍng the vorume of imports going into DCs,
the market penetration they have faced, export vorunes the
LDCs have been able to shíp, and the amount of benefit they
have lost, or gained under the ÞrFA goes to the heart of its
normative and analyticar evaluation" For further díscussion,
see Section III"
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concluded and the Protocol Extending the Arranqenent Regarding

rnternational lrade in Textiles was opened for signing on 22

December 1981"64 under the extension, the us and EC s¡ere able

to address their concerns in several areas. paragraph 6 of
the protocol addresses the problem of large suppliers with
large quotas" rt is quite vag:ue, suggest,ing cooperation among

large exporters and importers in dealing with problems, but

leaving the possibility for any nunber of sorutions. one

example of such solutions which came to light under MFA rrr
was serious derogation from the standard 6å growth rates as a

bench-rnark in bilateral agreements wíth major suppriers.
The rrreasonabre departures* of MFA rr s¡ere gone and

replaced by paragraph 9 in the'new extension. rt built on

paragraph 6 and reinforced the provisions for exceptions

originally contained in Annex A and paragraphs 2 and 3 of
Annex B of the MFA" rt outlined even more specificalry that
in cases ¡rwhere there is a recurrence or exacerbation of a

situation of rnarket disruptionr¡ due to irnports ¡rfrom a

particurar sourcer¡ both the six percent growth rate. and

flexibility (swing and temporal shifting between ínport
categories) may be reduced. ¡tparticular source¡! was

ernphasised as an obvious euphenism for specific large
suppliers: Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan in particular. The

paragraph 9 reinterpretations essentially voided the

il orProtocol
International Trade
1982, pp. 3-8

ENtending the Ârrangement, Regarding
in Texti les , '¡ Ll527 6, EI$D, 2 Bth - 

Supp . ,
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considerable restraints on the finding of such exceptional

cases in the original MFA"

In paragraph L0 the EC got it,s provision regarding the

prevention of inport surges. In paragraph 13, the FRG and

other users of outward processing got a reaffirmation of the

legality of the practice first given in Article 6, paragraph

6 of the original MFA" Perhaps the single most protectionist

clause introduced under MFA III was paragraph 4 of the renewal

protocol, which linked findings of market disruption as

defined in Annex A of the original MFA, the key criterion for
allowing restraints under the arrangement - to growth rates of
consumption. This represented a serious derogation from

GATT¡s goal of allowing the free play of comparative

advantage, save only for situations of tri¡i.¡¡"rr.05

MFA Ïff gave the DCs the latitude to use neu¡ restrictive
measures, and they took fuII advantage" The US began using

what it called ¡¡presumption of market disruption or the threat
of market disruptionrr" Under this concept, criteria were set

up by the US government to determine markeÈ disruption. The

criteria rârere quantitative in nature, measuring the various

dimensions of market disruption under Annex A of the original
MFA: turnover, market share, profits, ernplolment, and inrport

volume" As soon as certain ]evels were reached, restrictions
would automatically be triggered as outlíned ahead of tirne ín

6s See Chapter III for further discussion.
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the bilateral agreement relevant to the exporter in
quesÈion.tr There would be no consultation príor to invoking

restrictions as generally required under the HFA.

MosÈ of the EC¡s bilateral agreements ran out in early

L982, so the Council lost no time in developing a negotíation

mandate f or the Commission regarding nerd bilaterals. .A'fter

the usual protracted bickering, the mandate which came out was

the most protect.ionist yet" The overall inport growLh rates

were to be tZ for ¡rsensitive¡¡ products and 3å for the rest.

The imports from the largest suppliers rdere to be cut back l-03

over five years. To help ram this down the throats of the

dominant exporters, the Council stated that it would withdraw

ratification of MFA rII if bilateral negotiations Þ¡ere not

wrapped up by the end of 1-982"

The negotiations dragged into the faII" fn October the

Council instructed the Cornmission to prepare unilateral

restraints in the event bilateral talks failed. By the rniddle

of December the suppliers gave in to the ECls threats" The

Commission concluded a total of twenty-seven agreements"

Overa11, the global level of imports for the Community $¡as

reduced slightly for l-983 by cutting back the dominant

suppliers by 6 and 9 percent for 0¡sensitive¡¡ products and

distributing part of the reduction t.o smaller exporters. The

guota growth rates for the following years were reduced to

tr choi et a1.,
Practice, L985, p"

The Mu1t,i-Fibre Arrangement Ín Theorv and
20
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0.9, 3 and 4"5 percent for the 8tsensitivêo!, ¡eless sensitive¡l

and ¡rnon-sensitivett categories, compared with I , 4 . S and 6

percent under IIIFA f I.
The outcome of the negotiat,ions $rere seen as a French and

protectionist victory within the EC. But, Germany and other
liberal states got several concessions, the most important of
which were allowances for outward processing to continue

unirnpeded.6T

There was talk in the early 1980s of integrating textile
and apparel trade back into GATT. rn November Lggz GATT trade
ministers referred to the issue. rn a statement they

recognized that the MFA hras a derogation fron the GATT. They

also recognized the importance of textile trade, to the LDCs

especially, and made a commitment to integrate the MFA into
the GATT.68 But there rdas little support within the

industrialized countries for an end t,o prot,ective measures in
textiles.

By the beginning of 1996, negotiatíons aimed at renewal

of the 1,1F4 were well under rray" rndia, pakistan and

Bangladesh were strongest in their calls for a return to the
disciplines of GATT for textiles" The tining of their

2"3"4 Multi-Fibre Arranoement TV: 1986-1991

67 Dolan, ¡lEuropean Restructuring and rmport policies for
a Textile fndustry in Crisis!¡, l_993, pp. 608-09

ó8 choi et. ar. , The Multi-Fibre Arrancrement in Theorv andPractice, l-985, p. L2
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suggestions made sense sínce the Urugruay Round was to start

later in the year" Other LDCs ç¡anted the MF.A, to continue"

The largest suppliers, such as Hong Kong and Korean enjoyed

large institutionalised quotas which, to some extent at least,

kept smaller competitors out of first world narkets. fn

addition, quotas under the MFA afforded thern the benefit of

quota rents.

realistically, the only thing which røould replace the MFA in

the case of non-renewal would be even more protectionist

unilateral and bilateral measures with no MFA disciplines at

all .6e

As in the 1950s and 1960s, the American position on

renewal of the MFA was still based on the need to guard

against export diversion and the possibility of an expanding

trade \¡rar if attempts by the DCs to control textile imports

from the LDCs were not coordinated through a regine. The US

also continued to have geo-political and financial interests
in the economic strength of many exporters: a hegemon

dirninished but not dead.

Ho$tever, of the rna j or importers, the US had suf,f ered the

worst penetration during the early 1980s due to a strong

dollar and stronger aggregate demand after the 1982 recession"

The Reagan administration r¡¡as still t,rying to nollify Congress

and the US textile industry. fn his veto message on the

protectionist l-985 textile trade bil-I Reagan said that he was

A1so, many exporters believed that,

óe Ibid., pp. 216-t7
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direct,ing the Office of the United States Trade
Representative to most aggressively renegotiate the
MFA on terms no less fav-ourabte than the present.To

Thus its position on renewal was quite tough. US demands

included (1) the expansj-on of the scope of the MFA to include

all natural fibres; (2) the (virtual) freezing of quota leve1s

f or large suppliers," ( 3 ) more liberal access for smaller

suppliers; and, (4) reductions in reguired flexibility (swing,

temporal shifting) "

The EC stas more ambivalent" Tough restrictions

undertaken in the late L970s and early 1980s had given

European industries significant protection. A higher US

dollar starting in l-983 onJ-y added to a favourable balance.

By nid-1985, the commission rras talking generously and

confidently of liberalization of the MFA and eventual

integration into GATT. while they rdere willing to offer the

big suppliers only LZ growth in imports per year, they were

offering as nuch as four to seven percent to smaller

suppliers. But, by the second quarter of L986 the dollar

underwent a correction and exports shifted back to the EC.

European industries h¡ere soon under pressure again and the

EC¡s generosity faded like a mirage.Tr

The MFA was renewed starting on JuIy 31-, L986, and was to

last until July 1991" The scope was extended to include

rbid.,
rbid",77

p"

p"

2L8
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ramie, silk blends and linen, stopping just short of declaring

competence in all fabrÍcs in the face of Chínese objections"

The substantive changes under MFÀ IV rdere contain in a series

of ¡rConclusions¡' of the cÀTT Textile Conmittee in the protocol-

of extension" There was a neï¡, tougher anti-surge mechanism

under paragraph 11 of the conclusions. Under paragraph 9,

quota growth rates of less than 68 were permissable, as well

as quota roll-backs in a continuation of the spirit of

reasonable departures, if not the letter. However, it also

supported more generous quotas to snall suppliers" Under

paragraph 13 there rdas a call against any restrictions on new

entrants and the least developed suppliers" Particular
liberalization was to be shown to poor cotton suppIiers.72

OveraÌI, MFA IV was criticized by LDCs, especially China

and fndia, as being too protective. lleanwhile the US industry
complained it did not protect them enough"

2.4 New Development,s s Beyoné tbe ffi&

A neeting of trade ministers from the countries which are

Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade took place in Punta del EsÈe, Urugruay, in September

1,986. The main document to emerge from the meeting was the

Ministerial Declaration on the Urucruay Round, which started

Tz t¡Protocol
International Trade
3,987, pp" 7-44

Extending the A,rrangenent Regarding
in Textiles, t¡ L/ 6030 , Bf SD, 33rd Supp. ,
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this eighth round of GATT negot,iations and set out its broad

objectives" With regard to textiles and apparel the ninisters
agreed that

Negotiatíons in the area of textiles and ctothing
shall aim to formulate modalities that løould perrnit
the eventual integration of this sector into G^ATT
on the basis of strengthened GATT rules and
disciplines, thereby also contributing to the
objective of further l-iberalization of trade.æ

Integration of the MFA with the rest of GATT (or at least, its
promise) has been the price for LDC participation in the

Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) " The

united states and others need Third T{orLd cooperation in the

MTN to resorve such issues of first v¡orrd interest as trade
related aspect,s of intell-ectual property rights (TRIPS) ,

investment measures (TRIMS) and trade in services.

Yet there are lirnits as to how much the united states and

other DCs can offer LDCs on textiles r¡ithout arousing

objections from industry and domestic politicar forces.
Protectionist actions in congress continued in LIBT with the

Textiles and Apparer Trade 8i11. This bill was much more

conciliatory towards what the traffic would bear

internationarly than was the l-995 bilI" The 1987 birl calred
for a grobal quota to be irnplement,ed piecerneal through the

coordinated iurplementation of all the United States0 bilateral

73 From the Ministerial Declaration on the urugruay Round
in !¡Appendix 1¡¡ of Sidney Golt, fhe Gaff ¡¡eqotiationè fÞgO-90:
origins" rssues and prospects (London: BrÍtish-North emericaã
Committeeu 1988) p. 68
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restraint agreements" The quota would have an overall growth

rate of 18 per year. It had provisions for quota cuts to be

compensated with tariff concession on less sensitive textile

items in a rather ernpty genuflection to Article XrX of GATT;74

few teNtile and clothing items were classified as r¡less

sensitive¡¡, and those that were had low tariffs on them at the

start "

The bill also included all countries under the global

quota, including Canada and the EC. This was a radical

departure fron the way the US and the rest of the DCs had

handled the teNtile field" Previously, with few exceptions,

DCs restrained the textile imports of LDCs, not other DCs"

Upon learning of the bill¡s content, the Ec inmediately

threatened retaliation, expressing concern not only over

controls on their exports, but the diversion effect which

would occur if the US seriously increased protection without

coordination with the Ec and other importers.Ts The october

L987 stock market crash and the threat of presidential veto

ki11ed the bill before it was passed through Congress"

Through the Uruguay Round, negotiations for the

integration of textiles into the I{FA have been tediously slow"

In December 1989, the US textile negotiator, Robert Shepard,

put forward the first substantial plan from Èhe US for MFA

7a The safegmards provisions, which
to the exportj-ng country when safeguard

75 Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionismo
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integration" The plan ca11ed for further articulation and

toughening of GATT rules, especially reEarding safeguards, Ín

preparation for integration" The main nethod of inport

control during the phase out was to be global quotas operated

by the inporting countries. Under the plan, each country

would subsume their unilateral and bilateral restraint,s under

a global guota as each one expired" The globa1 quota would be

lifted over tine until it essentially disappeared, save for

what few actions might be available under a strengthened

safeguard process (Article XfX) " The US anticipated a ten

year phase-out"

The Americans became rather isolated with their global

quota approach, as not even the EC expressed much support for

it. The EC, other developed importers and almost all LDCs

wanted the phase-out to be based on the MFA without the

introduct,ion of any radical inport control nechanism,

especially not one with as much potential for protectionism as

a globaI quota.Tó

t{eanwhile v¡ord came from the Trade Negotiations Conrnittee

(TNC) , the supervising commj-ttee for the Round, that all
negotiating groups should have draft agireements ready for the

end of July L990 so that they could be reviened in preparation

for amend.ments and revisions in the Septenber through November

76 Keith Broadbridge, Hong Kong delegate to the textiles
group was quoted as stating that ¡!a11 countries except two are
prepared to use the current MFA as a basís for phasing
textiles back into GATT.rr This vÍas an obvious reference to
Canada and the US. Textile Asia, May 1990.
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meetings. The trade rninisters could then ratify final texts

at the December minÍsterial in Brussels.T In the textiles

group they were still arguing over the working plan outlining

how to proceed on the substantial issues"

Despite alt this, in an interim report to the TNC in

April, the textiles group chair, Arthur Dunkel, Director-

General of GATT,78 anticipated a final draft from the group by

l-3 July. He outlined three main areas of focus: modalities

for the phase-out of the MFA; modalities for the phase-out of

other textile restrictions not consistent with GATT; and, the

issue of a safeguard mechanism for textiles during the

transition back to GATT. He also noted that v.rhile the uproar

over a globat quota approach had been a delaying stumbling

block, group nembers were committed to the integration of

textiles into the rules of GATT.Te

At this time, yet another in a ten year line of textile

trade bills appeared in the US congress. As protectionist as

any before ít, the bill had the support of the peak textile

association, the American Textile Manufacturers rnstitute

(ATMI), but failed to get support from the American Apparel

Manufacturers Association, which preferred to await the

outcome of the Uruguay Round in December" Originally

78 Note how GATT never seems to trust the chairing of
textile negotiations to anyone less than the Director-Genera1.
Truly the mark of a difficult field"

7e Textile Asia, May 1-990
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sponsored by 2OO members in the House and a najority of

senators, the bill passed in July L990, but President, Bush

vetoed it, sighting the damaging effect the bitl would have on

the Urugiuay Round and international trade generally.80

The outcone of negotiations over Èextiles seemed to reach

an impasse when many exporting countries failed to agree uiith

the final proposed draft agreement with which the group was to

go into final negotiation in the falI. India threatened to

walk as¡ay from the Uruguay Round altogether. Textiles \rere

added to agriculture and the issue of a dispute settling
mechanism as issues which coul-d kiIl the Round.El In the end,

agriculture was mostly blamed for the breakdown of the Uruguay

Round in December 1990, but textiles and other issues were not

resolved either.

It is not clear what will happen in the area of textiles
or with GATT as a whole. Negotiations on the substantive

issues of the Uruguay Round continue in Geneva" The G-7

leaders remaÍn cornmitted to the completion of the Uruguay

Round. Meanwhile, experts and scholars now see more and more

that fundamental reform of GATT process, structure and

¡¡constitution¡¡ is required f or it, to do the job the

international trade system requires of it.82

Eo clobe and Mail, 18 July 1-ggo"

tl tbid.
82 See John H. Jackson, Restructuring the GATT System (New

York: Council on Foreign Relations Press, L99O) pp. 20-35
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r!,ø6s! 8 - Eeononic and PoTitieal Tsp'liç¿tåOæe gg Èhe MFAg @É?æ'õ-€

There are several inplications regarding the MFA which

add to its analysis and yield some insight into the subject

areas from r*hich these inplications originate. Key 1legaI¡

concepts wíthin the MFA serve as a convenient start,ing point

for the analysis of political and economic interactions under

the MFA" They will be construed in this thesi-s as indicators

of political and economic relationships concerning the MFA.

Economic issues pervasively surround the MFA" Economic

factors appear as both cause and effect of MFA features"

Overall, the existence and development of the Arrangement has

been rooted in the changing political and econornic conditions

and characteristics of developed, net textile irnporting

countries and the less developed, net ex¡lorting countries"

Difficulties regarding clothing and textiles trade, and,

therefore, the development of the HFA, has been especially

rooted in the economic and political disparities between DCs

and LDCs.

Chapter IfI

3"1- The Cent,raL rLegal.s Coneepte of the &{F&

In a manner similar to the G.A,TT, the MFA can be

considered as part of international trade Iaw, Similarly, it

contains proscriptions and prescriptions for states¡ actions"
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As with alr international 1aw, there is no sovereign, no final_

arbiter to decide disputes as in domes+-ic law. ultinately it
is the consent of states to abÍde by international laws which

provides the enforcement mechanism, even though complex and

often conpelling factors may extract such consent.l
conseguentry, international trade law is essentially a series
of agreements between states which are sometimes not honoured

in an internationar systern which is stírl characterized by a

great degree of anarchy" This is røhy the word \legaIr must be

qualified in connection with the MFA, even though the meaning

and definitions of the MFA can stirl be subjected to legal
analysis. such analysis can be useful in deterrnining the
political and economic implications of the MFÀ.

Finrayson and Zacher identify two principles which the
GATT pursues: sovereignty and interdependence.2 rn section
1"3, it was argued that the principle of sovereignty could be

equated with protectionism and that interdependence could be

eguated with liberalization. rt may be further argued that
protectionism is associated with the preservation of
industries qiithin the states practising it, while

3"r_"1_ Principles and Norms of the MFA versus the GATT

I rhis is the stuff of regime theory. see thediscussions of regime theory in sub-sections L.2.r and section
4 "L"

_ 
2 FinL.ayson and zacher, ¡rThe GATT and the Regulatíon ofTrade Barriers, ¡¡ l-9Bi_. p " 27 6 "
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liberalizati-on is associated with índustrial and structural

economic adjustment"

The bal-ance among these principles is different between

the MFA and the GATT, but both regimes have elements of both

of them" The norms and rules of GATT tend to up hold the

principles of liberalization and mostly by irnplication

adjustment, while the effective norms and rules of the MFA

support protectionism and industrial preservation. The MFA

may be more protectionist than the GATT, but the fact that it

exists at all indicates that first world textile irnporters

need a regime to coordinate their application of protection.

This suggests that the principle of interdependence is stilI

important under the MFA. It is also true that in the process

of renewal through protocols or extensions, the MFA has

evolved in the general direction of greater protectionism and

sovereignty"

The MFA, as the current manifestation of the textile

trade regime, is a part of the international trade meta-

regime, which includes the GATT" While it. is clearly a more

protectionist part of trade, one must recognize that the

overall character of the meta-regime has aÌways been that of

managed, rather than free, trade" Certainly a cursory

examination of the GATT, with its safeguard clauses and anti-

dunping codes, would indicate that, even at its most

idealistic, it is not intended to provide for free trade, but

to ward-off the worst instances of protectionism and strike a
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balance between providíng the benefits of freer international
trade and avoiding the costs of massive dispi-acement in
domestic economies" Clearty, the MFA in its original
inception did not derogate from this in general terms.

The MFA and GATT share many individual norms, but often

with different emphases" In Article 6 the MFA makes provision

for allowing Ij-beraL market access to developing countries and

new entrants to the market" This suggests a strong norm in
support of economic development. The GATT has al-so developed

a strong deveJ-opment norm, particularly after with the

introduction of the Genera] System of Preferences (GSP) in the

l-970s.

Obviously, the MFA has an extremely strong safeguard

norm, since one of the main reasons for the development of a

textile regime was that the safegruard provisions of GATT dÍd

not provide enough protection for DCst i-ndustries. However,

since the early L970s, the safeg'uard norm in GATT has

strengthened considerably, often due to actions and pressures

by individual countries and at the expense of other key GATT

interdependence norms.3

The non-discrimination norm of GATT was violated by the

MFA at its inception" Though Aggarwal makes the point that
within the MFA there was a requirement to avoid discrirninatory
measures i"e" countries should ensure that all their

3 See fbid. Also see discussion of GATT norms in Chapter
I.
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bilateral agreements are the same in terms of guota leve1s,

^L- !L^ G--! 
-^-^.:-- 

!L^!.:--^-!-:-- ^^..-+-.:^- l-^--^ *^.¡-
ts:t-L.;" L.tlc Id.LiL rÉlltcll-rlÞ t-t¡c¡. l- J-¡ll}JLrl- L-L¡r9 \-uullt-rrEÞ rlcLvE rluu

sought restraints with all their suppliers"a Some smal1

suppliers have not been restrained at all, while the larger

ones have been. AIso, the DCs have generally not established

restraints against each other under the MFA"

The MFA has a strong multilateral-isrn norm, given that one

of the centraL objectives was to stop protectionist actions by

individual states and introduce a rnultilateral, collectively

determined discipline" The effectiveness of the TSB has

rej-nforced this, especi-a11y under the original- MFA from L973

through 1-977. The liberalisation norm of the origínaI MFA was

also quite pronounced" One of the main purposes of the MFA

was to linit the protectionist measures of importing

countries "

Yet many observers see the MFA as a great derogation from

the GÀTT and the \normalr functioning of the international
trade system. They point to the derogation from the \most-

favoured-nation¡ (non-discrimination) norm ernbodied in the

structure of bilateral agreements under the MFA" While the

MFA pays lip-service to support for development, restrictions
against Third !{orld exports seriously retard development in
many LDCs" The MFA has often been seen as simplyoua means of

legitimizing ad hoc bilateral aqreements,tt often

Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism I L9851
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t¡retrospectively!¡ .5 others have argued that exporting

countries effec+-ive1-y waive their rights regarding textíIe
trade under the GATT in exchange for a g-uarantee of some leve1

of access.6 Still others state that while both the GATT and

the MFA al1ov¡ importers saf egiuard measures, not only is the

GATT reguirement of ¡tinjuryt! more narros¡ than the MFA0s

¡rmarket disruptioil',, but Article XIX of GATT reguires some

sort of compensation to Èhe exporting country in the event of
reduced access. There is no such requirement under the MFA"

The declared GATT prohibition on non-tariff restrictions,
quotas in particular, is also clearly violated by the MF.A,"7

While some norms of the MFA, such as that pertaining to
discrimination between suppriers, s/ere derogations from GATT

from the start, the degree of deviation from GATT which is
ernbodied by other MFA norms has changed over time. The key

change in the MFA rerative to GATT has been in the safeguards

norm" changes here have affected the entire nature of the MFA

relative to GATT, making it more protectionist than the GATT.

s Woolcock, trTextj-Ies and Clothing,¡t in Turner and
McMullen, 1982, p. 33

6 Diana Tussie, The Less Developed llquntries and the
l,{orld lrading System: A Chall_enge to the GATT (New york: St.
Martinrs Press, L987) p" 64.

7 Choi et al", The Multi-Fibre Arrangernent in Theory and
Practice, l-985, p" 13
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The key concept of the MFA has, through four generations

of the agreement, been that of r¡market disruptionr¡. The

definition of market disruption is especially important for
the issue of safeguards, determining when restraint under the

MFA is allowable. The concept of market disruption was first
developed during the lead-up to the short-Term Arrangiement on

cotton Textiles in the GATT contracting partiesr Decj-sion of
L9 November 1"960. under this formulation a situation of
market disruption u¡oul-d obtain if some combination of the four
main elements outlined in the definition !/ere to occur in a

country due to import pressure: J-) increased imports, z) sub-

market pricing of imports, 3) damage to domestic suppliers,
and 4) need not be the result of g,overnmental intervention
(e"9, subsidies) "8 The definition rnras quite fl_exible. ft
recognized that factors other than the four enumerated could

be indicative of market disruption and that such factors could

be acceptable for the establishment of such a case" under the
srA and the LTA, which used the same definition, unilateral
actions or bil-ateral agreements restraining imports courd onry

be justified in cases of market disruption.
For the Multi-Fibre Arrangement a ne\rù def inition of

market disruption v/as created which was much tighter than the

3.L"2 Saf eguard Criteria: t¡f niuryt¡ versus ¡rMarket
Disruntion¡¡

8 Quoted on pp" 43-44 in section 2.2.
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previous one.e The establishment of a situation of rnarket

disruption v/as based on ¡rthe exi stence of serious damage tc
domesti-c producers Iin the importing country] or actual threat
thereof" I' Damage could not be attributed to such factors as
¡rtechnological changes or changes Ín consumer preference¡¡.

only two factors were outlined as causes of damage acceptable
for a finding of market disruption, and. they had to exist in
cornbination. The first was r¡a sharp and substantial- increase
or immi-nent increase of irnports of particular products from
particular sources"; the second obtained when lrthese products
are offered at prices which are substantially below those
prevaiJ-ing for simiLar goods of comparable quality in the
market of the importing country.r¡

The indicators used for the det,ermination of market
disruption trüere several: turnover, market share, profits,
irnport volumes, utilization of capacity, employment. Most of
these indicators would have to point to market disruption for
such a determination since, accord.ing to the MFA, "[n]o one or
several of these factors can necessarily give decisive
g'uidance. tr Arso, Annex A stipulated that or I i ] n consideríng
questions of \market disruption¡ account sharl_ be taken of the
interests of the exporting country, especiarly in regard to
its stage of development, the importance of the textile sector

Trade in Textiles (the
quotations are taken from

e See Annex ^4, from
M_FA) in appendix" The f of f owinq
Annex A unless otherwise noted.
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to the economy. ". r¡.lo

Based on the above, it- woul-d seem that the definition of
market disruption in the MFA - the required condition for the

acceptable implementation of any import restraints under the

arrangement is guite stringent and conservative" rt even

calls for development considerations to be taken regarding

exporting countries"

The most striking aspect of the criterion comes in the

first three l-ines; the use of the word ¡rdamage* here is very

close to the use of f¡injury¡' in (safeg-uard) Article xrx and

elsewhere in GATT. GATT Article XIX states that

ff, as a result tl of the effect of the obligations
incurred by a contracting party under this
Agreement, t I any product is being imported into
the territory of tal contracting party in such
increased quantities and under such conditions as
to cause or threaten serious injury Iernphasisaddedl to domestic producers [], the contracting
party shall be free, in respect of such product,
and to the extent and for such time as may be
necessary to prevent or remedy such injury, to
suspend in whole or in part or to withdraw or

r0 rt shouLd be noted that findings of market disruption
would normally be agreed upon between exporters and importers,
They r+ould then normally move to negotiate appiopriate
bilateral agreements to dear with the situation uåing vERs.
such agreements would be reviewed by the TSB. rf an exporterand importer could not agree on a finding of marketdisruption, the irnporting country could irnposê unilateralquotas under Ã,rtj-cl-e 3 of the MFA subject to TSB review.
Thusr. even when a finding of disruption is made, the actions
taken are stilr subject to some negotiation between theexporter, the importer and the TSts" see discussion in sub-section 2.3 "L, ¡¡Multi-Fibre Arrangement I¡¡.
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rnodify the concession.tl

The Article goes on to outline r¡most-favoured-nation* and

reciprocity requirements such that, when tariffs are raised on

threatening imports, arl exporters are egually affected and

there is some sort of compensation for thern. originally the
compensation would be afforded by exporters raising tariffs on

a conmensurate flow of goods from the country enploying
safeguards" Later, concern that this might lead to increased
protectionism in the system encouraged the practice of having
countries invoking safeguards offer money or further
concessions on trade in other goods as compensation to theír
trading partners.12

While Article XIX associates rf injury¡' with greatly
increased penetration by imports, it is not defined in detail
(as is the MFA's market disruption) either in Article xrx or
anywhere else in GATT" This leaves the meaning of injury open

to interpretation" such interpretation by the contracting
parties may tend to be protectionist or liberar in different
cases" r,Ihile the interpretation of market disruption over the

11 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Text of theGeneral Asreement, (Geneva, JuIy j-996) p. 36

12 Jackson, The !üorrd Trading system, Lggg, p. i-6g. tühencanada imposed quotas under artic f GATT oñ all textil_eand clothing imports, including those from the us, it pãiãcompensation to US producers whiêh lost access to the canaäianmarket" See Stoner Canada.lhe GAIT and the InternationalTrade System, L984, p" 109
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course of the MFA may be said to have been relatÍvely
protectionisto greater detail in the definiÈion has led to
more stabre interpretation and implementation over time.13

The main determinant of the level and kind of restraints
which are acceptabre, and the conditions under which they are

acceptable, is the market disruption definition in the MFA,

just as the injury definition is the main determinant in GATT.

Tt is on the basis of these tr+o tests that their allowances

for protectionism (safeguards) should be compared. rn
addition to its tight definition regarding situations of
market disruption and its attention to development

consideratj-ons for exporters which would be affected if
restraints are estabLished, the requirement in the MFArs

market disruption definition for the ¡¡existence of serious
damage to domestic producers or actual threat thereoftt is very
close to the requirement of serious injury or its threat under

Article xrx of GATT. Therefore, in this regard, the main

tests allowing restraints for safeguard purposes under the MF.ê,

and GATT are similar. Di-fferences between the trso definitions
lie in the fact that market disruption under the original MFA

has had more detailed restraints on its use than injury has

had in GATT. under MFA r, the linitation on restraints in

73 Compare the myriad of tariff,
trade distorting actions (subsidies,
barriers, countervails) under GATT
bilateral aqreements and unilateral
This is partly due to the much broader
purview of GATT.

1-00

non-tariff and other
industrial standards
to the standardized

quotas under the MFA.
and more heterogeneous



textile and apparel trade hras guite substantial.la
rn addition, the GATT has itself changed with regard to

safeguards. Safeguard provisions in Article XIX and elsewhere

have allowed contracting parties to control injury causing

irnports which qrere neither being dumped at predatory prices

nor were unrealistically cheap due to subsidies, but were

instead extremely competitive due to simple comparative

advantage. Thus, many of the same kinds of derogations from

the norms GATT identified in the MFA occur within the rules,
procedures and operati-on of GATT itself. Today compensation

f or saf eguard actions under ^ã,rticIe XIX is often not of f ered.

Contracting parties have interpreted the freedom to r¡suspend

the obligation in whole or in part or to withdraw or modify

the concessionr¡ for r¡such a product¡t in the case of imports

causing injury to mean more than sirnply withdrawing or

modifying the tariff concessions. In practice it. has been

applied to any of the obligations of GATT, including the

prohibition against the use of quantitative restrictions under

Article XI. Quotas have been imposed in the name of .A,rtic1e

XIX safeguards. Such actions are supposed to be temporary"

But, past experience indicates that the US and others are

willing to extend safeguard actions for long periods. For

example, under recent US implementing legislation (the j_9BB

Trade Act) such measures may last for eight years.ls

74
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See sub-sect.ion 2 "3 .1, ¡tMulti-Fibre

Jackson, The World Trading System,

1_01-

Arrangernent I¡¡ "

1-989 , pp " L66-68 
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The use of quantitative restrictions under Article XfX

has meant a weakening of the non-discrimination norm of GATT

as well" since quotas and vERs are usually implernented

bilateralIy, they tend to discriminate between the trading
partners of the country instituting them, undernining the
¡¡most-favoured-nation¡r doctrine. 16

rn its original inception, the MF.A, was not a serious
derogation from the GATT, but rather a movement toward freer
trade in textiles and control and containment of protectionism
in that fiel-d" Eventualty, the MFA did take a giant step away

from the disciplines of GATT" This occurred at the J-g77

renewal of the MFA. MFA rr introduced the r¡reasonable

departures¡¡ clause and seriousllr undermined the regime.

The renewal of the MFA in L977 to MFA rr weakened the
regime considerably and urtimately changed its nature. The

main change came in a clause of the extensj_on protocol
allowing ¡rreasonable departures from particurar erements Iof
the MFAI in particular cases¡t when negotiating bilateral
arrangements, âs long as both parties agreed.17 This al_lowed

deviations from the rules of the MFA which many irnporting

3.1"3 Further Derogation frorn GATT in the MFA

ti see sub-paragraph 5.3 , ¡rconcrusions of the Textirescommittee Ädopted on 14 December !g77 tzt GATT docurnent,
com" Te: /w / 47 , from ¡rprotocol Extendíng the ArrangemenÈ
Regarding rnternational Trade in Textiles,io L/46L6, BrsD; 24tinSupp", A978, p" 6-7

L02

16 Ïbid. , pp " L7 o-7 3 .



countries vÍere seeking" ft $ras justífied on the grounds that
an exnortincr countrv not wantincr certain elemenÈs in a

bilateral aqreement to which it was to be a party could sinply
refuse to agree until those elements vJere changed. However,

in practice, large importers were abl-e to force exporters into
agreements which rdere much more restrictive than those

outÌined in MFA rules by threatening them with unilateral
restrictions outside of the MFA and GATT.rs

In addition, the way the MFA was administered after the

first renewal was much harsher than under MFA I. The TSB

adrninistered MFA II such as to allow much more protectionism,

even though there had been no major change in the way the TSB

hras to operate in the l-977 extension protocol . le In l-98l- ,

18 The best example of this \dere the threats of the EC not
to sign MFA fI and to impose their own unilateral quotas if
the rnajor supplying countries to the EC would not agree to the
bilaterals the EC wanted. The threat included, in such an
event, the implementation of more protectionist unilateral
quotas by the EC, ostensibly under Article XIX (re:
safeguards) of GATT" (See sub-section 2"3"3) This pressured
the exporting countries into bilateral agreements which were
more restrictive than what they wanted and what l/as required
by the MFA. For instance, growth in imports for goods in
lines considered by the EC to be ¡,sensitivert or ¡rless
sensitiverr to irnport penetration was limited to an average of
18 and 4"52 respectively in the bilaterals under MFA II. This
inras well- below the 6z growth requirement for bilateral
restrains set in the original MFA, but al-lowed underrrreasonable departuresrr in the MFA II protocol. Do1an,rrEuropean Restructuring and rmport Pol j-cies for a Textire
fndustry in Crisis¡¡, J-983, p. 609.

le In the negotiations leading to the L977 renewal, the EC
did want to see the TSB become more of a political,
negotiating body, where accommodations on textile issues could
be worked-out, and less of an adjudicating body which would
enf orce MFA rules. Vlhile this position f ailed to be
incorporated into the renewal, it is possible that the EC got
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$¡hen the ¡treasonable departures¡r clause vüas replaced with

other language stilt allowing importers J-eeway for restrainto
many developed states moved even further towards

protectionism" This included the United Statesr use of a

'¡presumption of market disruption or a threat thereof¡' which

would trigger restraints automatically when imports reached

certain levels, whether or not the irnports h/ere causing market

disruption or injury to domestic textile or apparel

industries .20

3.2 A otsix Percentes Bo1ut,ion?

While the MFÀ and associated documents boldly speak of
six percent growth rates2l and exceptions to it, it. is often

forgotten just what is increasing by six percent (or less),
over what period of tine and by what measure" tr{hether the

unit measuring trade flows is physical or economic, nominar or

real has tremendous irnplications for what a six percent

increase means. Just as critical are the time frames invotved

a cruj-d pro quo on TSB functioning for MFA II. See the
discussion in sub-section 2 .3.2, ¡¡Mu1ti-Fibre Arrangement rr!¡
and the end of that sub-section which refers to ¡¡reasonabre
departuresr¡ and TSB adrninistration of MFA II.

20 See sub-section 2 .3.3 , ¡lMulti-Fibre Arrangement III¡¡,
for discussion of protectionist moves by DCs under MF.ã, rrr "See 2 "3"4, ¡¡Mul-ti-Fibre Arrangement IV¡r regarding changes and
further weakening under MF'A fV"

21 MFA Text, Annex B, pp" 2L-zZ"
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and whether guotas are appried across imports from all
countries (a global guota) or applied to the irnports of each

exporter separately (possibly excluding some exporters).
Restraints under the MF.A, are physicalry measured guotas ,22 and.

this fact has important conseguences for analysis of the MFA,

As illustrated in the previous sections, guotas and vERs

under the MFA rÊrere instituted bilaterarly" countries
negotiated export restraints or irnposed quotas on exports on

a country-by-country basis" The MFA did not permit the use of
gIobaI quotas, and generarry they \¡¡ere not used. This meant

that an irnporting country wishing to linit arI j-mports in a

particular good to a certain rever and have annual growth

liinited to a certain rate would have to coordinate atl its
quotas and vERs with each supplier such that the desired
overall Ievel and growth rate s/as achieved" This was an

onerous task indeed, even for large sophisticated importers
such as the us or the EC. rn many instances it was nearly a

matter of chance as to what the actual revels and growth rates
of imports would be once the bj-rateral agreements were

concluded under each MFA renewal. sornetimes they wound up

being higher; more often they were lower than the six percent
outlined in the MFA"

The picture becomes even more complex when considering
just how quotas $rere adrninistered. Ãrticle 5 of the MFA

22 This is j-nherently different from tariff
which are economically based and would lead todifferent analysis from what is to follow.

1_05
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stipulates that alt restrictions be set out. using ¡¡such

factors as established tariff classifícation and quantitative

units based on normal commercial practices and import

transactionsr'"æ This meant that most quotas under the MF.&

Idere based on physical measureruents of the goods, âs had. been

under the STA and LTA. Under the STA, quotas srere set in such

measures as pounds of cotton yarn, square yards of corduroy or

dozens of gloves and nittens.u The same hras done under the

MFA" Each bilateral agreement dealt with restraints in as

many as one hundred or more categories, and most major

importers rrere party to twenty or more agreements at any given

time.

The main reason for restrictions on textile imports is to
protect domestic industries from the economic effects of

competition" But restrictions based on physical measures of

imports are not very good at accomplishing this, mostly

because there are always some categories and exporting

countries which are not covered. The record of apparel

imports into the US demonstrates the issue" From 1,972 to t974

the physical volume of clothing imported into the US

measured in square yard equivalents (SYE) - actually declined

from 2.23 billion SYE to L"94 billion SYE, most likety due to

the effects of the tough bilateral agreements the US signed.

æ MFA Text. , Article 5,

2a See Appendix B of the
Textil-es, in ¡¡.Appendix A¡t of
L985, pp " 212-L4

p" L3'

Short-Term Arrangement on Cotton
Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism,
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v¡ith its rnajor suppliers just before the MFA. By the end of

MFA Í., in 1977, Ímports had only increased to 2"47 billion

SYE" From L972-73 to 1981-82 the average annual rate of

growth in the physical volume of apparel irnports was only

4"72, well below the six percent required by the MFA" After
1-982 the physical volume of irnports began to rise rapidly:
l-5.3å (in L983) , 20.eZ (1984) , 8.6å (l-e85) , and 1-3.2å (L986) 

"

By l-986 the rapid growLh over the previous four years had

raised the cumulative average growth rate of the physical

volume of apparel imports to 7"12 annually since L972, 1,.1-Z

above the MFA requirement,ã

However, in terms of the economic value of apparel

imports into the US during the same period, the record looks

quite different" From 7972-73 to 198L-92 the growth of real
irnports based on the value of imports for each year,

deflated by the price index for domestic industry product

shipments was an average of 9 "72 percent annuaIly. From

l-983 to l-985 the US recovery and a high doIlar pushed the real
value of irnports up by 1-6"5å in 1-983, 37"42 in 1984 and 10"4?

in 1-985" By this measure, the average annual increase in real
econornic terms from L972 through 1985 was well above the six
percent standard of the MFA, ês well as actual increases ín
physicat import vo1umes.26

2s Cline, The Future of World Trade in Textiles and
Apparel ,1-987, p.4L"

26 rbid. , p. 37 "
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Europe experienced a similar phenomenon from lg77 to
l-980" Despite tough European restricti-ons under ¡¡reasonable

departures¡' in MFA II, using the data in table 2.7, it is
apparent that OECD-Europe received an average annual increase

of 25"62 in the value of textile irnports and a 27 "sz averagie

annual increase in the value of clothing inports. During this
period imports wére to be held at an average rate of increase

of less than 6å (based on physical measures) "

The reasons for the disparity between growth rates in
physically measured quotas versus growth in the real value of
imports are several. The first, and perhaps most important,

is that exporters faced with new or increasingly restrictive
quotas tend to move toward higher-value exports in order to
maximize earni-ngs frorn the trade volumes still avairable to
them" swing provisions in the MFA arrowed unfj-rred space in
categories of cheap goods to be transferred to higher-value
categories. Thus, while the annual increase in the physical

volumes of irnports was often limited by restrictions under the

MFA to less than the nominal six percent, the rear value of
irnports into the us and other irnporting countries often
increased wel-l above the six percent rate.

Second, each importing country faced inports in
categories not covered in the bj-1atera1 agreements with some

exporters. Many smarrer exporting countries were not covered

at all" These provided trøo main areas of import growth which

out-strj-ped MFA parameters.
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Third, most exportinq countries do not use all of their
quotas in every ]¡ear. For instanceo in 19g2, Mexico only used

33.9å of its quota under its export restraint agreement v¡ith
the us and Hong Kong only used s2"62 of its quota with the
8c.21 with so much slack between actuar imports and the quota

levels, there is plenty of room for economic factors to affect
import levers within the set quota, creating import surqes or
ebbs relatively unrelated to annual increases in the
physically measured quota.

ft is diffícult to judge which is the ¡rbest measurefr of
i-rnports or which will give the best insight into their effects
on domesti-c industries" rt would seem, however, that in
judging the economic irnpact of imports, the economic measure

shoul-d be used" This is especially true if it is a price-
corrected measure, which the above varue measures are. Also,
the rear varue measure of imports is used in other measures

regarding the impacts of imports, incfuding trade barance and

market penetration (see table 3.1) " what ever the physical
vol-ume of imports are, it is their real value in comparison to
the total vaLue of a domesti-c market which affects domestic
producers.

n rbid,. , p" t-60, table 6 "2.
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TABLE 3.1
TRADE BAI,ANCE, TMPORT PENETR.ATION, AND NET IMPORT PENETRATIoN:

19 70-1980
============= = = === = == ======= ============ ================ ======== =

x-m m/c (x-m)/c x-m m/c (x_m) /c================ ==== ==================== = ========== == = == = ========United States
]-970
1980

F.R.G.
1973 n.a. 27.22 3.OB n.a. 32.18 _35.08
1980 -0. 5 6 34. 7e _2 . 8C _5 .46 53 . 78 _20 .6+
France
1980 -0.-69 26.0r _4.4* _0.33 28.38 -3.58
Itaì.y
1973 n.a. 15.29 10.48 n.a. L2.St 73.0*1980 l_. 50 18. 38 10. 58 3 . 83 23 . 58 112 . 6r
United Kingdom
l97O n.a. 14.1* 7.19 n.a. 13.5r _1-.2*1980 -o .44 32 .92 _2 .4+ _0. 98 38 . 68 _l_4 . L*
Japan
1970 n.a. 4.0* 14.9t n.a. 4.42 18.581980 3.45 7 .4* 10.18 _1. 03 10. ?8 _7 .22
==== = === ====== = == ================================ ======== = ====== =m = import.s

x = exporte
c = apparent coneumption
x-m = trade balance (in billions of dotlars)m/c = import penetraÈion (percentage¡(x-m)/c = net import penetratiõn lpercántage¡

======= ======= == = =========================== =========== = ======= =:Soæ: Clioc, Tbc F¡re of WøË Tr¿dc b Tqrilcs a¡d Aæ1. tß7, p. lû (bbþ 5.4) rd p. tU (sbie S.S).

Textiles

n. a. 4.59 -2.09
L. 08 4.4\ 2 . 1r

Apparel

n. a. 6.4* -S.39
-s"72 16.7r -14.0s

interest "

the implication for the evaruation of the MFA is

evaluated solety on ho\d close the physical volume increases
set in the bilateral agreements or the actual physicar volumes
of imports2s have been to the nominal six percent rate.

The protectionism of

28 rncludes imports in unrestrained categories or fromsmaIler, unrestrained exporters, and deviatiois from- agreedrestraints in the actual trade transactions.
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consideration must be given to the real value of import
increases under the MFA. pressure from first wor'ìd textile
industries on first u¡or1d governments for import protection
has been based on the real economic impact imports have had:

the varue of imports in reÌation to the value of the domestic

market (import penetration), reductions in domestic output,
reductions in workers ernployed. This is not to say that
physical measurements are meaningless or that the MFA is not
restrictive. Tt is only to suggest that the irnpact of
restraint must be looked at with a certain amount of
circumspection and depth.

The meaning of six percent annual growth or any of the
other physically based parameters in the MFA is further
circurnscribed in that trade restraints are only one factor
which determine trade f lows " rn his econornetric model- of us

textile and apparel trade, willian cline estimated that real
us irnports of apparel should have increased by Ll_5.8å from
1-980 to l-986" rn fact the overarl increase for apparel hras

1-22.g2, indicating the soundness of the model. The model

identifies four main facLors in the determination of the
import j-ncrease" Their relative importance is expressed as

percentages of the l-15"8å totar increase predicted by the
model: exchange rate, z2z; real foreign price, z7z; us income,

27 "52; secular supply shift, 22.az" rn contrast, i_ncreases

in protection had a mere -5å effect on the overall_ increase in
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apparel frorn l-980 to 1-986.2e Thus, econornic effects such as

the high vafue of the US dol-l-ar, the general increase in US

aggregate demand over the six years, declines in foreign
prices, and a structural shift of US owned manufacturing to
LDCs for outç¡ard processing overwhelmed the effects of
increased protection for the US market within the MFA or

outside it.
The MFA does not make economic forces irrelevant in

textile and apparel trade.

mind when analyzing the MFÄ or any trade regime. First, the

relationship between quota based (as opposed to tariff based),

physically rneasured (as opposed to economically measured)

restraints and their real economic effects, such as the value

of trade

Second,

varues and domestic demand, have large effects on import

vol-umes; trade restraints tend to have a secondary, if not

flows or irnport penetration, is complex and indirect.
macroeconomic factors, such as relative currency

lwo main factors must be kept in

2e Cl-ine, The Future of I{or1d Trade in Textites and
Apparel, 1-987, pp" 74-75. Remember that Cline is looking atall imports in his model, even those from of DCs, while ttrã us
only has restraint agreements with LDCs" Thus, macroeconomic
effects are unimpeded with respect to imports from other DCs.
Even with respect to the Third worId, not all import
categories and not all exporting countries (especially noL thesmallest) are subjeet to restraints"

rn addition, most exporting countries do not use all of
their quotas in every year. For instance, in Lggz, Mexico
only used 33 "92 of its quota under its export restraint
agreement with the us and Hong Kong only used sz"6z of its
quota with the EC" with so much slack between actual irnports
and the quota Levels, there is plenty of room for economic
factors to effect inport leveIs v¡ithin the set quota, reducing
the economic irnpact of the quota 

"
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marginal, effect on trade fIows. Thus, prescribed restraints
must be viewed with a certain amount of circumspection when

analyzing what their uttimate impacts will be.

3 " 3 The &$'Ã and the DeveLog ed Count,ries

While the competitiveness and viabílity of the textile
and clothing industries in the industrialized countries has

declined precipitousry in the post-war era and continue to do

so, these sectors are sti11 extremely economically and,

perhaps more importantly, politically important" It ís this
importance which has been the driving force behind

protectionism in the textile field"
The cLothing and textile sectors al-one stil1 account for

between 3z and L2z of total industriar output for the major

oEcD countries" The two sectors stiI1 account for up to J-sz

of the DCs¡ toÈal industrial ernployment.30 Looking at tables
2"5 and 2"6, in the US there \^/ere I"9 nillion workers in
clothing and textiles in l_983, more than any other

manufacturing sector. This gives the industry a rot of power.

Research by Williarn CLine has shown a statistical relationship
between the 1evel of protection different us industries
receive and sectoral employment size, oÐ the one hand, and.

30 lrToolcock,
McMull-en , L982,

!¡Texti-les
p" 27 "

and Clothing, ¡¡
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leveIs of irnport penetration on the other.3l rn the us the

two industries are geographica-lly vridespread, but they are

also concentrated in politically pivotal- states, such as New

York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey for apparel, and North and

South Carolina and Georgia for textiles.32

It should be noted also that the apparel and textile

sector entails at least two industries: clothing manufacturing

and textile manufacturing. They are closely related, but they

are not the same thing. For example, only about 50? of

textile production in Europe is used for clothing" The rest
is used in carpets, other household goods, and industrial
uses.33 And while the extreme labour intensity of much

clothing production often

industrialized countries without protection and/or subsidy,

many advanced, higher value-added activities regarding

textiles, such as man-made fibre production, can still be

undertaken in first world countries under market conditions"

Thus the interests and political actions of various segrments

of the textile and apparel industries can often be quite

different. This hras demonstrated by the refusal of the

American .ê,pparel Manufacturers Association to support the

31 See !üill,iarn Cline, Exports of Manuf actures f rorn
Developinq Countries (Washington: Brookings Institution,
1-984) " Cited in Cline, The Future of World Trade in Textiles
and Apparel , L987, p. 4L"

32 rbid. , pp. 6-7 .

33 Woolcock, ¡rClothing and Textì-les, rr in Turner and
McMuLLenI L982| p" 28.
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protectionist L990 textile trade bill in the us, which the
American Textile Manufacturers Association supported"l

Paragraph 4 of Article i_ of the MFA states that

"..actions taken under this Arrangement should be
accompanied by the pursuit of appropriate economic
and social policies [ ], reguired by changes in thepattern of trade in textiles and in the comparative
advantage of participating countries, whichpolicies would encourage businesses which are 1ess
cornpetitive internationally to move progressively
into more viabl-e l-ines of production or into other
sectors of the economy... 3s

Thus, one of the main objectives of the MFA is to provide

temporary protection against lor,¡-cost imports to the textile
industrj-es of the first worLd while the adjustment suggested

in paragraph 4 takes place. However, governments and the
industries seem to have preferred protectionism and

preservation much more than adjustment over the last forty
years" Naturally no industry or interest group wants to
adjust itself out of existence, which under the current
state of comparati-ve advantage in clothing and textiles is
nearly what would be required in the industrial-ized countries
under free trade. Because of their size and importance, the
industrj-es in most countries have been able to get their

u The disposition of the textile
manufacturers on the issue does seem
though. Seep" 97, sub-sectíonZ"4 !¡New
the MFA¡'.

35 MFA Text , p. 7
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g:overnments to introduce policies for their preservation"

It is the demand for protection against imports, tempered

by a wish to avoid its internal econoni-c and the external

trade relations costs, which drives the industriarized
countriesf policies in textiles and the content of the MFA.

This section seeks to answer two related questions, important

for the understanding of the MFA. The first is regarding the

economic costs protectionism imposes on the DCs" The second

is why protection is often selected despite the costs and what

factors cause some DCs to choose more of an adjustment

strategy instead.

The adjustment required by freer trade in textiles would

entail substantial adjustrnent costs" rt has been estimated

that in 1,977 the erimination of art quotas and tariffs which

the us had at the tine would have increased clothing imports

by $2"9 billion, putting as many as 89,Zg3 jobs at risk in the

clothing sector, with the risk of a further indirect ross of
26,5O5 jobs in the textile sector.36

Sti11, in pure economic terms the long run costs of
protection are much higher than those of liberalized trade.
l[orf et al. give details of another study which estimated a

3.3.r- The Economic Costs of Protection for Developed
Countries

36 Martin Wolf et. al., Costs of protectinq Jobs in
Textiles and clothincr (London: Trade pol-icy Researðh centre,
L984 ) p. J-24
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total cost of $10,800 in the late l-970s for every permanently

displaced rsorker which would result from the elimination of

aL1 quotas and tariffs on US clothing imports. This would

have resulted in a total cost :t $1.26 billion. They

estirnated the cost of protection for the clothing sector alone

to the US economy as a whole to have been $406 rnillion per

year" Thus, under these assumptions, the liberalization of
clothing trade r¿ourd produce a net benefit in less than four
years.37

Wil-Iiam Cl-ine has completed an even more detailed study

of the US f or the year i.986. Through the use of an

econometric model, vari-ous costs and other effects of us

protectionism in clothing and textiles s¡ere estimated. The

model estimated that tariff and quota protection increased the

import prices of apparel by 533 and textiles by 2Bz in L986.

The total- cost of protection for consumers of clothing and

textiles was $L7.6 bil-lion for apparel and $2 " I billion for
textiles" All protectionist measures in r-986 were estimated

to have preserved 2L4,2oo direct jobs in apparel and 20,7oo in
textiles for a total of z3stooo" This cost the average us

household $238 more than ç¡ourd have been the case under

liberalized trade. The consumer cost per direct job saved was

$82, oo0 in apparel and gl_35, ooo in textiIes.3s The net

37 rbid "

38 C1ine, The Future of World Trade in Textiles and
Apparel, L987 ¡ pp. 188-L93.

If effects on indirectly related jobs are included, the
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welfare loss to the US economy as a whole was smaller as

increased consumer costs were off set somewhat by the benefits

US ctothing and textile workers receive from ernployment and

industry firms receive from earnings" Cline estimated the net

national cost for the US in 1-986 - due to the inefficiencies

and misallocation of resources caused by protectionism at

$7.3 billion in apparel and $81-l- rnillion in textiles. The

main benefit derived from protection, that of employment, \À¡as

much less than the net national cost. Calculated on the basis

of the average duration of unemployment and average vrage, the

annualized costs of transitional- unemployment resulting from

liberatization equalled only about 3å to 42 of the net welfare

costs of protection to the US economy as a whole.3e Cline

also concludes that of the approximately $e billion net cost

to the US economy caused by protectionism in clothing and

textiles, almost half arises from the transfer of income to

cost per job is $46,000 in clothing and $52,000 in textil-es.
However, firms and industries only indirectly related to
clothing and textiles would already be involved in or already
be part of sectors outside clothing and textiles and could
more easily shift their activities into other products. Jobs
at such firms would not be as seriously effected by
liberalization in clothing and textiles. Thus, such
protection is really focused on preserving directly related
jobs and the per-job-costs of protection really be calculated
based on these jobs onIy"

3e While this estimate seems and likely is a bit low
(certainly excJ-udes social costs), it must be remembered that
at an average wage of $6"80 per hour in textiles and $S.Se per
hour in apparel, and with the average US manufacturing wage at
$9.65 and the average US retail wage at $6.03 (L985 figures),
displaced workers would have income loses due to transitional
unemployment compensated once acquiring ernployment in other
sectors" Ibid", p. L03
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the exporting countries in the form of quota rents.a0

The costs of protectionism in this sector are not

distributed evenly through American society. Cline shows that
protectionism in textiles and apparel, often justified on the

grounds that it protects lov¡-income workers, actually has a

regressive irnpact on income-distribution. In t986,

protectionism in clothing and textiles reduced the relative
income or buying power of the poorest 2OZ of households by

3"68. those in the next three quintiles had their incomes

reduced by about 1-Z" Those in the top 20å had their incomes

increased by one-third of a percent on average, probably due

in part to many people in this group accruing returns on

equity in textile and apparel firms. Employment gains by

textile and apparel workers, most of whom would be in the

second and third quintiles, are overwhelmed by the increased

costs of textiles and apparel faced by atI members of these

income q'roups . al

There is no doubt, however, that while the US economy as

a whole would benefit from free trade in textiles, the

40 rbid.
Quota rents are a premium received by suppliers for their

goods over and above their cost of production with a
reasonable profit due to the higher prices they receive in the
US market for the imports r+hich are allowed in" US dornestic
prices, and therefore import prices, are higher than they
would be under free trade because, with quotas, part of the
supply - foreign supply - is being constrícted"

Later it will be shown that the extent of benefits
accrued by suppliers due to quota rents is questioned by some.

41 Ibid., pp" 201-06
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economic and social costs imposed on the us industry and its
workers wourd be great" Given the benefits to the economy as

a whole, the US government would be morally bound and

economically capable of undertaking industrial adjustment and

worker retraining to deal with the effects of liberarized
trade on the sector" while the above analysis was limited to
the US in l-986, it is reasonable expect that many similar
findings wouLd obtain for other industrialized net textile
importers in the 1-970s and l-980s.

First world governments are under pressure from the
textiles sector to protect against inport competition. yet,

economic analysis indicates that there are net domestic

economic costs associated with protectionism, in addition to
international political and economic costs such as

retal-iation. rt would be sirnple to conclude that governments

just I'give inrr to the demands of the textil-e industry because

of its importance in terms of ernployment and other economic

and poritical factors. But, the record shows that different
governments have reacted to the problems in textiles in
different ways. The political structure of a country is a

rnajor factor in deterrnining whether it will institute more

protectionist or more adjustment-oriented policies and what

specific methods a country will use in pursuing combinations

of both"

L20
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Not all industri-es in advanced economies desire

protection. Generally there are two main types of industries
in this regard: national-ly based, usually more tradÍtional and

static industries, and transnationally orient,ed industries,
which usually use advanced technologies or knowledge and are

dynamic. The former tend to demand protection; the later rely
on free trade.a2 In the more traditional, nationally based

industries, such as textiLes and apparel, the interests of

industry and labour tend to converge" this provides the

political impetus for protectionist policies"a3 It is the

very responsiveness of governments to the wishes of such

interest groups, and their myopia regarding the true costs of
protection, which have been key causes of protectionism

generally 
"

Given the powerful, reinforcing interests of j-ndustry and

labour in textiles, the political costs of exposing this
sector to international competition have been too high for
most f irst world governments. Free j-nternational cornpetition

in textiles would mean large inflows of Iow-cost imports

often from LDCs which would overwhelm first world

a2 Susan Strange, ¡¡The Management of Surplus Capacity: Or
How Does Theory Stand Up to Protectionism t-970s Style?",
International Orsanization, 33, 3 (Summer L979) p. 328.

a3 Gerald K. Helleiner, ¡rÎransnational Enterprisesrrt and¡rThe New fndustrial Protectionism and the Developing
Countriesr rr Trade and Develoþment no. l- (Spring L979) , cited
in Rianne Mahon and Lynn Krieger Mytelka, ¡¡Industry, the
State, and the Neqr Protectionism: Textil-es in Canada and.
France, ¡r International Organization 37 , 4 (Autumn l_983 ) ,
pp " 554-55 "
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industries, causing unemployment and bankruptcies. Even with
adjustment programs the inpact would be serious. The first
instinct of textj-l-e v¡orkers and fÍrms is to request irnport

protection from their governments" The uncertainty and

possible personal costs associated eveh with good. adjustment

measures to move firrns into other sectors and retrain workers

for other jobs means that industrial adjustrnent usually runs

a distant second to protectionism as industryts and Ìabourrs

preferred means of dealing with import cornpetition. The power

and importance of textile industry and labour, due rnostly to
the vast numbers employed, has often allowed them to insist on

protection in many countries.

The key political structure determinant of what

industrial policies are followed rerates to the strength of
the state relative to the rest of society and the nature of
the linkages between them. This statist approach argues that
a strong state will be able to identify the overalr costs of
protectionism to society and resist sectoral demands for it.ø

other arguments have been based on a more traditional,
plurali-stic, interest group-competing paradigrm, which assumes

that the state is more of a neutral- entity to be manipulated

by which ever groups are most powerful and effective in

ø Stephen D. Krasner, ¡rUnited States Commercial policy:
unravelling the Paradox of External strength and tnternãl
weaknessr¡¡ in Peter Katzenstein, Between por^¡er and plenty:
Foreiqn Econornic Policies of Advanced rndustrial statés
(Madison: UniversiÈy of Wisconsin press t J-977) pp " 57-'61_"
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getting it to serve their interests.as Thus, it is argued

that the ability of irnport-competing (textile industry) groups

to push for proteetion will determine government action" rt
is also noted that protectionist groups will have to overcome

the efforts of pro-liberalization giroups, such as consumers or

trade dependent industries fearful of retariation in other
trade sectors.tr

The American state is seen as weak. Thus, it should be

expected that the us textile industries¡ demands for
protection would be accommodated by the us government, and

indeed this has been the case, since the early l-9g0s

especiaì-1y. But, throughout the post-war history of US

textile trade poricy, the executive branch, especially, has

sought to linit the levels of protection in textiles in the
interests of globaJ- trade and even western security, âs

tenuous as the latter linkage rnight seem.aT often,
liberalization policies triurnphed" That the rtweakr American

state could assert itself over the powerful textile sectorts
dernands is problematic" Traditionar statist and pluralist
paradigms have difficulty expraining evorving trade porícies

4s see Paur A. pross, Group politics and public policy
(Toronto: oxford university press, L9g6) pp" 227-234 fordiscussion of pluralisrn.

46 Aggarwal, ¡rThe UnravelÌing of the Multi-Fibre
Arrangement, l-981-¡r, 1-983, p. 625 takes both the statist andthe pluralisÈ approach"

47 see discussion of how the us sa$/ the textile trade
issue nested in the overall trade system and security issues,p. 32 in section 2"3- and elsewhere in Chapter II"
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in the US and elsev¡here"

Peter Katzenstein has created- a paradigm which sheds some

additional light by combining statist and pluralist analyses"

Under his formulation, the entire domestic political- structure
determines various policies" coalitions form to determine

policy on different issues" The dominant coalitions which

form for each issue-area may be quite different in their
mernberships. But generally, the coaritions which form include
sectors of government, industry and labour which are directly
involved in the issue at handrot u= well as the most powerful

or peak segments of

government.ae The participation of the peak segments of
government, industry and, to some extent, labour in arr major

issue-areas makes it is possible to speak of a r¡ruling

coalitio¡rr .50

The ruling coali-tion uses a ¡¡policy network, to affect
society" The nature of the network effects what kinds of
coalitions will form in specific issue-areas and what policies

Iabour, industry and especially

a8 What Pross would call policy communities. See paul A.
Pross, Group Politics and Public policy, J.gg6, pp. g7-lT7

Examples of sector specific actors versus peak actors
in the canadian context rnight be the former NatiónaL Energy
Board versus the Department of Finance (government) or the oi1
Producers Association of Canada versus the Canadian Chamber of
commerce" Peak labour organizations, and rabour generalry,
ç¡ould have a greater role in such coaritions in the morecollaborative and corporatist environment of Europe than inBritain and North America"

50 Peter Katzenstein, 0¡conclusion: Domestic structures andstrategies of Foreign Economic policy,' in Katzenstein,
Between Power and Plentyt L977, pp" 297-309.
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vri1l be followed. The poricy network is affected by three

factors" The first are the patterns of public and private
organizations linking the state and society. This is
determined by the nature of these links, whether they can be

used by groups to influence or contror the state and whether

they are broadly accessibre" The more accessíbIe, the more

susceptible the state is to pressures from groups at different
level-s: legislature, bureaucracy, cabinet.

determinant is whether the state can use thern to control
certain groups"

stephen Krasner also argues that the nature of channels

to and from government decision-makers is important in
determining poticy.sl Advice to the president of the united
States through the Internationat Trade Commission might al1ow

an interest group much dexterity in influencing public policy
but not much political leverage to ensure implementation.

Lobbying congress for a trade birr rnight allow them the
leverage to get what they want, but the resulting regislative
measures night be crumsy rather than to the point. The us

government might face a sirnilar scy11a and charibdes in trying
to infruence different societal groups: non-committal

consultation or legistation/regulation"
collaborative, corporatist model such as those found in
Europe societal groups and the state would have a broader

A further

51 Krasner,
Katzenstein, 1-977 t

8!United States
p. 65"
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range of methods and links by which to affect each other,
aIIowing greater dexterity in policy formation. under such a

model, state-societal linkages are considered to be more

centrali zed"

representation.

The second factor are the patterns of private

organizations representing groups in society are arranged

hierarchically, such that peak organizations comprehensively

represent large segi'ments of society, can effectively advocate

their interests, and agree to undertakings on their behalf.
This is also referred to as concentration. The third factor
is based on whether there ís a shared ideology linking the
state and the different segments of society.52

lthile it rnight be suspected that interventionist,
neomercantilist states, such as those in Europe, would be

prime candidates for the use of protectionism, Katzenstien
argues that the societal-state structure of liberal states
wilr lead them to be more protectionist. The structure of
riberal countries, such as the us, rinits the range and.

sophisticatj-on of viable policy options. under such

conditions, protectionism is often one of the few, simple
measures such a state can turn to in dealing with stress on

the main determinant, is whether the

their industries from irnport cornpetition.
¡rinterventionistr¡ state-society structures in other countries,

s2 Katzenstein, ¡lConclusionrt¡ in Katzenstien, lg77 r pp"
297 -30e "
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such as those in Europe and Japan, aI1orø more sophisticated

measures which often include industrial adjustment along with

some, ât least nominally short-term, protection.53

Based on this reasoning, Katzenstein argues that with

many diffuse state-societal linkages in the US,r along wíth

weak concentration in the organization of interesÈ groups, and

comparative ideological hostility between business, labour and

g'overnment have 1ed to limited, ad hoc protectionist policies.

This certainly fits the history of US textile trade policy

over the last forty years, explaining the apparent ability of

the executive branch to often maintain a liberal policy, even

in textiles, mixed with strong bouts of protectionism, usually
spearheaded by the Congress. fn contrast, the strong

concentration of groups in countries like Germany and Japan,

a greater sense of state-societal partnership, and strong

centralization of state-societal- linkages should lead to
short- or medium-terrn protection and policies of strucÈuraI

adjustment.55

Applied to the EC, Katzenstein¡s model suggests a mixture

of results" !üith input from the member states, sub-state
groups and pan-European groups through varj-ous organs,

including the Commission, the Council of Mj-nisters and the

s4 the executive branch, Congress and the federalist
structure of government ín the US all provide access points
for special interests.

55 Katzenstein, t¡Conclusionr¡r in Katzenstien, L977, p"333
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European Parliament, European state(EC)-societal linkages
appear rnurtiple and diffuse, allowing Ec policy to be

influenced by numerous interest groups.56 on the other hand,

the Ec has highly concentrated societal organization, with
powerful peak sectoral organizations such as comtextil, the
pan-European textile organization. Also prevalent is general

ideological agreement regarding the state, business, and

labour partnership" This arr suggests the possibility of
effective, government (conmission) led adjustment policies,
pursuant of the overaIl, long-term benefit of the Ec.s?

Most of the literature seems to rook to the state as the
defender of liberalized trade and industrial adjustment,
There seems to be an assumption that most societal groups will
advocate protection"

more traditional,
manufacturers, textiles, and steeI. There are, of course,
industries which are more internationally oriented and trade
dependent: electronics/softr^/are,

56 However, it could be argued that the rnore accessibleorgans, the European parliament and the council of Ministers,lack power in the formation of EC poricy when compared to thecommission" The more this is true, tñe more th-e Ec may beseen as having ttgovernment¡r isolated from parochiatr-interests within its society.
s7 The Ec does share many of its membersr ability toundertake sophisticated, long-viewed policies. The veryhistory of its development is a testamênt to this approach.However, the comrnunity, and some of its member goveli-rm"nts,

have been known to have large policy areas dictatãd by srnall,interested segrnents of tne pbpúlatión, as the tenacious Frenchfarmer repeatedly reminds us.
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petroleum, even agriculture.5E But, these latter industriest
^^1r^ 3^- !-^r^ r.:L^--f .:-^!-:^- ^ê!^- -..ù^J :- ^^--^-.:-^-(.;d.J_J_Þ J-rJt Lr clug trJ..Lrgl- a,LLû4, uJ.\JIt clt g {.Jl- l-ctl ¡ltt¿Lc\t Ir¡ L;Lrtil,Pct! -LÞrJ¡t

to traditional industries¡ caIIs for protection"

Another group which is hurt by protectionism in aIl-

fields are consumers. But while their collective welfare

losses are often great $20 bill-ion for protection in
textiles and apparel in the US for l-986 alone - the impacts of

the costs are extremely diffuse. The cost to the average US

household irnposed by protection in textiles and apparel in
1986 was a relatively moderate $238.5e This extra cost is not

visible to consumers either" Thus, pressure from consumer

groups against protectionism in textiles and elsewhere is
rarely forthcoming.

With opposition to protecti-onism in static, domestic

oriented industries, such as textiles, being so muted from

those whom should be expected to object most strongly, it is
often left to the state to pursue the overall economic

interests of the society and economy over which it presides

and tinit protectionism" Katzenstein contends that each

countryrs internal political structure will largely dictate
how successful the state will be.

58 Cline describes how a protectionist Us bill, the
Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985, was opposed
by conqressmen from agricultural states because they feared
possible retaliation from US trading partners could spi11 into
agriculture. C1ine, The Future of T{or1d Trade in Textiles and
Apparel- , L987 , p. 2O9 "

5e Ibid.. , pp " L88-1-93 "
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ff the apparel and textile industries are stil-I important

to the developed countries, than they are vital for many

developing and newly industrializing countries (NfCs). The

textile industry provides between 252 and 50å of índustriat
value added in the leading NIC exporters and up to 5OZ of

industrial ernployment" Between 308 and 408 of the Asian NICsI

manufactured exports are textile and clothing products.60

This section will review some data which suggests just how

high the cost of protectionism is to the LDCs.

If LDCs are to achieve better incomes and standards of

living they must industrialize and begin producing

manufactured and other high value-added goods for their
domestic markets and export" The labour-intensive, capital
and technology non-intensive nature of textiles, and

especially clothing production, gives LDCsr economies a chance

to entre into higher value-added economic activities: i.e.,
manufacturing, using their comparative advantage in labour"

Earnings from textiles and the export of other higher value-

added, labour-intensive goods can then be used for the

importation of more capital goods, technology and expertise

for further development" The key to this strategy is the

óo woolcock,
McMuLlen, L982,

¡¡Clothing and Textiles, ¡¡ in lurner and.
p. 28"
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availability of open, lucrative first world markets. These

markets are doubly import.ant, representing not only basic

demand for LDC productiono but earninqs in hard western

currencies "

But, as has been shown above, industrialízed countries

stil1 value the employment and economic activity which

textil-es and other traditional industries provide within their
boarders. DCs often take protectionist measures to preserve

thej-r traditional industries and the jobs they entail, trying
to hold off changes in the international division of labour"

It is difficult to determine just how large the costs of

DCs¡ protectionism in apparel and textiles is for the LDCs.

Many arque that the costs of lost or restricted markets are

balanced by the guota renLs which accrue to the textile
exporting countries under MFA restrictions.6l But the

evidence suggests that even those exporting countries which

enjoy the greatest benefit from quota rents (i"e, the Far

Eastern NfCs: Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, ete. ) suffer a

net loss under these restraints frorn what they would enjoy

under free trade in textiles and apparel" Even more

deplorable is that some of the least developed exporters

suffer the greatest losses in terms of proportion of GNP under

current restrictions.

Various studies have tried Èo estimate the costs of first

61 Keesing and. Wo1f, Textile Quotas Aqainst Developing
Countrj-es, 1980, pp. 125-28" See dÍscussion of quota rent
and its general definition on circa footnote 40 above.
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worl-d protectionism in textiles to Third World suppliers"

There seems litt1e doubt that restrictions within and outsíde

the MFA reduce LDCsr exports from what they would be under

free trade. An tlNcTAD study in 1-986 estimated that if all DCs

elíminated all tariffs and quotas on textile and apparel

imports, world r*ide exports by LDCs would increase by 135å in

clothing and 782 in textiles"62

For some specific countries the estimates are even more

startling" Under an assumption of free trade, âD econometric

model developed by Trela and Whally in 1-988 predicted that

textile and apparel exports would increase by 2L2Z for Korea,

L73Z for Hong Kong, 2692 for Bangladesh, and 3262 for China.63

Studies have shown that the major exporting countries do

accrue gains from quota rents" one estimate by Hamilton shows

that L4Z of Hong Kong¡s earnings from exports to the EC, for

instance, were a premium from quota rents, from l-980 to l-984.

The study also shows that 282 of Hong Kongrs earnings from

exports to the US during the same period !,rere economic rents

due to quotas.s However, it has also been shown that, for

62 Cited j.n Irene Trela and John ?lhalley, ¡rThe MFA: What
is Involvedr!¡ L989, a paper present,ed t,o the workshop on
International Textile Trade, the MFA and the Uruguay Round,
held at Stockholm, June, L989, reprinted in Textile Asia,
December l-989 "

63 Ïbid" The increase is so high for China because it
does not have MFN status and a move to free trade would mean
not only the elimination of MFA and other quotas, but a
massive reduction in the level of tariffs it, faces, down to
l-eveIs enjoyed by members of GATT..

s Hamilton, L988, cited in Ïbid"
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the LDC exporters to the United

of textile and apparel exports

exceeds the transfer of utility

a factor of nine" The losses of

to the EC out-strip any utility

a f actor of seven.6s

Other studies have shown large net welfare losses for LDC

textile exporters due to first world protectionism. Martin

and Suphachal-asai demonstrated a net welfare loss due to MFA

and other restrictions in eleven exporting countries which

they studied.tr Tre1a and tr{haIIy have used models to estimate

the net welfare effects of removing bilateral MFA quotas and

tariffs in aII industrialized 'importers. They predicted

welfare gains not only for Third World exporters, but for the

industrialized countries as r¡eIl. Based on data for Lg86l

they predicted net grains under free trade of $1"64 billion for
china, $1.56 billion for Korea, $0"884 billion for Taiwan, and

$0.290 billion for Bangladesh. The potential net gain for all
LDCs incl-uded in the analysis (34 in all) rÀras estimated at

ç7.755 billion for 1986 alone" The net welfare increases for
developed economies were even larger: $:.¿ze billion for the

US and $3"487 billion for the EC" The global net welfare

States as a group, the value

fnrannna rlrra'l-n rae{-riniinnq

to them due to quota rents by

Third Wor1d textile exporters

gained through guota rents by

ó5 Balassa and

ó6 will Martin
Gains, l{ho Loses, ¡¡

Economic Congress
1,989, reprinted in

Michalopoulos, 1985, cited in Ibid"
and Suphat Suphachalasai, ¡'The MFA: Who

1989, a paper presented to the Australian
of the A,ustralian NationaL University in
Textj-Ie Asia, November 1-989"
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increase under a switch to free trade in textiles was

estimated at $t-5.032 billion.67
rt is reasonabre to expect that these statistics,

corrected for inflation, would approximately obtain through
most of the 1980s and even into the i.990s. The estimates
suggest the negative impact of textile protectionism,
especially for the developing and industrial_izing exporters.
I^Ihile the value of the net welfare increases under free trade
for countries like the us seem larger than the benefits to
many exporters, this must be considered in light of rel_ative
national incomes, as welr as a more subjective appreciation of
these countriest needs for export earnings. For a country
like the us, with a GDp of 94"215 trillion in 1_986, a g3.478

billion increase in national welfare hardly seems significant
(a 0.08å increase in cDp). For a country such as Korea,
however, with a cDp in i-986 of Çtlz.z birlion, its gi_.56

billion increase would mean nearry a fulI percentage point
increase in cDp (0.9&) "68 Al-so, such a rarge transfusion of
wearth and hard currency woul-d be of particularly critical
benefit to developing countri_es such as Bangladesh. rts g29o

nillion net rselfare increase wouId. have translated into a 1.g?
increase in GDP for 19g6, based on Trera¡s and whalrey¡s

67 Trera 1.rd wharley, ¡¡The MFA: vrhat is rnvolvedr* inTextile Ã,sia, December fgeg"
68 GDp data from world Bank, I{orrd Development Report,l-988 (New York: oxford university eress, 1188) table.3- pp.

208-209 
"
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estimates.

Thus, protectionism under the MFA has a negative ímpact

on both the industrialized and developing nations in terms of

global inefficiency and a further negative effect on the LDCs

in that wealth in the form of export earnings is prevented

from being transferred to them from the DCs" These economic

effects have important implication for the international
relations theory analysis of the MFA.
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Chapter IV

Theoretíeal Revj.sísns end IupLications:
The MuLti-¡'ibre Ãrrengement, as a Complex Bhenoaenon

theoretical concepts used by previous authors as an analytical

framework for the Mu1ti-nibre Arrangement, including various

concepts under the rubric of regime theory. This chapter

argues that regime theory and its related concepts have been

both too simptistic and applied too simply to the MFA" While

it is apparent and generally accepted that the MFA is the

latest incarnation of the textile trade regime, this chapter

will seek to determine precisely which elements of the MFA are

regirne-Iike and whether any of its functions more closely

resemble another theoretical construct" This will yield a

clearer understanding of the MFA and the construct(s) which

explain it.

Chapter I discussed at some length the various

4"L Regine Tbeory Revj.síted

The theoretical approach most often used v¡hen analyzing

the MFA is regirne theory"l The MFA fits Krasnere s general

t While many authors refer to the Ì{FA as a regime, it is
Aggarwal who really focuses on a regime analysis of the MFA"
Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism, l-985 and ErThe Unravelling of
the Mu1ti-Fibre Arrangement, 1,981, '¡ l-983 " Most of the
discussion of regimes as related to the MFA is offered as a
critigue of and alternative to his theoretical framework"
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definition of a regime.2 rt strikes a barance between the
principles of, proÈectionisn and líberaIízation, preservation

and adjustment, sovereignty and interdependence, just as the
GATT does, even if the barance leans more towards the first of
each of the aforementioned pairs" rt shares a half dozen or
so identifiable norms with GATT, albeit, again, with a more

protectionist bent. The prevailing rules of the MFA have been

adhered to fairly well. Decision-naking procedures under the

MFA have continued to be collective, especiarly for the
industrialized countri-es. Procedures and mechanisms under the
MFA have made costs assocj-ated with the negotiation of
measures to manage trade and protectionism, and their
adrninistration, lower for both DCs and LDCs by providing
better information and organization" The MFA is prima facie
a regime, ât least in part.

one of the more widery accepted theories regarding regime

development and change is the Theory of Hegemonic stability.3
But the THS does not seen to eNplain the history of the FIFA

v¡e11.4 the history of the international textile regiimes, from

the sr^A' forward, seems to broadly correspond to what the THS

4.1_.L Suqgestions from the THS

2 See discussion in sub-section 1,.2.L.
3 See discussion in sub=section L.Z.Z.
4 This paper makes no claims regarding the ability of the

THS to explain the development of regimes generally.
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would predict: as us hegemony declined through the 1960s,

1970s and 1-980s, the textil-e regirne it construeted in pursuit
of its Ínterest as a hegemon aLso declined, allowing more

protectionism. But a closer look at the history of the MFA

shows that its development has deviated significantly from the
general predictions of the THS. For example, the MFA was

first established, in its strongest, most liberal form - the
strongest, most liberar incarnatj-on of the textile regime - j_n

7973'74" Yet at this time, ít would seem that us hegemony was

at its steepest rate of decline, especially economicalry, with
the abrogation of the gord standard in L97l- and the oil crisis
in fuIl swing by late L973 

"

Throughout this period, internal economic and political
developments - which saw first world textil-e industries Lose

more and more comparative advantage to the LDcs, and greater
pressure from the textile industries in all the industrialized
countries for protection from Third l,iorrd j-mports - provided

a steadj-ly increasing impetus toward a weakened MFA. Thus it
would seem that internar economic and political changes in all
the advanced industrial- countries contributed more directly to
the weakening of the MFA over the long term than the relative
decline of the hegemon.

rt is true that us capabirities in textiles, due to the
share of world exports it was taking at the tirne, $/ere

important for the establishment of the MFA in tg73. Before
the signing of the MFA, the us concluded severar restraint
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agreements \dith the largest far-eastern suppliers in :-g7]-.

These VER agreements themselves r{¡ere possible in large part
because of the seriousness v¡ith which suppliers took us

threats to restrict them unilaterally from its massive

domestic rnarket. And, because the us took such a large share

of world imports, these restraints on suppliers¡ access to its
markets created a diversion towards Europe. This gave the us

added leverage in getting Ec agreernent on the MFA,. as the
Europeans also sought a i¡Íay to control tit-for-tat diversions
of exports between themselves and the US"

But one of the hal,lmarks of a hegemon, according to the
THS, is the ability of the hegemon to use inducements in a

var j-ety of f iel-ds where it has dominant capabílities to
achieve goars in a specific field. There r¡¡ere times when the
us used its infruence in other fields to affect issues in the
textiles fiel-d. The use of the okinawa issue by the us as a

side payment to Japan in 1,97J, is a perfect example of how

hegemons can operate due to their domination of capabilities
in so many fields of i-nternational relations.5

There are linits to the influenci-ng of issues in one

fierd with inducements in another, however. The us, for
instance, would never threaten Japan or Europe with exclusion
from its nuclear umbrella or us withdrawal from NATO to

5 The us also used inducements in the textile and general
tradg fieLd by threatening a 10å surcharge on all Japanesetextile irnports and general trade restrictions unaer its¡¡Trading with the Enemy¡¡ regislation" see p" 51, footnote 24.
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achieve objectives in textiles or trade generally. This would

undermine an overarching goal of us foreign policy, as vlell as

one of the long term objectives the us had ín wanting to
maintain various economic regimes in the first place: the
maintenance of west,ern strength through economic stability,

The us has even been reticent to use threats or
inducements in other areas of trade to achieve textile goa1s.

ïn 1'976, the us gave in to EC insistence on the inclusion of
their protectionist demands under ¡¡reasonable departuresn in
MFA rr" rt no longer had the capability in textiles to force
the issue with the EC and hras not wilring or able to use

leverage in other fields to achieve its ends.

That the us brought in a territorial issue with the
Japanese in 1969-1971- over concluding a VER agreement is onry
an indication of how desperate the Americans were to get an

agreement v¡hich would reduce pressure on their textile
industries and hopefurly lead to a regime which could manage

textire trade internationalry. cenerally, the us did not use

capabilities in other areas to infruence textiles, as might be

expected of a hegemon, but relied on its capabilities in
textiles alone and the cooperative will of textile exporting,
and especially other importing, countries.

By 1-977, the Ec qras taking the lion's share of worrd
textile imports, which gave it the capability to insist on the
protectionist changes it wanted for the MFA" This does not
mean that the EC had assumed hegemony in the ruestern economic
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system" rt sirnply gained enough capability in a specifíc
field to institute the changes it v¡anted in the corresponding

regime.

Thus, the rise and decline of a hegemon gives rittle
insight into the development of the textile regime, since the
hegemon is usual-Iy reluctant to use its power in other fields
to affect textires and the state rpith the most pov¡er in the
specific fierd tends to dominate, even if it ís not the
hegemon" rn the case of the MFA, it wourd appear that us

interest in protecting its textile and apparel industries and

managing worl-d trade cornbined wÍth its capabilÍties as the
largest importer to bring about the first incarnation of the
textile regime under the srA/LTA, and rater the MFA. overal_l_

us power seemed to come into play only once, with Japan, and

then in combination urith inducements in the textile and

overall trade fields" llhen capabilities in textiles shifted
to the EC, the us b/as unable or unwilling to bring power to
bear from other fíelds as would be expected of a hegemon in
accordance with the THs. over the broad concerns which a

hegemon such as the us would face, textires is likely less
important than most issues" rt is a lower echelon field,
which is usual-ly used to support goals in more important trade
and international relations fields"6 A hegemon, indeed any

6 Examples would be us led liberalization of textiles tobenefit key Far Eastern alries and crient states, such as
Taiwan and south Korea" Here textile policy supports broad usstrategic goals" Liniting protectionisn-in textiles whichcould spread to the general trade system was another example
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state, is not like1y to use or take risks in higher order
ç.i ^1-¡Ã .t-^ ^€€^^.t- *^l .: ^.: ^- ^- r ^^- .:--^-!--! .: ^-..^- ñL.-- .: erreruÞ LU sr!ELit- ¡.,rJ-LJ-r'IËÞ L.r¡l ¡cÞÞ r¡lt¡,/L,rt Lctr¡1- J-ÞÞu,triÞo IllrJì' t LV

would seem that the question of which state-actor has the

greatest share of power in the specific field is aore

i-mportant in explaining the development of the textile regirne

than whether the hegemon is in general decline.7

The MFA is the result of internal economic and political
strains and pressures in all the major textile trading
nations, particularly the importers, as well as all of their
concerns regarding export diversion and rising protectionism

internationally" Vlhile US polrer hetped establish the MFA, it
is more than just an instrument of US interests" Regimes do

exist; and, the MFA embodies at least. one example of them.

Based on a critical understanding of regimes and the history
of the MFA¡s development, this paper concludes that the MFA

is, at least partly, a regime. the MFA embodies the essence

of at least one other type of international structure as we11,

but this will be discussed later.

The issue of just what a regime is, and what makes it
unique to other international structures remaÍns" The main

problem with Krasner¡s definition of a regime is that other

4-1"2 The Essence of a Reoime

of the US using textil-es to support higher l-evel and higher
priority goaIs.

7 The interests of the ¡nost powerful states is the other
key factor in determining the nature of the regime.
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international structures, such as alliances, have many of the

same elements: principles, norms, rules and procedures. The

most obvious example is NATO. Certainly the expectations of

the alliance mernbers ¡rconverge in a given area of

international relations. !!

Regimes are unique structures, created by states to deal

with a uníque problem" There are various situations in
international rel-ations where the un-coordinated actions of a

group of states will yield sub-optimal results for them as a
group. .A sub-optimal result for a group of actors - be they

states, firmsr or individuals is defined as a situation
which yields an amount of welfare or utility to the group

which is less than Pareto optimal" such situations are caused

by inefficiencies due to a lack of coordination in the actors'
actions. s

The Mu1ti-fibre Arrangernent operates in part as a regime,

seeking to facilitate cooperation and limit protectionism

which causes inefficiency" While the US, the Europeans and

other first world states have an interest in protecting

against Low-cost exports from LDCs, they also have a conmon

interest in l-imiting the amounts of protection they implement"

High leveIs of protecÈionism against the Third !{orld could

cause some of these countries to retaliate on trade issues and

in trade sectors of interest to the first worId. Such

8 See sub-secti-on
discussion of regimes and
Pareto optimality"

L"2"L for further theoretical
pp. 9-L0 for further discussion of
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retaliatÍon by the LDCs against the industrial countries may

not have a criticaf irnpact on the latter, but the industrial

countries have shown concern for ensuring Third !{orId

cooperation on various trade issues" Retaliation from Third

World exporters can lead to the spread of protectionism from

the textiles sector and the rise of trade irritants in other

sectors. The preamble of the MFA reflects this concern. It
recognized the

tenancy for an unsati-sfactory situation to exist in
world trade in textile products and that this
situation, if not satisfactorily dealt with, could
work to the detriment of countries participating in
trade in textile products, whether as importers or
exporters, or both, adversely affecting prospects
for international co-operation in the trade field,
and have unfortunate reÞercussions on trade
relations qenerallv[. ] [emphasis added]

thus, ât the beginning of the Uruguay Round the US and

other DCs moved to incorporate the integration of textiles
back into the GATT as part of the negotiating agenda: a quid

pro quo for Third !{orld cooperation in the Round generally,

and on TRIPS' TRIMS, trade in services, and other first world

concerns . 10 More than liniting the amount of protectJ-on,

however, the DCs wanted to coordinate their attempts at

limiting textile imports from the LDCs in order to avoj-d

diverting exports toward each other with successive rounds of

e MFA Text, p. 5

10 See section 2.4 , ¡tNew Developments: Beyond the MFA¡¡ "
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protection. Certainly the main reason the US sought to

establish the MFA j-n eanly 1-970s r+as to force the Europeans to

limit their protection on textiles and take their fair share

of Third World exports. When the Europeans initially refused

to cooperate in the formation of a multi-fibre textiles

regime, the US instituted tough bilateral restraints with the

largest far-eastern suppliers as much to put pressure on the

Ec by creating a diversion of textile exports to Europe as to
protect its ov¡n industries" trdhen the EC finally agreed to the

MFA in 1-973, it q/as in the interests of controlling US

protectionisrn and introducing some element of coordination

between US and EC textile trade barriers"

The utility achieved under the MFArs functioning as a

regime represents a benefit to all countries in the textiles
and clothing fie1d, exporters and importers, since it alIows

a somewhaL greater interplay of comparati-ve advantage and

market forces than would occur with no restraints on first

world protectionism.lr But, the two main goals of the MFA as

a regime are i-) the avoidance of the costs of unchecked

protectionism spreading into other parts of the trade system -
as opposed to protectionism in textiles itsetf and 2) the

avoidance of the costs of uncoordinated protectionist policies

among the industrialized importers, resulting in successive

diversions of textile exports" Given the record of the

11 See discussion of the comparatíve advantage and H-O
theory in section l-. l-.
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ímporting states during the pre-regime ¡:eriod for non-cotton

fibres (before the MFA), and even that for cotton fibres
(before the STA/LTA), neither of these goals and the utility
they represent could be attained v¡ithout the regime elements

of the MFA. These two goals, pursued by the MFA, really
function as the first tr+o of its three guiding principles: a

refinement from the simple deviations on GATTts main

principles suggested above on the basis of previous

literature.rz

The MFA also acts as something other than a regime"

closery related to its regime principle of coordinating first
world protectionism in order to avoid recurring import

diversions, the MFA has a third goal or principle. !{hile the

MFA Iínits first, world protectionism, it, in fact, facilitates
that protectionism. The MFA may restrain the DCs¡ barriers
against low-cost textile imports, but it does this mainly to
the extent that it is in the DCs¡ colrective interests to do

so.

This facilitation of fírst world protectionism implies a

utility distribution effect between the LDCs and the DCs.

Restrictions under the MFA prevent a transfer of wealth from

the DCs to the LDCs which would manifest itself as increased

4"t"3 The MFA as a Non-Regime

12 See comparison of MFA and GATT re: príncíples in sub-
section 3 . 1" 1- "
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employlnent and industrial development in Third !{orld exporters

and a reduction of employment and production Ín the textil-es
and clothing industries in industrialized countries under

freer trade.

The economic benefit within the DCs is extremely focused.

only the textile and clothing industries and their employees

benefit. Protectionism under the MFA constitutes a net

welfare loss for the entire global economy, including the

industrialized nations,13 yet, the economic and political
importance of the textile and apparer industries has ensured

the maintenance of some leve1 of protection.la

The question remains as to what international structure
the MFA embodies in its pursuit of its third main goal or
principle: the protection of first world textile and crothing
industries aga j-nst low-cost (Third T,Iorld) irnports. Three

structures in particular come to mind: coalitions, alignments,

and alliances.

A coalition may occur where two or more actors in a

coalition situation have communicated and aqreed to coordinate

their actions.rs A coalition situation is defined by four
factors" First, there must be a decision to be made and more

13 See sub-section 3 . 3 . 1, !'The Economic Costs of
Protection for Developed Countriest¡.

74 See discussion in sub-section 3.3.2 t !¡The Role of
Domestic Political Structurer¡.

15 Sven Groennings et â1., ed.s., The Studv of Coalition
Behavior: Theoretical persp_qctives and cases from Four
Continents, (New York: Ho1t, Rinehart and t{inston, tgTO) p. 7 "
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than two units atternpting to maximize their share of the

payoffs, rvhich are assurned to be fixed" Second, no single

alternative ç¡ilI give al-I actors their maximum payoff . Third,

no actor has resources sufficient to control the decision by

itself. Fourth, no member must be included in every winning

coalition;

This

of the first world countries under the MFA" Among the several

textile trading nations there are decisions to be made about

the management of trade: should it be liberalized or become

more protectionist. On this issue, no single alternative will

maximize payoffs to all actors and the DCs form what could be

called a coalition to affect the distributíon of what appears

to them to be a fixed amount of payoffs in the field of

textile trade.17

But, it is probable in the case of textiles that there is

in other words, îo actor has a veto.16

structure is analogous to the protectionist dynamic

16 William A. camson, u'A Theory of Coalition Formation,rl
American Sociol-ogical Review,26 (1,961) p" 374"

t7 For this argument it is assumed that the textile
industries are the deterrnineús of the DCs interests. For
them, textile trade is a O-SUM game, with stable l-evels of
employment and economic activity as their stake/payoff. They
do not consider the overall net utility gains to
industrialized economies inplied by free trade in textiles and
adjustment out of the sector.

However, âs has been shown in sub-section 3 "3 "2, while
the industries have great influence, they are not the sole
determiners of textile trade policy in first world countrj-es"
Hence, the DCs also pursue policies which reflect their
interests in liniting protectionism" These counter the
protectionist interests led by the textile industries and
yield support for the liberalization/ regine elements of the
MFA.
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one actor which has sufficient resources to control the
decision unilaterally. such an objection '¿¡ould be based on

the record of the us throughout the post-war era, and even the
Ec after 7976. Both these powerful actors in the textiles
would have to be included in an arrangTement to set irnport
restraints" Thus, contrary to the fourth condition for a

coalition situati-on, certain countries had to be included in
the group of protectionist importers for the MFA to work. The

us and the EC had an effective veto poÌ¡er on the development

of the MF.A,.

the pure notion of a coalition also lacks any irnplication
of a definite structure, and certainÌy has no organization.
The MFA has a regime-rike structure in terms of definable
principles, norms, rures and procedures. rn addition it has

organization: the GATT Textiles committee and the TSB. The

notion of coalitions is that of groups of actors in a system

which form on a totally ad hoc basis to attain certain
decisions or goals" coalitions are short term and memberships

may change radicarry as the issues change" By contrast, the
DCs have been organizing their protectionism against LDCs¡

exports for nearly twenty years under the MFA, after doing the
same for cotton alone for Lz years under the srA/LTA.

The second theoretical structure which may fit the
protectionist aspect of the MFA ís the concept of an

alignment. An alignment is a ¡ebehavioral disposition of some

states to employ a predisposed posture of a collaborative and
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cooperative nature s¡ith other states.¡r18 rt manifests itself
ãq, â I nnrr f arn *onrlan¡rt a€ â Ãts^trñ ^€ aå^t^- ¿^ ^ --r__^-, vÀ q y! vu¡/ lrl_ Ð Ld. t-ts:Þ LtJ o.gl- Eg dl¡(l

cooperate on a wide array of issues. Alignments are often
ideologically or even culturally based.

The notion of an arignment is too broad for the analysis
of the MFA. Firstly, r,¡hile the US, the EC and. other
industrialized importers may share many ideological and

cultural simil-arities and may cooperate on a broad range of
issues, this is characteristic of the overarl western trade
regime and the overall røestern political-economic meta-regime,

not just the MFA particul-arly. Also, the notion of an

arignment lacks the identification of specific goals and

covers too broad a range of issues for the MFA to be thought
of as one.

The third concept is that of an alliance. An alriance
has the structure and organisation which coalitions lack, and

focuses on specific Íssues, unlike arignments. The concept of
an alliance can also accommodate the notion of a specific
dominant member (or members) which must take part for the
all-iance to function. stephen walt defines an arriance !¡as a
formal- or informal relationship of security cooperation
betvreen two or more sovereign states.¡rle Alliances are often
strongly associated røith strategic and niritary issues, but

18 Mi-chae] wardr. Research Gaps in Alriance Dvnamics(Denver, Colorado: University of Denver, L}BZ) pp" Z-e.

'e stephen w.alt, The origins of ^Alliances (rthaca, Ner^/York: Cornel-l University press, LggT ) p. 1, fn j_
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need not be" The essence of an alliance is not ínherently
¡anna¡f aA 'l-n i ecrrac n€ eanrrrì *r¡vv¡¡¡¡ev ees

Robert osgoode also identifies allíances \rith security

issues" He defines an alliance as

a formal agreement that pledges states to cooperate
in using their nilitary resources acrainst a
specific state or states and usually obligates one
or more of the signatories to use force, or
consider (uni1aterally or in consultatÍon with
allies) the use of force, in specified
circumstances.20

The emphasis here is on targets: the specific state or states

against ç¡hich action v¡iIl be taken. The need for an external

target is echoed by Christopher B1aden.21 This is the main

d.ifference between a regime and an alIiance. An alliance

focuses upon targets outside its membership, while a regime

seeks to solve problems sternming from the interactions of

member states among themselves.

There are aspects of alliances which are regime-like" An

alliance, particularly a long-term, highly institutionalized,

modern one like NATO, often has all the elements Krasner

defines regirnes as having: principles, norms, rules and

decision-making procedures" Alliances are often said to be

20 Robert E. Osgoode, ¡rThe Nature of Alliances,ut in Robert
L" Pfaltzgraff, €d., Politics and the International System,
2nd ed. (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 7-972) pp" 481-
82"

2t christopher Bladen,
JuIian Friedman et a1"
Politics (Boston: Allyn and

¡'Ãlliance and Integration¡¡, in
eds. Alliance in International
Bacon , L97 O) p. 1-Zl
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used by some members, usually the more powerful ones, as means

of controlling other all-iance members.22 However, this has not

been the mai-n function of alliances historically" The key

difference between an alIiance, like NATO, and a regime, like
GATT, is that v¡hile the GATT attempt.s to f acilitate
cooperation among its members in pursuit of trade

liberalízation and the net, global weLfare increase associated

with it, NATO facilitates cooperation among its members to
foster greater security vis a vis certain external targets:
the member nations of the Warsaw Pact"

All-iances, which are not regimes, are some times confused

with coLlective security arrangements, which are. While

alliances have external targets, collective security
arrangements are concerned with aggression from one or more

member states within the security regime which might threaten

the security of one or more other member states. Under the

principle of col-Iective security, all states v¡ou1d pledge to

defend any member state(s) which may be threatened by any

other member state(s) " If such an arrangement functions

successfully, great benefit can be gainedr by all states in
terms of greater security and, possibly, less need for
individual military effort and expenditure to maintain

security. This would be a Elobal utility increase in security
and a move toward Pareto optirnality for the member states as

22 Osgoode, !'The Nature of AlÌiancesute in Pfaltzgraff 
oA972, p " 482.
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a system, thus constituting a regime.æ

As there can be security regimeso there can be trade and

other non-security alliances. rn economic terms, security is
a good. rt provides v¿erfare or utirity to people and states.
Both are willing to pay - that is give up other goods: cars,
housing, pubric works, even food - for security. cooperation
among states under a security regirne creates a net g1oba1

increase of the good knorrn as security because of the
efficiencies associated with each state being abÌe to rely on

its regime partners for its defence, rather than having to
provide for its security on its os/n (i"e. ¡rsupplyr its ot^rn

security).2

the effect, of an alliance is to transfer the security
good arÂ¡ay from the target state(s) to the alliance members.

By forming an aIIiance, a group of states can, again,
cooperate and increase their security, but, vis a vis another
state or group of states" There is no gIobal net increase in
security under these conditions" The alliance threatens the

23 rbid. There have been historical examples of this.
The best knov¡n attempts in this century have beèn the unitedNations and the League of Nations. Both have failed toeffectively provide collective security. A somewhat moresuccessful example from the i_9th century night be the concertof Europe.

u There is no corresponding decrease in the security of(u) target state(s). Hence there is a globaì_ =""uiityincrease "
such a regime, while having great benefits as described

above, would reguire much trust among regime members, a giood
reason why there are few, if any, real examples of colleci,ivesecurity regimes"
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target states, theoretically reducing their securÍty by the

same amount as the security of the all-iance memþers is
increased" The target state or states will often react to
such a turn of events by joining or forming a counter-

balancing alliance, transferring some of the security good

back frorn the original group of allied states.ã
To the extent that the MFA facilitates the transfer of

utility from the Third Vtorld, textile exporting countries to
the first world, importing countries, or the prevention of

utility transfer from the latter to former, it functions as an

alliance of first world, industrialized states, with the Third
I.Iorld exporters as its targets" This ís the MFAts third main

principle: protection for first world textile and clothing
industries against l-ow-cost, Third World imports" It is the

basis for its functíoning as an alliance.

ã rhis dynamic is sirnilar to the
to relative, unilateral changes
capabilities due to arrns build-ups,
sub-section 1, .2 " 1, ¡¡Regime Theoryr¡ .
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Chapter V

f¡anaT rrqi ernq .anrl ßrrmmåFÎt9

A Revíew of t,he Ãrgiunents anð e Look Aheaé

The preceding argruments Lead to several conclusions. the

following encapsulizes the core analysis of the thesis and

enumerates the conclusions which fol]ow. Fina1Iy, the

contents of the thesis wiII be outlined, followed by a look

ahead in textiles and the GATT system generall,y"

5"L M!'Ã as Regíme end Alli&nces eoneLusíons

The Mu1ti-Fibre Arrangement is a regime which prevents

the spread of protectionism in textile and apparel trade to

the rest of the trade system and avoids reciprocal,

accelerating diversions of LDCts exports between the

industrialized countries, mostly to the benefit of the

industrialized countries. To the extent

regime, it facilitates Pareto optimality

the transfer of some wealth to the LDCs"

The MFA is also an alliance of industrialized countries

which seeks to protect their textile and apparel industries

from cheap Third World imports. To the extent it functions as

an alliance, it moves the world (textile) economy av¡ay from

Pareto optimality and prevents the transfer of weaLth to Third

!{orld exporters "
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The developed countriest main interests, even while

undertaking industrial adjustment, is to protect their

domestic markets and industries either by unilateral action

(quotas, etc" ) or bilateral agreements (VERs, etc. ) . However,

this creates two rnain problems" First, protectionist measures

by any industrialized irnporting country only leads to the

diversj-on of exports to other DCs, as discussed in Chapter II.

This puts pressure on those DCs¡ industries and eventually

leads their governments to raise their own barriers in an

effort to divert exports back to other importers. If left

unchecked, this could potentially start an escaJ-ating, tit-

for-tat protectionist dynarnic" the history of textile and

apparel trade shows that the beginning of such a dynamic has

recurred several times, only to be held off by the development

of a regime rphich controlled and coordinated first world

protectionism: the MFA and its predecessors. This constitutes

the MFA¡s first main principle: the avoidance of the costs of

uncoordinaÈed protectionist policies among the industrialized

importers, resulting in successive diversions of exports from

the LDCs to each othersr shores"

Second, rounds of protectionist retaliation in the

textile sector, whether among DCs over the diversion of

exports or between DC importers and LDC suppliers, could spi11

over into other trade sectors of iurportance to industrialized

countries. This relates to the MF^A,8s second major principle:

the avoidance of unchecked protectionism spreading into other
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parts of the trade system. The MFA aIIows the industrialized
nations to significantry protect their industríes with l-ess

risk of export diversion problens or the spread of
protectionism to other sectors by liraiting the kinds and

leve1s of protection pernissable. The liberal aspects of its
norms, principles, rules, and procedures reflect this" It is
in the sense of the first two principles that the MFA acts as

a regime, but nostly for the industrial countries. ft
provides Pareto optimality (or avoids pareto deficiency) for
the DCs by helping them avoid the adverse effects of unbridled
protectionism. on this count it attains the central
requirement for a regime"

The avoidance of system wide protectionism is not simply

a redistribution of utirity betwee.n states, but a creation of
global utility due to the avoidance of certain costs

assocj-ated with unbridled, uncoordinated protectionism. To

the extent that the MFA does limit protectionism by the DCs

and liberalizes textile and apparel trade, theory predicts a

globar utility gain available to all textile trading nations,
importers and exporters alike. Associated with this effect
are principles and norms such as riberatization and

development, which are a part of the I'IFA. But, this is a

small effect in comparison with those resulting frorn the MFArs

support for its three main principles"

while the MFA herps the DCs avoid the costs of excessive

protectionism, it also refLects theír interests ín restrainíng
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Third V{orld inports. The prínciples, norms, ruIes, and

procedures of the MFA reflect this interest as s¡eII" They

provide the framework under which the DCs can restrain exports

from Third world textile suppliers. Thus, the MFA possesses

the essence of an alliance in that it prevents the transfer of
utility from the industriatized world to Third worrd suppriers

implied by free trade in textiles and apparel" This is a

distribution effect, rather than a change in global utirity"
rt constitutes the third main principle of the MFA, the basis

for its alliance aspects: protection for first worrd textile
and clothing industries against l-ow-cost, Third worÌd imports.

This third principle, in addition to being the main

source of distributional effects to the detrirnent of the

industriarizing exporters, is also the source of the pareto

sub-optimar effects which have a negative impact on all
textile trading nations" Trera and whalley estimated this
cost of the distributional effect to the LDCs at approximately

$z"e billion for LgB6.26

The main effect of the MFAIs support of its third
principle, however, is the net global cost of a misallocation
of resources implied by the protection of inefficient first
world textile and clothing manufacturers operating Iow value-
added, labour-j-ntensive industries in advanced, high-rdage

economies, combined røith the loss of efficient ernproyment of

26 Trela
Textile Asia,

and Whal1ey, ¡tThe MFA:
December l-989 "
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more suitable production factors and combinations of

production factors in LDCs: the Pareto sub-optima-I effect.

TreLa and Whaltey estimated this cost at S15 billion world

wide for 1-986"n This is a cost which is not very visible, but

one which the world economy bears mostly because of the

expedience of protectionism for first trorld governments ín

dealing with the economic concerns of their clothing and

textile industries and workers.2s

From this core analysis flow several conclusions. First,

textile protectionism costs. It costs the LDCs

disproportionatel-y the most: almost $8 billion in 1986. But

it cost the system as a whole, including the industrialized

countries, due to misallocation of resources: $rS billion in

1-98 6 "

Second, protectionism in textiles is driven by the

relatively narrow self-interest of what are still economically

and politically important j-ndustries in the industrialized

countries: the textile and apparel industries" Their demands

28 There are no studies which have attempted to estimate
the benefit of the MFArs tr.,ro main regime principles: avoiding
reciprocal trade diversions between the DCs and the spread of
protectionism from textiles to other fields" It would be
difficult to do, the variables being numerous and the
scenarios involving a breakdown of these aspects of the MFA¡s
functioning being so speculative"

It must be noted that the costs noted above would be
larger without the MFA¡s limiÈation of at least some
protectionism in the field. Again, one would be forced into
speculation in order to estimate how much higher the costs
wouÌd be without any MFA disciplínes at all"
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for protection and governments¡ tendencies to provide that

protection v¡ifl- not diminish in the foreseeable future.

Ethically, it can be difficult to arque that textíIe

industries, in which are some of the nost vulnerable and l-east

re-trainable rsorkers in the industrialized world, are not

worthy of some protection.

Third, international phenomena can have elements of more

than one theoretical concept. Applying more than one concept

to some can lead to greater understanding of the phenomenon

and the concepts applied" The application of both regJ-me and

alliance analysis to the MFA is the case in point here.

Fourth, the distinctive element of an alliance in

contrast to a regime is that it has external targets and has

a utility redistribution effect. Fifth, the distinctive

element of a regime in contrast to an alliance is that it is

focused on reducing inefficiencies and problems in the

relations between its members in pursuit of an íncrease in
global utility and a move toward Pareto optirnality"

5 "2 gummary and A T,ook Âhead

In Chapter f, the theoretical literature most relevant to

the analysis of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement regíme theory

and economic theories of international trade - were examined"

In the area of international trade, it was shov¡n that, based
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on certain assumptions, the theory of comparative advantage

predicÈs that the greatest overal-1 attainment of r+e1f are

occurs under free trade" fhe Heckscher-Oh1in theory of

international trade also predicts that a country will export

goods which require factors which the country has in abundance

and import goods that require resources which it lacks"

This is the basis for the different cornparative

advantages which different countries have in different goods.

Over time, technological and other developments can change

relative factor endowments withín a country. For example, a

less developed country can add some basic ¡nanufacturing

technology to its natural advantage in labour and begin to
produce various labour-intensive goods for export. Later,

with increased export earnings and further infusions of

capital eguipment and technology, such a country may become a

competitive exporter in more advanced, higher value-added

sectors. These nev¡ Third World industries may then compete

with corresponding sectors in the industrialized countries,

which, after several decades of prirnacyr flay nolr be in
decline" This internal dynamic is known as the product cycle,

and it is the basis of the threat to first world industries in
many sectors, especially textiles and clothing,

The coneept of regimes - perhaps the most conmon method

of analysis and general reference to the MFA hras also

introduced in Chapter I. Stephen Krasnerts basic definition

of regimes was used as a starting point for an investigation
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into relationships between regimes as concepts and other key

concepts such as power, perception, cognition and Pareto

optinatity (deficiency) " Linkages between regime and

international trade theory h¡ere examined as well" The Theory

of Hegemonic Stability v¡as also examined. It was suggested

that while hegemons are often helpful and occasionally

necessary for the development of regimes with particular

natures, regimes can develop on their own and can certainly be

maintained even under hegemonic decline, though they may

change" They are certainly more than just instruments of

hegemons.

A regirne theory-based t1pology, developed by Vinod

Aggarwal in his writings on the textile trade regirne, $¡as also

presented as a specific perspective for analysis of the MFA.

Finally, the norms and concepts of the GATT were presented as

a basis for contrast with those of the MFA.

Chapter II presented a summarized history and basic

analysis of international textile trade and politics in the

post-war era. Focus was given to the nearly twenty years of

trade relations under four versions of the MFA"

Chapter ITI looked at the \Iegialt, economic and political

inplications of the MFA. Under rlegalt irnplications, it was

shown that the MFA, ât least in terms of a lega1 text, is not

the great derogation from the GATT that many claim it to be"

It can be analyzed according to the same norms as the GATT; it
shares these norms" The GATT' even in terms of the text of
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the General Agreement and its various associated codes and

understandings, represents the management of trade, not free

trade. The same is true for the MF.A," The difference between

the two was shown to be more one of emphasis or degree than

kind.

Many argTue that one of the key differences between the

MFA and the GATT has to do with their respective safeguard

provisions and conditions under which they may be invoked"

Under GATT, safeguards rnainly may be invoked under Article XIX

the key tests for which include situations of actual- or

imminent ¡¡injury¡t to industry in an importing country" The

test for the invocation of protection under the MFA is a

situation of ¡rmarket disruptionrr". Analysis of the provisions

under both suggests that the tests are not radically
dissimilar, particularly regarding the reference to the need

for \damager to occur or be imminent under market disruption.
MFA I did bring textile trade closer to GATT than it has ever

been since the advent of a separate textile regirne with the

STA, irnposing firm limitations on protectionism in textiles.
The introduction of the ¡rreasonable departures¡r clause

under MFA II in L977 did however weaken the regime and, given

the protectionist tendencies of the major importers, convert

the MFA into a significantly protectionist derogation from the

GATT" De facto maintenance of t¡reasonable departures¡¡in
terms of lang:uage in the protocols of extension and

administration of restraints under succeeding renewals of the
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MFA maintained and deepen the derogation from GATT"

The analysis of the effectìve impact of the arrangement

on trade flows showed that, while the MFA nominally required

a six percent increase in irnport vol-urnes for all restrictions

under its auspices, bilateral agreements and unilateral

restraints often atlo+¿ed for smaller increases, freezes, or

even roIl-backs. However, such rates of increase were based

on physical measures, not real economic measures. The

measures of value sometines showed lower, but more often,

higher rates of import growth than the physical measures, the

physicalty based restraints set by bilateral agreements under

the MFA, or the six percent nominal rate suggested by Annex B

of the MFA. The argument was made that the econornic measures

are extremely important in assessing the real irnpact of the

MFA" Consideration of the real economic measures of its

impact must be included with nominal changes. Generally, the

increases in the real value of irnports from the LDCs hrere

greater than nominal 6Z growth in physical volume set. by the

MFA.

The impact and causes of the MFA in the developed

countries were also analyzed in Chapter III. It was shown

that the apparel and textile industries are still extremely

irnportant to the industrialized countries, employing

comparatively large portions of their work forces. Thus,

industry pressure on government for protection can be intense

and often decisive. While these industries often prefer
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protectíon from low-cost imports to structural adjustment,

such protection yields net costs to first world economies.

For these and other reasons, governments often resist industry

demands for higher barriers against imports and encourage

adjustment within or out of the textiles and clothing sector"

The political sLructure of a country will often determine

what type of policies will be followed in terms of

protectionism versus adjustment" The most sophisticated

theory has been developed by Peter Katzenstein" For examPle,

Katzenstein argues that weak centratization of state-societal

linkages in the US, along with weak concentration in the

organization of interest groups, and comparative ideological

hostility between business, labour and government have led to

li¡rited, ad hoc protectionist policies. rn contrast, the

strong concentration of groups in Japan, a greater sense of

state-societal partnership, and strong centralization of

state-societat linkages should lead to short- or medium-term

protection and policies of structural adjustment in that

country" Both predictions are borne out by recent history.

The impact of the MFA on the Third World, exporting

nations is obvious" Literally billions of dollars worth of

benefit would accrue to t,extile exporting LDCs under free

trade according to work by Trela and Whalley presented in

Chapter III. Benefit forgione in terms of missed opportunities

for development inply immeasurable costs" Quota rents and

assured market shares for the largest exporters do not fu1ly
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compensate them for the costs of protection. The large

exporters continue to be among the greatest losers under MFA

protectionism.2e Losses for some of the poorest exporters,

such as Bangladesh, are disproportionately greater.30

Chapter IV represents the theoretical heart of the paper.

Based on a reexamination of hegemonic stability and regime

theory, and in light of the history of the development. of

textile regimes generalÌy and the MFA specifically, several

conclusions are drawn" It is reiterated that, while a heqemon

often aids and occasionalry is required for the formation of
a regime, regimes can form and certainly be maintained without

a hegemon.3l Also, the Theory of Hegemonic Stability takes too

much av¡ay from the essence of regimes, viewing them as mere

instruments of hegemons. This paper rejects this view of
regiimes

Chapter fV then lays the foundations for the main

argument of this thesis: that the MFA is both an alliance and

a regime. This argiument is encapsulated in section 5.1 of
this chapter, with the main conclusions to which it 1eads.

2e This especially true for Korea. See Trela and l{ha11ey,¡¡The MFA: ?{hat is Involvedr!r in Textile Asia, December j-999.

30 Ibid. See sub-section 3.4, ¡rThe MFA and the Developing
Countries¡¡.

3r See discussion in sub-section i-"2"2, ilThe Theory of
Hegemonic Stability¡3, regarding how changes in statesr or
state decision-rnakers¡ cognition or knowredge under a regime
can serve to maintain that regime even in the face of
international- po\Ê/er shifts (i"e" the decline of a hegemon).
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The question for textile trade, whether ít is re-

integrated into GATT or kept under a separate regime, is

whether the governing arrangement most emphasises the regime

or alliance principles traditionally associated with the MFA"

These principles of the MFA will likely serve as a basis for
any ne\d transitional or permanent arrangement which replaces

it because the interests of the key state-actors are not

likely to change. They r¡¡ill still want to maintain some

protection for their industries (alliance principle), yet,

control reciprocal diversions of Third !{orld exports among

themselves and see that protectionism does not spread to other

sectors (regime principles) .

The DCs! desire to limit diversions of exports between

them will likeIy remain the same. But their willingness to
cooperate in textiles, and trade generally, seems to be

dirninishing. In terms of textiles, the proposed t987 US

Textiles and Apparel Trade Bill rdas to place Canada, Europe

and other first world countries under a globa1 US t,extiles
quota for the first time, breaking with the tradition of first
world cooperation in the field and the targetingr of LDCs onIy.

fn other sectors of trade, especially agriculture, US-EC

relations have been at their lowest ebb. ff the GATT and the

general trading system becomes more protectionist., the need to
isolate textiles will dirninish. And, reintegration of

textiles into GATT may not mean freer trade in that field if
the GATT becomes ¡nore protectionist or is further weakened,
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Impetus for protectionisur wilt like1y continue as first world

governmenÈs¡ interests in giving their textile industries some

protection wiII likely go undiminished"

Thus, out of the three main principles of the MFA, it is

the protectionist alliance principle which will like1y

continue as the strongest" Of the two regirne principles, the

avoidance of trade diversions should remain fairly i.mportant

to the DCs, encouraging cooperation in textile trade policy

among them" But the key principle of avoiding increased

protectionism which night spread to other trade fields will

Iikely decline in i.mportance as trade relations worsen and

many of those fields become more protectionist thernselves.

Thus, there vsill likely be more cooperative protectionism

among the DCs against the LDCs in textiles. Protectionism in

textiles will likely get worse before it gets better.
It is difficult to see the future of international

clothing and textile trade" The issue is currently tied up

with the breakdown of the Uruguay Round. However, if a

solution to the main problern of agricultural subsidies can be

reached, it is difficult to imagine the industrialized nations

being able to back away from some sort of plan to dismantle

the MFA and bring textiles into GATT" The issue has already

been part of the Urugruay Roundrs negotiating mandate since its
beginning. AIso, good progress on issues dear to the DCs

which reguire cooperation from the LDCs would disappear

rapidly v¡ithout some sort of j.nclusion of textÍles. First
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s¡orld reliance on Third world cooperation for the settling of
issues important to the former shourd give some impetus f,or

liberalization as textiles are brought into the GATT. But,
the factors mentioned above prevail. The future lever of
liberalizatj-on or protectionism in textires, even once brought

into GATT, is still diffícult to predict.
rt also seems that the us and other industrialized

countries have come to rearize that protectionísm in arl the
t'grey areasrr and exceptions to the basic GATT rures are no

longer staying in their lÍttle pens and away from the main

body of trade relations, as they once did. protectionism,

subsidy and countervailing trade $¡ars are leaking out of
agriculture and textiles and 'other sectors and causingr

difficulties in the staple fields of trade in industrial and

manufactured goods.

Finally, many are beginning to rearize that the current
stalemate in the Uruguay Round is merely a symptom of deep

seated problems with the organization and procedures of the
GATT: its \constitutionr.32 ultirnately, it is this structural
reform which wirÌ be necessary for a satisfactory solution to
any and all trade issues under the GATT, including textiles
and apparel.

32 See Jackson, Restructurinq the GATT Svstem
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f " The determination of a situation of rrmarket
disruptioñtn, as referred to in this Arrangement, sha1l be
based on the existence of serious damage to domestic producers
or actual threat thereof" Such damage must demonstrably be
caused by the factors set out in paragraph II below and not by
factors èuch as technological changes or changes in consumer
preference which are instrumental in switches to like and/or
directly cornpetitive products made by the same industry, or
similar factõrs. The existence of damage shall be determined
on the basis of an examination of the appropriate factors
having a bearing on the evolution of the state of the industry
in question such as : turnover, market share, profits, export
performance, employment, vofume of disruptive and other
imports, production, utilization of capacity, productivity and
investments" No one or several of these factors can
necessarily give decisive guidance"

II. The factors causing market disruption referred to in
paragraph I above which generally appear in combination are as
follows :

(i) a sharp and substantial increase or
imminent increase of i-rnports of
particular products from particular
sources. Such an imminent increase shall
be measurable one and shall not be
determined to exist on the basis of
allegation, conjecture or mere
possibility arising, for example, from
the existence of production capacity in
the exporting countries;

(ii) these products are offered at prices
which are substantially below those
prevailing for similar goods of
comparable quality in the market of the
irnporting country" Such prices shall be
compared both with the price for the
dornestic producÈ at comparable stage of
commercial- transaction, and witn the
prices which normally prevail for such
products sold in the ordinary course of
trade and under open market conditions by
other ex¡lorting countries in the
importing country"

III " In considering questions of ¡¡market disruption¡¡
account shall be taken of the int.erests of the exporting
country, especially in regard to its stage of development, the
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importance of the textile sector to the economy, the
employment situation, overall balance of trade in textiles,
trade balance with the inporting country concerned and overall
balance of payments.
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